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Introduction
Background
The following material has been compiled for the SFT 9 Workshop in Augsburg,
Germany, taking place Monday, 27 August 2018 - Friday, 31 August 2018. The
necessary background material will be provided in a pre-course, Saturday, 25 August
2018 - Sunday, 26 August 2018. For those not able to participate in the pre-course
we shall give references to the assumed material. Particularly we mention the primer
[22], the local-local constructions, [23], and the appendices in the present text.
This present text describes a polyfold approach to the construction of symplectic
field theory (SFT), introduced in [14], based on the technology developed in [52] and
[24]. The present draft is a shortened version of the upcoming lecture note [25] which
will provide more details and will, among other things, construct SFT in detail. In
the current text we end by giving the perturbation and transversality results needed.
A reader familiar with [14, 6, 84] should be able to work out the orientations and,
using the fact that the pull-back of differential forms by the evaluation maps are
sc-differential forms, integrate them over the moduli spaces, see [52]. The material
presented here then leads to a construction of a Hamiltonian Hp in the context of a
given closed manifold (Q, λ) equipped with a non-degenerate contact form associated
to a careful choice of perturbation p, and how these are related for different choices
of the perturbations. The transversality methods described here, cover also the
cases which we have not explicitly studied in the lecture series, namely the behavior
under symplectic cobordisms, their compositions, as well as the change of complex
multiplication J .
Polyfold theory by itself has nothing to do with symplectic geometry. It is rather
a mixture of a generalized differential geometry, a generalization of classical nonlin-
ear Fredholm theory, and some category theory. This theory has been developed
by Hofer, Wysocki and Zehnder in a series of papers [46, 47, 48]. Subsequently the
theory was further generalized and a comprehensive treatment is contained in [52],
which is a reference monograph on which further developments rest. In [51] the the-
ory was applied to derive Gromov-Witten theory, an application, which was more a
proof of concept. In [51] the authors did not try to utilize some of the important
features of the polyfold theory, namely that one can use the language to construct
powerful methods and tools for the construction of concrete polyfolds. These ideas
have been developed in the upcoming monograph [24]. The available references
[22, 23] contain part one and two of [24]. Again [24] is primarily not a book about
symplectic geometry, but it explains the ideas using examples arising from analytical
problems in symplectic geometry. One of the ideas put forward and carried out is
the development of a modular theory which allows to recycle constructions. This
is an extremely important point in applications given the fact that the constructions
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get longer and longer and are becoming increasingly difficult to check. The modu-
lar features also include a pre-Fredhom theory, which in applications considerably
simplifies the task of showing that a sc-smooth section is sc-Fredholm. We shall not
discuss this important point in this lecture, but it will feature prominently in [24].
In these lectures we shall show, how a very complicated nonlinear problem arising
in symplectic geometry can be dealt with quite efficiently. Using the results in
[24, 52] takes care of the basic analytical problems, so that one can concentrate
without distraction on the transversality theory, the study of moduli spaces and
ultimately the construction of SFT. In particular, the Nonlinear Functional Analysis/
Nonlinear Analysis in [52]/[24] can be used in applications to address problems by
general principles rather than ad hoc methods: this will shorten proofs and adds to
the clarity. In the current text we shall particularly describe the big picture and
the modular aspects of the theory.
There are other methods which have been developed to study moduli spaces in
symplectic geometry. They all originate in the underlying idea of finite-dimensional
reductions put forward in the original work [27] by Fukaya and Ono. We particularly
mention [28, 29], [68, 69, 70], and [32, 33, 34]. These ideas have been used (sometimes
in a modified way) to deal with problems in symplectic geometry, see the work
[30, 31], [72, 73], [5], and very recently [61].
In some sense the theory of Kuranshi structures and Polyfold theory are equivalent
as studied in detail in [86, 87, 88, 89]. This means that in many cases ideas in one
theory can be transported to the other.
We also would like to mention that the polyfold theory goes well with geometric
perturbation methods, as in [57, 58, 85]. This means that one is able to stay within
the framework of geometric perturbations as long as these methods work before
switching to more general perturbations. SFT is an example which shows that the
perturbation theory has to use special geometric features and this will be discussed
later on. The thrust of the current lectures lies on the transversality and perturbation
theory.
We shall refer to [52] as the Polyfold Book and to [24] as the Construction
Book. The Polyfold book is about ‘developing’ an abstract non-linear functional
analysis, and the Construction Book is about ‘using’ that non-linear functional anal-
ysis to build specific (concrete) function spaces, in a modular way, which are very
useful for moduli problems in Symplectic Field Theory.
Remarks by the Second Author. Finally two important remarks. The first is
about multisections, which are important in both approaches and originate in [27].
It is a non-trivial matter to extend multisections defined on a boundary with corners
and the difficulties are described and dealt with in the polyfold framework in [52],
and in a form more useful in inductive constructions in [43]. In the work by Fukaya
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et al, [29], Part II, it is said without comment that they extend (see after Lemma
7.2.121), which one might consider a gap, since a proof is considerably involved. Even
in later works this point is not addressed until the paper [34], where a method is
described which is only applicable to certain type of multisections (Fukaya refers to
this method as the Collar Method). This method used in an application requires
one to show that one can work with these special sections. In a recent email exchange
of Fukaya with the second author (henceforth HH),[35], Fukaya describes a different
way to deal with the issue, which turns out to address the issues in a way similar to
the approach used in [52] and [43], albeit in a somewhat different language. Dusa
McDuff also has a method, and HH almost expects that it is is also related.
In [61] Ishikawa introduces a somewhat more structured version of multisections,
called grouped multisections, which is geared towards his constructions. The ver-
sion given in [61] v1 has an incomplete list of requirements as HH pointed out to
the author, but this particular problem already has been rectified in v2. Since the
lectures, besides explaining many aspects of the polyfold theory also deal with the
transversality issues of SFT, a word she be provided about [61] by HH. It seems
at first glance that the issues which have to be addressed are indeed discussed. Of
course, the details have to be carefully checked. Although the approach to SFT in
[61] and the approach given here are quite different there is a common thread given
by the issues to be addressed. We shall point out these issues and the reader might
find it helpful when reading [61].
The Lectures and Their Prerequisites
We have added some useful material as appendices and give some reference to
other used material. For the initial lectures we list some of required background
material. Moreover, the lecture not contains somewhat more material than can be
delivered in lecture. Usually the material is needed in a later, but not the next, lec-
ture. We expect the reader to familiar with the additional material when it is needed.
• Lecture 1 requires the knowledge from the Primer on Polyfolds, see [22], pages
8-23. Comprehensive background material about polyfold structures on groupoidal
categories can be found in [52].
• Lecture 2 requires some of the material on DM-Theory, see [51], pages 11-28, [41]
and Appendix 17. The cited references take material from the upcoming [42], which
develops DM-theory in such a way that it fits with the polyfold theory.
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• Lecture 3 requires some basic facts on Stable Hamiltonian Structures, see [9] or
Appendix 18.
• Lecture 4 requires some basic facts on M-polyfolds, see [22]. A more comprehensive
background is given in [52].
• Lecture 5 requires some basic facts on M-polyfolds and covers material from [22].
• Lecture 6, 7 and 8 require some basic facts on M-polyfolds and the imprinting
method introduced in Lecture 5. For background material see [22]. A detailed
discussion is contained in [24].
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Part 1. Big Picture
We begin by describing the general set-up for constructing the moduli spaces of
SFT.
Lecture 1
1. Smooth Structures on Certain Categories
We describe a categorical framework which we shall apply to the category of stable
maps as they occur in symplectic field theory. Here a stable map is not necessarily
pseudoholomorphic. The original idea of a stable pseudoholomorphic map or curve
evolved from the work of Gromov, [37], and was formulated by Kontsevich, [62]. The
appropriate notion for symplectic field theory was given in [14] and its compactness
properties were studied in [7].
We start with some abstract notions which are not too difficult.
1.1. GCT’s. The notions introduced in this and the following subsections are treated
in detail in [52]. We shall consider groupoidal categories C which are defined as fol-
lows.
Definition 1.1. A groupoidal category C is a category with the following prop-
erties.
(1) Every morphism is an isomorphism.
(2) Between any two objects there are only finitely many morphisms.
(3) The orbit space |C|, i.e. the collection of isomorphism classes, is a set.

Further, the objects we shall consider are what we call GCT’s (GC=groupoidal
category, T=Topology)
Definition 1.2. A GCT is a pair (C, T ) where C is a groupoidal category and T a
metrizable topology on the orbit space |C|. 
Given a GCT (C, T ) we can talk about objects in the category whose isomorphism
classes are close to a given isomorphism class. Using polyfold theory we can introduce
the notion of some kind of smooth structure on a GCT.
1.2. Uniformizers. Denote by M the category whose objects are M-polyfolds and
the morphisms are the sc-smooth maps. By Mtame we denote the full subcategory
of tame M-polyfolds. Let O be a M-polyfold and G a finite group acting on O by
sc-diffeomorphisms written as
G×O → O : (g, o)→ g ∗ o.
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Associated to (O,G) we have the translation groupoid which is the category
denoted by GnO. Its objects are the points o ∈ O and the morphisms are the pairs
(g, o) viewed as morphisms
o
(g,o)−−→ g ∗ o.
The following generalizes some ideas which also occur when studying orbifolds.
Definition 1.3. Given a GCT (C, T ) a local uniformizer at the object α with
automorphism group G is a covariant functor Ψ : G n O → C with the following
properties:
(1) O is a M-polyfold and G acts by sc-diffeomorphisms and Gn O is the asso-
ciated translation groupoid.
(2) The functor Ψ is injective on objects and α lies in the image, i.e. there is a
unique o¯ ∈ O with Ψ(o¯) = α.
(3) The functor Ψ is full and faithful.
(4) Passing to orbit spaces |Ψ| : |GnO| → |C| is a homeomorphism onto an open
neighborhood of |α|. Here |α| denotes the isomorphism class of the object α.
A tame uniformizer is a uniformizer where O is a tame M-polyfold. 
The first crucial definition is that of a local uniformizer construction.
Definition 1.4. A local uniformizer construction is a functor F : C → SET
such that F (α) is a set of uniformizers at α. We call F a tame local unifomizer
construction provided for every α the set F (α) consists of tame uniformizers. 
1.3. Compatibility. Assume we are given ((C, T ), F ), where (C, T ) is a GCT and
F : C → SET a local uniformizer construction. Compatibility of the various Ψ
requires an additional construction M . Given Ψ ∈ F (α) and Ψ′ ∈ F (α′) consider
GnO Ψ−→ C Ψ′←− G′ nO′
The associated weak fibered product is the set
M (Ψ,Ψ′) = {(o,Φ, o′) | o ∈ O, o′ ∈ O′, Φ ∈ morC(Ψ(o),Ψ′(o′))}.
Definition 1.5. We have the following structural maps for Ψ,Ψ′,Ψ′′ coming from
F .
(1) O
s←− M(Ψ,Ψ′) t−→ O′, source map and target map, i.e. s(o,Φ, o′) = o,
t(o.Φ, o′) = o′.
(2) u : O →M(Ψ,Ψ) : o→ (o, 1Ψ(o), o), unit map.
(3) ι : M(Ψ,Ψ′)→M (Ψ′,Ψ) : (o,Φ, o′)→ (o′,Φ−1, o), inversion maps.
(4) m : M (Ψ′,Ψ′′)s×tM (Ψ,Ψ′)→M(Ψ,Ψ′′), multiplication map, defined by
m((o′,Φ′, o′′), (o,Φ, o′)) = (o,Φ′ ◦ Φ, o′′).
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We call M (Ψ,Ψ′) a transition set. 
Now comes the second important construction given ((C, T ), F ).
Definition 1.6. A transition construction M for ((C, T ), F ) is a construction
which equips every M (Ψ,Ψ′) with a M-polyfold structure so that s and t are local
sc-diffeomorphisms and all other structure maps are sc-smooth. Then ((C, T ), F,M )
is called a polyfold structure on the GCT (C, T ). If F is a tame local uniformizer
construction we call ((C, T ), F,M) a tame polyfold structure. 
1.4. Bundle Structure. Denote by Ban the category of Banach spaces. Assume
we are given a GCT C and a functor µ : C → Ban and assume we can define a new
GCT Eµ, where the objects are (α, e), e ∈ µ(α) and the morphisms are of the form
(Φ, e) : (s(Φ), e)→ (t(Φ), µ(Φ)(e)). Then we obtain
P : Eµ → C.
We can introduce the notion of a strong Bundle uniformizers which is given by a
diagram
GnK Ψ¯−−−→ Eµy Py
GnO Ψ−−−→ C
where Ψ¯ is fiberwise a linear bijection. All the previous discussions can be extended.
For example a transition construction produces strong bundle structure on
M (Ψ¯, Ψ¯′)→M (Ψ,Ψ′).
Structure maps fit into diagrams like this
K
s←−−− M(Ψ¯, Ψ¯′) t−−−→ K ′
p
y Py p′y
O
s←−−− M(Ψ,Ψ′) t−−−→ O
The idea of a polyfold structure on C can be generalized as follows. Assume we are
given a polyfold construction for the GCT (C, T ), say
((C, T ), F,M ),
and a functor µ : C → Ban defining Eµ. We assume that the latter has been equipped
with a metrizable topology so that it is turned into a GCT as well, for which the
map |P | : |Eµ| → |C| is continuous. Then a strong bundle uniformizer construction
is a functor F¯ : C → SET associating to α a set F¯ (α) of strong bundle uniformizers
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Ψ¯ : GnK → E with the obvious properties. Similarly we have a notion of a transition
construction.
Having the strong bundle structure for P : Eµ → C one can introduce new smooth
objects.
Definition 1.7. Consider a section functor A of P , i.e. a functor A : C → Eµ with
P ◦ A = Id. We can distinguish several classes of such functors.
(1) A is a sc-smooth section functor provided for Ψ¯ ∈ F¯ (α) the local repre-
sentation Ψ¯−1 ◦ A ◦Ψ is sc-smooth.
(2) A is a sc+-smooth section functor provided for Ψ¯ ∈ F¯ (α) the local repre-
sentation Ψ¯−1 ◦ A ◦Ψ is sc+-smooth.
(2) A is a sc-Fredholm functor provided for Ψ¯ ∈ F¯ (α) the local representation
Ψ¯−1 ◦ A ◦Ψ is sc-Fredholm.

The take away from this first lecture is that for groupoidal categories C which have
an orbit space equipped with a metrizable topology there is a notion of a smooth
structure, i. e. a polyfold structure and there is a strong bundle version as well
K
s←−−− M (Ψ¯, Ψ¯′) t−−−→ K ′
p
y Py p′y
O
s←−−− M (Ψ,Ψ′) t−−−→ O
M (Ψ¯, Ψ¯′)y
M (Ψ,Ψ′)
Our goal is to apply this to the category of stable maps S, the bundle of (0, 1)-forms
along them EJ → S, and ∂¯J˜ .
Given the GCT (C, T ) every local uniformizer Ψ has a footprint which is the open
subset |Ψ(O)| of |C|. We can take a set Ψ of uniformizers such that the footprints
cover |C|. We can take the disjoint union of all domains defining a M-polyfold X
and one can use the M (Ψ,Ψ′) to defined as a disjoint union a M-polyfold X. Then
X ≡ (X,X) is an ep-groupoid and there is natural functor βΨ : XΨ → C which
is an equivalence of categories. In some sense XΨ is a sc-smooth model of C. For
two different choices there is a precise relationship between the associated XΨ. For
certain constructions these smooth models are useful, see [52].
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Lecture 2
2. The Category of Stable Riemann Surfaces
This example deals with a version of the Deligne-Mumford theory, [12]. For a
geometric approach to the DM-theory see [74]. For the use of the DM-theory within
the later constructions it is important that we can use different gluing profiles, see
[51]. We assume the reader to be familiar with some Riemann surface theory, see
[51, 41] and Appendix 17.
2.1. Basic Notions and Concepts. First we introduce the notion of a compact
nodal Riemann surface with (unordered) marked points.
Definition 2.1. Consider a tuple (S, j,M,D), where (S, j) is a compact Riemann
surface possibly having different connected components, M is a finite subset of so-
called marked points, and D is a finite collection of unordered pairs {x, y}, called
nodal pairs, where x, y ∈ S. We abbreviate the union ⋃{x,y}∈D{x, y} by |D|. We
assume that the data satisfies the following additional properties.
• For {x, y} ∈ D we have that x 6= y.
• If {x, y} ∩ {x′, y′} 6= ∅ then {x, y} = {x′, y′}.
• M ∩ |D| = ∅
We call (S, j,MD) a nodal Riemann surface with marked points (We allow,
of course, the possibility D = ∅ and M = ∅.). We say that (S, j,M,D) is stable
if for every connected component C of S the genus gC of C satisfies the inequality
2 · gC + ](C ∩ (M ∪ |D|)) ≥ 3. We generally assume that the set of marked points is
un-ordered. 
Figure 1. A stable Riemann surface with two nodal pairs and three
marked points.
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Given τ = (S, j,M,D) and τ ′ = (S ′, j′,M, ,D′) we define a morphism Φ : τ → τ ′
as a tuple (τ, φ, τ ′) where φ : (S, j) → (s′, j′) is a biholomorphic map having the
following properties.
• φ(M) = M ′.
• φ∗(D) = D′, where φ∗D = {{φ(x), φ(y)} | {x, y} ∈ D}.
Finally we are able to define the category of stable Riemann surfaces.
Definition 2.2. The category R of stable Riemann surfaces has as objects the
nodal stable Riemann surfaces with marked points and as morphisms the previously
introduced Φ. 
We observe that every morphism is in fact an isomorphism. It requires more work
to show that between two objects there are at most finitely morphisms. In fact, the
orbit space |R| even has a natural metrizable topology. Hence
Theorem 2.3. The category R admits a natural metrizable topology T and (R, T )
is a GCT. For this topology every connected component of |R| is compact. 
This can be proved with the results presented in [55]. A proof will be given in [42]
and there is also a discussion in [40, 51].
2.2. Good Deformations. A version of Deligne-Mumford theory can be obtained
in the framework of uniformizers as follows, where we need the following definition.
Definition 2.4. Let τ = (S, j,M,D) be a stable Riemann surface with automor-
phism group G. A small disk structure D for τ consists of a choice of a smooth
closed disk-like neighborhood Dx for every x ∈ |D| such that
• Dx ∩ (|D| ∪M) = {x}.
• Dx ∩Dy = ∅ for x 6= y.
• ⋃x∈|D|Dx is invariant under G.

We need to introduce the complex vector space H1(τ) obtained as follows. Recall
that the Cauchy-Riemann operator can be defined on the complex vector space Γ0(τ)
consisting of smooth section u of TS → S which vanish at the nodal points and the
points in M , so that ∂¯(u) is a TS-valued (0, 1)-form, i.e. ∂¯(u)(z) : TzS → TzS is
complex anti-linear for every z. Denote by Ω0,1(τ) the complex vector space of such
(0, 1)-forms. Then ∂¯ : Γ0(τ) → Ω0,1(τ) is a complex linear injective operator with
finite dimensional cokernel. We define H1(τ) = Ω0,1(τ)/∂¯(Γ0(τ)). This is a complex
vector space of dimension 3ga−3+]M−]D, where ga is the arithmetic genus defined
by ga = 1 + ]D +
∑
C [g(C)− 1].
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Figure 2. A stable Riemann surface and adding a small disk structure.
Definition 2.5. Let τ be an object in R with automorphism group G and assume
that a small disk structure D has been fixed. A good deformation j for τ with
given D consists of a G-invariant open neighborhood V of 0 ∈ H1(τ) and a smooth
family V 3 v → j(v) of almost complex structures on S so that the following holds.
(1) j(0) = j.
(2) j(v) = j on all Dx for x ∈ |D| and v ∈ V .
(3) [Dj(v)] : H1(τ)→ H1(τv) is a complex linear isomorphism for every v ∈ V .
(4) For every g ∈ G and v ∈ V the map g : τv → τg∗v is biholomorphic.

It is a known fact that for given τ and small disk structure a good deformation
always exists.
2.3. Uniformizers for R. Fix a good deformation j for τ and D. Then we can
define for a natural gluing parameter a ∈ Bτ and v ∈ V the objects τv,a by
τv,a = (Sa, j(v)a,Ma, Da).
On V × Bτ we have the natural action of G by diffeomorphisms defining us the
translation groupoid Gn (V × Bτ ). We also obtain a functor
Ψ : Gn (V × Bτ )→ R(1)
which on objects maps
(v, a)→ τv,a
and on morphisms
(g, (v, a))→ (τv,a, ga, τg∗v,g∗a).
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The following theorem is well-known and a consequence of standard DM-theory and
holds for every gluing profile.
Theorem 2.6. The orbit space |R| has a natural metrizable topology for which every
connected component is compact. Moreover, the following holds, which also charac-
terizes the topology. Let τ , D, and j as described above and let Ψ be the associated
functor defined in (1). Then there exists a G-invariant open neighborhood O of (0, 0)
in H1(τ)× Bτ such that the following holds.
(1) Ψ : GnO → R is fully faithful and injective on objects, and Ψ(0, 0) = τ .
(2) The map |Ψ| : |Gn O| → |R| induced between orbit spaces defines a homeo-
morphism onto an open neighborhood of |τ |.
(3) For every (v, a) the Kodaira-Spencer differential associated to τv,a is an iso-
morphism.

We note that on objects Ψ(0, 0) = τ and on morphisms Ψ(g, (0, 0)) = (τ, g, τ). This
is the point where the current topic connects with the topic discussed in Lecture 1.
As described in the polyfold theory for groupoidal category, a method to explore
the richness of such a category is the construction of uniformizers. The functors Ψ
we just introduced give a natural uniformizer construction for R. We just mention
there are also natural constructions of a similar kind for the category of stable maps
in Gromov-Witten theory, [40], and, which is the topic of this text, also for SFT. In
view of Theorem 2.6 we can make the following definition.
Definition 2.7. Let τ be an object in R with automorphism group G. We say that
Ψ : GnO → R
is a good uniformizer associated to τ if it is obtained, after a choice of small
disk structure D and deformation j, as a restriction satisfying the properties (1)–
(3). Given τ there is a set of choices we can make, resulting in a set of associated
uniformizers denoted by F (τ). 
If Φ : τ → τ ′ is a morphism it is clear that there is a 1-1 correspondence between
the choices for τ and τ ′, respectively. Hence we obtain a natural bijection F (Φ) :
F (τ)→ F (τ ′). This defines a functor
FDM : R → SET
associating to an object τ a set of good uniformizers having τ in the image. As was
already said the above construction works for every gluing profile. However, if we
would like to have a smooth transition between two uniformizers we have to be careful
in the choice of the gluing profile. In fact the gluing profile r → − 1
2pi
· ln(r) gives
a construction which is equivalent to the classical DM-theory. However, this gluing
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profile is not as useful for SFT. If we use the exponential gluing profile ϕ : r → e 1r −e
we loose the holomorphicity, but otherwise the associated DM-theory has the same
features and the methods extend to SFT. These details are described in [42]. The
following is a very important result.
Theorem 2.8. Let ϕ be the exponential gluing profile. Associated to (R, T , FϕDM)
there is a transition construction MϕDM, where each M
ϕ
DM(Ψ,Ψ
′) is equipped with a
smooth manifold structure. 
2.4. More on DM-Theory. We shall describe some results in the DM-context
which we shall use later. When we discuss in Lecture 3 buildings of stable maps we
have to consider their underlying domains. What we shall obtain is the following
data. For each i ∈ {0, ..., k} a tuple σi := (Γ−i , Si, ji,Mi, Di,Γ+i ) and for i ∈ {1, ..., k}
a bijection bi : Γ
+
i−1 → Γ−i . The points in Mi are called marked points, the points
in Γ±i positive and negative punctures. In general the σi are not stable. They come,
however, with decompositions Si = S
tc
i unionsq Sntci , where Snti is a finite union of simply
connected closed Riemann surfaces containing no point from Mi and containing pre-
cisely one point from Γ−i and Γ
+
i . However, not every connected component having
the latter property belongs to Stc. In addition we are given a finite group G acting
by biholomorphic maps preserving the floors, i.e. (φg0, ..., φ
g
k) such that for z ∈ Γ+i−1
we have that bi ◦ φi−1(z) = φi ◦ bi(z). In addition φi(Stci ) = Stci and φi(Sntci ) = Sntci .
Given this data we shall add so-called stabilization points. As we shall see later
on they have to be picked carefully and are also associated to other data, transver-
sal constraints, which will be introduced later. The set of stabilization points Ξ is
assumed to be invariant under the G-action. After adding the stabilization points
it is assumed that each domain component together with all the special points on it
becomes stable. Consider σ¯ which consists of the Riemann surface (S, j), the marked
points M¯ = Γ−0 unionsq Γ+k unionsqM unionsq Ξ, where Ξ are the stabilization points. We denote by
D¯ the union of the Di and all {(z, bi(z)}, where i ∈ {1, ..., k} and z ∈ Γ+i−1. Then
σ¯ = (S, j, M¯ , D¯) is a stable Riemann surface with automorphism group G∗ containing
G. We shall refer to σ¯ as the associated DM-Data.
There is a natural action of G on H1(σ¯). This finite-dimensional complex vector
space splits naturally according to the partition of S into
S = (Stc0 ∪ Sntc0 ) ∪ ... ∪ (Stck ∪ Sntck )
and the action by G preserves this splitting. This is generally not the case for the
G∗-action. We obtain the natural identification
H1(σ¯) ≡ H1(σ¯tc0 )⊕H1(σ¯ntc0 )⊕ ..⊕H1(σ¯tck )⊕H1(σ¯ntck ) :(2)
v ≡ (vtc0 , vntc0 , ..., vtck , vntck ).
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Trivial cylinder segements
nodal pair
Negative punctures 
Positive punctures 
Floor 0
Floor 1
Floor 2
Trivial cylinder segements
nodal pair
Negative punctures 
Positive punctures 
Floor 0
Floor 1
Floor 2
Figure 3. A Riemann surface building with three floors with and
without stabilization points added.
Here σ¯tci is S
tc
i equipped with the special points coming from M¯ and |D¯|, and similarly
for σntci . We have a natural action of G
∗ on H1(σ¯tc0 )⊕H1(σ¯ntc0 )⊕..⊕H1(σ¯tck )⊕H1(σ¯ntck )
in view of (2) whose restriction to G has a diagonal form with respect to the indicated
decomposition.
Definition 2.9. We assume we started with σ = (σ0, b1, ..., bk, σk), were σi and bi are
as described before equipped with the action of a finite group G by biholomorphic
maps preserving the floors σi and the other data. After fixing a G-invariant stabiliza-
tion set Ξ we denote the associated DM-data by σ¯. Assume we have picked the small
disk structure D so that the union of disks is invariant under G∗, where G∗ and G
act in the way as just described, a good τ-adapted deformation of j consists of an
open G∗-invariant neighborhood V of 0 ∈ H1(σ¯tc0 )⊕H1(σ¯ntc0 )⊕ ..⊕H1(σ¯tck )⊕H1(σ¯ntck )
and a family j : V 3 v → j(v) of almost complex structures on σ¯ so that the following
properties hold.
(1) For v ∈ V it holds that j(v)|Stci = jStci (vtci ) and j(v)|Sntci = jSntci (vntci ), where
v decomposes into the direct sum of the vtci and v
ntc
i .
(2) For all g ∈ G∗ the map g : (S, j(v), M¯ , D¯)→ (S, j(g ∗ v), M¯ , D¯) is biholomor-
phic.
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(3) j(0) = j and for v ∈ V it holds j(v) = j on the disks of the small disk
structure D.
(4) For every v ∈ V the Kodaira-Spencer differential [Dj(v)] : H1(σ¯) → H1(σ¯v)
is a complex linear isomorphism, where
σ¯v = (S, j(v), M¯ , D¯).
Moreover the map V 3 v → j(v) is injective.
(5) The map v → σ¯v defines a good uniformizer for the DM-spaces of fixed nodal
type. More precisely, denoting by τ the nodal type of σ¯
ψ : G∗ n V → Rτ ,
where on objects ψ(v) = σ¯v and on morphisms
ψ(g, v) = (σv, g, σ¯g∗v),
is a good uniformizer. HereRτ has its orbit space equipped with the topology
coming from the one on the orbit space of R.

The nodal type of a stable Riemann surface in R is obtained as follows. Starting
with σ¯ = (S, j, M¯ , D¯) we first produce a decorated graph where we take a vertex
v = v(C) for every domain component C of S which we label with its genus g(v) :=
g(C) and the number of marked points m(v) := m(C) on C. For every nodal pair
{x, y} ∈ D¯ we have that x ∈ C and y ∈ C ′ (where C ′ = C is a possibility), and we
draw an edge connecting the vertices associated to C and C ′. The stability of σ¯ is
equivalent to the statement that for every vertex v the edge number e(v) satisfies
the inequality
2g(v) +m(v) + e(v) ≥ 3.
There is an obvious notion of isomorphism for two such decorated graphs. By defi-
nition the nodal type τ(σ¯) of σ¯ is the isomorphism class of the associated decorated
graph. We need the following result.
Theorem 2.10. Given the DM-data σ¯ associated and the auxiliary structure, there
exists for given small disk structure D as previously described a good deformation j.
2.5. Further Concepts. Finally we would like to introduce the category R˜. Its
objects are closed stable Riemann surfaces τ˜ with an ordered set of marked points,
i.e. M˜ = (m1,m2, ...,m`). Then such a stable Riemann surface takes the form
τ˜ = (S, j, M˜ ,D). A morphism Φ˜ : τ˜ → τ˜ ′ is a tuple (τ˜ , φ, τ˜ ′) where φ : (S, j) →
(S ′, j′) is a biholomorphic map satisfying φ∗D = D′ and φ∗M˜ = M˜ ′. Here φ∗M˜ =
(φ(m1), ..., φ(m`)). We have a forgetful functor
f : R˜ → R
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which on objects maps τ˜ = (S, j, M˜ ,D) to τ = (S, j,M,D) where M is the set of
un-ordered marked points underlying M˜ . The morphism Φ˜ = (τ˜ , φ, τ˜ ′) is mapped
to Φ = (τ, φ, τ ′). The forgetful functors is an example of a proper covering functor.
and they will occur quite frequently. Below we give the general definition.
Definition 2.11. Let pi : C˜ → C a functor between groupoidal categories. We say pi
is a proper covering functor provided the following holds.
(1) pi is surjective on objects and finite to one.
(2) mor(C˜) 〈pi,s〉−−→ Cs×piobj(C˜) : φ→ (pi(φ), s(φ)) is a bijection.

We note that f : R˜ → R is a proper covering functor. Using the uniformizers
from the construction (F,M ) we can make the following construction. Let τ =
(S, j,M,D). An ordering of M is a bijection o : Ik := {1, ..., k} → M , where
k = ]M . We shall write Mo for the tuple (o(1), ..., o(k)). We observe that G acts on
Bij(Ik,M) by g ∗ o = g ◦ o. Consider Ψ ∈ FDM(τ), say Ψ : Gn O → R, defined by
(v, a)→ τv,a = (Sa, j(v)a,Ma, Da). We consider the smooth manifold Bij(Ik,M)×O
with the action of G by
g ∗ (o, (v, a)) = (g ◦ o, g ∗ (v, a)).
We obtain the translation groupoid Gn (Bij(Ik,M)×O) and the forgetful functor
Gn (Bij(Ik,M)×O)→ GnO
This functor is a proper covering functor which has the additional properties that
between objects it is a surjective local diffeomorphism and the obvious map
mor(Gn (Bij(Ik,M)×O)→ mor(GnO)s×fobj(Gn (Bij(Ik,M)×O))
is a diffeomorphism. There exists a commutative diagram
Gn (Bij(Ik,M)×O) Ψ˜−−−→ R˜
f
y y
GnO Ψ−−−→ R
where Ψ˜(o, (v, a)) = (Sa, j(v)a,M
o
a , Da) on objects and on morphisms
Ψ˜(g, o, (v, a)) = (Ψ˜(o, (v, a)), ga, Ψ˜(g ◦ o, g ∗ (v, a)))
This is an example for a uniformizer construction for a proper covering. This also
works for the transition construction.
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Lecture 3
3. The Example of Stable Maps in SFT
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic concepts about ‘Stable Hamil-
tonian Structures’, see [9] or Appendix 18. We start with (Q, λ, ω), a non-degenerate
stable Hamiltonian structure (λ, ω) on the closed odd-dimensional manifold Q. We
obtain the Reeb vectorfield R defined by λ(R) ≡ 1 and dλ(R, .) ≡ 0. Associated
to R we have the set of periodic orbits P = P(Q, λ, ω) and define P∗ = {∅} ∪ P .
Given an admissible complex multiplication J for ξ = ker(λ), there exists a spectral
gap function δ¯J : P∗ → (0, 2pi], which comes from a self-adjoint operator associated
to J and R, which plays a role in the Fredholm theory. We fix an admissible weight
function δ0 define on P∗ such that 0 < δ0 < δ¯J .
3.1. Stable Maps of Height One and Regularity (3, δ0). A stable map of
height one is a tuple α = (Γ−, S, j,D,M, [u˜],Γ+). Here (S, j) is a closed Riemann
surface, D a set of nodal pairs, M unordered marked points, Γ± positive and negative
punctures, respectively. By [u˜] we denote an equivalence class of maps u˜ : S \ (Γ+ ∪
Γ−) → R × Q of class (3, δ0). Two maps are equivalent provided they differ by a
constant R-shift. At every positive puncture z ∈ Γ+ the map u˜ is asymptotic in the
(3, δ0) sense to a periodic orbit γz, and similarly at z ∈ Γ−. The map u˜ is continuous
over nodal pairs. A trivial cylinder component is a connected component C of S
with exactly one positive and negative puncture asymptotic to the same orbit and no
marked points and nodal points. Moreover it is homotopic, while being asymptotic
to the periodic orbits, to a standard cylinder parameterization. In addition the
following stability condition holds.
Definition 3.1. We say α = (Γ−, S, j,D,M, [u˜],Γ+) is stable provided S has at
least one connected component C, which is not a trivial cylinder component. This
component has at least one of the following properties, where we write u˜ = (a, u).
(1)
∫
C˙
u∗ω > 0, C˙ = C \ (Γ+ ∪ Γ−).
(2) 2g(C) + ](C ∩ (M ∪ |D|)) ≥ 3.

3.2. Stable Buildings. Given a stable map of height 1 we can take at positive punc-
tures the real projectification PR(Tz, j) and at negative punctures we take PR(Tz,−j).
We obtain Γ̂± → Γ± which is a principle S1-bundle naturally. The stable buldings
of height k + 1 have the following form
α = (α0, b̂1, α1, ..., b̂k, αk)
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Figure 4. A stable building of height one. One trivial cylinder component.
Here each αi is a stable map of height 1 and b̂i fits into the commutative diagram
Γ̂+i−1
b̂i−−−→ Γ̂−iy y
Γ+i−1
bi−−−→ Γ−i
for i ∈ {1, ..., k}. The map bi is a bijection and the periodic orbits associated to
z ∈ Γ+i−1 and bi(z) coincide. Further the asymptotic limits are b̂i(z) matching. With
α = (α0, b̂1, ..., b̂k, αk) and αi = (Γ
−
i , Si, ji,Mi, [u˜i],Γ
+
i ) we sometimes collect all the
[u˜i] as [u˜] and the interface nodal pairs as Θ consisting of all b̂i(z) for z ∈ Γ+i−1
and i ∈ {1, ..., k}. With other words [u˜] = ([u˜0], b̂1, .., b̂k, [u˜k]). Alternatively we can
identify b̂i(z) with a decorated node [ẑ, ẑ
′], which is an equivalence class of oriented
real lines in the tangent space TzSi−1 and Tbi(z)Si. Moreover, we put S = S0unionsq ..unionsqSk,
D = D0 unionsq .. unionsqDk, and M = M0 unionsq .. unionsqMk, Then we can write α as
α = (Γ−0 , S, j,M,D,Θ, [u˜],Γ
+
k ),
which sometimes is the more convenient notation.
3.3. The Category of Stable Maps. The category of stable maps of class (3, δ0)
denoted by S = S3,δ0(Q, λ, ω) has the stable buildings of arbitrary height as objects.
A morphism Φ : α → α′ is given by (α, φ, α′), where φ : (Γ−0 , S, j,M,D,Θ,Γ+k ) →
(Γ′−0 , S
′, j′,M ′,Θ′,Γ′+k ) such that [u˜
′
i ◦φi] = [u˜i]. An already nontrivial result is given
by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. S is a groupoidal category and its orbit space has a natural metrizable
topology T and (S, T ) is a GCT. 
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Given J : ξ → ξ we have the functor
µJ : S → Ban,
which associates to α the Hilbert space of (T (R×Q), J˜)-valued (0, 1)-forms of class
(2, δ0) along the underlying stable map. We obtain a new groupoidal category EJ ,
where the objects are pairs (α, e), e ∈ µJ(α), and morphisms are (Φ, e), with Φ a
morphism in S satisfying s(Φ) = α, and where we view the morphism as
(Φ, e) : (α, e)→ (t(Φ), µ(Φ)(e)).
It turns out that the orbit space of EJ has a natural metrizable topology, so that
(EJ , T ) is a GCT. We obtain
P : EJ → S
and can define the section functor ∂¯J˜ by
∂¯J˜(α) =
(
α,
1
2
[T u˜+ J˜ ◦ T u˜ ◦ j]
)
.
Definition 3.3. The (coarse) moduli space MJ associated to ∂¯J˜ is the orbit
space of the full subcategory of J˜-holomorphic objects, i.e. those α for which
∂¯J˜(α) = (α, 0).
The moduli category is the full subcategory associated to J˜-holomorphic objects.

The following holds.
Theorem 3.4. After fixing a suitable gluing profile ϕ and a strictly increasing se-
quence δ of admissible weight functions, P has naturally the structure of a strong
bundle over the tame polyfold S and ∂¯J˜ is Fredholm. The orbit space |∂¯−1J˜ (0)| inter-
sected with every connected component of |S| is compact. 
The theorem means that after fixing δ and ϕ we have a natural uniformizer con-
struction F¯ : S → SET producing tame strong bundle uniformizers
GnK Ψ¯−−−→ EJ
p
y Py
GnO Ψ−−−→ S
and a transition construction which produces tame strong bundles
M (Ψ¯, Ψ¯′)→M(Ψ,Ψ′).
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The sc-Fredholm property of ∂¯J˜ means that the local representatives of the latter
with respect to a Ψ¯
∂¯J˜ ,Ψ¯ := Ψ¯
−1 ◦ ∂¯J˜ ◦Ψ : O → K
are sc-Fredholm. We have a grading functor d : S → N = {0, 1, ...} associating to
α = (α0, b̂1, .., b̂k, αk) its top floor number which is k, i.e. the number of floors minus
one. Having the tame polyfold structure we pick for α a uniformizer Ψ ∈ F (α) and
o¯ ∈ O with Ψ(o¯) = α. Then we can take dO(o¯) which does not depend on the choice
of Ψ and the polyfold structure has the property that d(α) = dO(o¯). This map
descends to the orbit space Z = |S|, giving us the degeneracy index dZ : Z → N.
Proposition 3.5. Every z ∈ Z has an open neighborhood U(z) such that dZ |U(z) ≤
dZ(z). 
Remark 3.6. We can also consider S˜ which consists of stable buildings where the
marked points are ordered, the negative punctures on floor 0 are ordered and the
positive punctures on the top floor are numbered as well. Then we have a forgetful
functor S˜ → S which is also a proper covering functor, similarly as in the case of
stable Riemann surfaces. 
3.4. Basic Topological Structure. The orbit space Z := |S| is metrizable and we
can consider pi0(Z). Given a ∈ pi0(Z) we can represent it by a building of height 1
with no nodal points, say α = (Γ−, S, j,M, ∅, [u˜],Γ+). The compact space S might
have different components and can be written as S = SntcunionsqStc splitting it into trivial
cylinder components and the rest. We can consider pi0(S) and pi
ntriv
0 (S) := pi0(S
ntc).
We make the following rough classification.
Definition 3.7. We say
• a ∈ pi0(Z) is a parent provided ]pi0(S) = 1.
• a ∈ pia(Z) is a descendent provided ]pintriv0 (S) = 1 and ]pi0(S) > 1.
• a ∈ pia(Z) is a disjoint union provided ]pintriv0 (S) ≥ 2.
Within the disjoint union we can also distinguish parent classes a which are charac-
terized by 2 ≤ ]pintriv0 (S) = ]pi0(S) and their descendents defined by 2 ≤ ]pintriv0 (S) <
]pi0(S). 
Hence we have a splitting
pi0(Z) = pi
p
0(Z) unionsq pid0(Z) unionsq piu0 (Z)
and a further splitting
piu0 (Z) = pi
up
0 (Z) unionsq piud0 (Z).
These distinctions are important for the perturbation theory and its inductive treat-
ment.
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DISJOINT UNION DESCENDANT
Figure 5. Classification of classes in pi0(Z).
Definition 3.8. Given a ∈ pi0(Z) we denote by Sa the full subcategory of S associ-
ated to the objects α with |α| ∈ a. 
A very important concept is that of a face.
Definition 3.9. A face of Z is the closure θ of a connected component θ˙ in {z ∈
Z | dZ(z) = 1}. 
More about this later.
Definition 3.10. Let a ∈ pi0(Z) and define facea to be the collection of faces con-
tained in a. 
Definition 3.11. For a face θ we denote by Sθ the full subcategory associated to
objects with isomorphism class in θ. 
An important property is the following, which we shall refer to as the polyfold
structure on S being face-structured.
Theorem 3.12. Every object α belongs to precisely d(α)-many different Sθ, i.e.
there exist precisely d(α) many θ with |α| ∈ θ. 
A face a determines (a′, a′′) as follows. Take a representative α, |α| ∈ a, with
d(α) = 1 written as α = (α′, b̂, α′′). Then (a′, a′′) is determined by |α′| ∈ a′ and
|α′′| ∈ a′′. Given a ∈ piup0 (Z) take a representative α with d(α) = 0. Then the
components c ∈ pintriv0 (S¯) determine αc which determine ac.
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3.5. Grading and Organization. For the inductive procedures of perturbation
theory later on we need a grading which is adjusted to the problem at hand. In
case of a stable Hamiltonian structure the organizational issues are somewhat more
complicated than in the case of a contact structure. A organizational scheme for the
the more general stable Hamiltonian case is based on the use of of the following map
a→ dJa .
Definition 3.13. Define dJ : pi0(Z)→ {−1, 0, 1, 2, ..} : a→ dJa by
dJ(a) =
[ −1 if a ∩MJ = ∅.
max{dZ(z) | z ∈ a ∩MJ} if a ∩MJ 6= ∅.

This organizes the elements in pi0(Z). The following is very important.
Theorem 3.14. (1) If a¯ ∈ pip0(Z) and a ∈ pid0(Z) is a descendent then dJa¯ = dJa .
(2) If θ ∈ facea for some a ∈ pi0(Z) and θ comes from (a′, a′′), then dJa ≥ 1 +
dJa′ + d
J
a′.
(3) For a ∈ piup0 (Z) we have the equality (dJa + 1) =
∑
c∈pi0(S¯)(d
J
ac + 1).
(4) If a¯ ∈ piup0 and a ∈ piud0 (Z) is a descendent then dJa¯ = dJa .

The induction usually goes in the following order.
pi
p,(−1)
0 (Z) =⇒ pid,(−1)0 (Z) =⇒ piup,(−1)0 (Z) =⇒ piud,(−1)0 (Z)
=⇒ pip,(0)0 (Z) =⇒ pid,(0)0 (Z) =⇒ piup,(0)0 (Z) =⇒ piud,(0)0 (Z)
=⇒ ... ... ... ...
=⇒ pip,(`)0 (Z) =⇒ pid,(`)0 (Z) =⇒ piup,(`)0 (Z) =⇒ piud,(`)0 (Z)
=⇒ ... ... ... ...
As we shall see the only freedom to pick data is for the a ∈ pip,`0 (Z) subject to some
boundary compatibility, i.e. faces, which have data determined by the previous steps,
i.e. associated to pi≤`−10 (Z). The amount of construction at each step using d
J is more
involved compared to another possibility which arises dealing with a contact form.
In case (Q, λ, dλ) is a manifold with a non-degenerate contact form one can take
another organizing princple, which has in some sense more steps, which, however is
less demanding on the level of constructing the multi-sections. Both lead to the same
result for contact manifolds, but the latter cannot be used for stable Hamiltonian
structures directly. The problem is that it might happen that dZ : Z → [0,∞] is
unbounded on many a ∈ pi0(Z). When we describe the inductive scheme we shall
restrict ourselves to the case of contact forms. In the expanded version of this lecture
note we shall describe the more general case as well.
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Definition 3.15. The subset Ẑ of Z consists of all |α|, so that all its trivial cylinder
parts are J˜-holomorphic. 
We note that the definition does not depend on the choice of J . We observe
that the interiors of Ẑ and Z are the same. We shall introduce later on a topology
T̂ on Ẑ, called the strong topology, which is finer than T |Ẑ and which will play a
important role in the perturbation and compactness theory and we shall explain why
it is important later on. We note at this point thatMJ ⊂ Ẑ. The perturbation will
be done in such a way that the modified coarse moduli space still belongs to Ẑ. That
we introduce this topology has to do with some subtleties which we explain now.
A moduli space dieomorphic to a circle 
A moduli space dieomorphic to a point. 
                 schematically
Figure 6. A moduli space of a union class, part 1.
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The Figure 6 gives two moduli spaces, one diffeomorphic to a closed interval, the
other to a point. Assume that one belongs to a′ and the other to a′′. Denote the union
class by a which will have a two-dimensional moduli space and is more complicated
than one might think. It is illustrated in the following Figure 7.
Schematically the compactication of the union
contains 1-dim
family
trivial holo-
morphic
cylinder
contains 2-dim
family
Figure 7. A moduli space of a union class, part 2.
A problem arising in the inductive perturbation theory is that the perturbations
up to level ` determine for a disjoint union class on level ` + 1 the perturbation at
the boundary as well as the perturbation in the interior. The basic question is, if
they fit smoothly together? The answer is that it depends on the sets on which the
perturbations were carried out. This is the reason for introducing T̂ on Ẑ.
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Lecture 4
4. Structures on the Category of Stable Maps
4.1. Background. Assume we have are given a GCT C equipped with a polyfold
structure and an associated strong polyfold bundle P : Eµ → C. This allows to talk
about interesting smooth objects. We have seen that we can immediately distinguish
three classes of sc-smooth section functors:
sc-smooth, sc+-smooth, sc-Fredholm.
It also allows to distinguish interesting sc-smooth saturated full subcategories. Sat-
urated means that if an object is isomorphic to an object in the subcategory it
also belongs to it. Such subcategories have the form CU , where U ⊂ |C|, and are
generated by the objects with isomorphism class in U . Interesting examples are in
the stable maps case:
- Sa, a ∈ pi0(Z)
- Sθ, θ ∈ facea
Recall that a submanifold M of a M-polyfold O is a subset such that every point
m ∈ M has an open neighborhood U(m) and a sc+-smooth retraction r : U → U
with r(U) = M ∩ U . Recall that sc+-smooth means that r : U → U1 is defined and
sc-smooth. M has an induced M-polyfold structure which on the subset of points
with dM(m) = 0 is the same as a classical smooth manifold structure. If M is tame
it is a classical smooth manifold with boundary with corners.
Consider a functor Θ : C → [0, 1] ∩ Q+. It defines a full subcategory supp(Θ)
associated to all objects c with Θ(c) > 0. The subcategory is saturated in the sense
that all isomorphic objects belong to it. Each object c in this subcategory carries
the weight Θ(c) ∈ (0, 1]. We shall call Θ a full weighted subcategory. It defines a
subset |supp(Θ)| ⊂ |C|.
Definition 4.1. We say Θ is of manifold-type provided the following holds.
(1) Θ only takes values in {0, 1}
(2) Each element with positive weight has trivial isotropy.
(3) For every object c with positive weight pick a uniformizer Ψ ∈ F (c) with
Ψ : GnO → C. Then there exist a submanifold M of O containing o¯ and an
open neighborhood U = U(o¯) such that Θ ◦Ψ|U : U → [0, 1] ∩Q satisfies
• Θ ◦Ψ(o) = 1 for o ∈ U ∩M and 0 otherwise.

Theorem 4.2. If Θ is of manifold type |supp(Θ)| has in a natural way the structure
of a smooth manifold.
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Definition 4.3. Θ is of orbifold type provided the following holds.
(1) Θ only takes values in {0, 1}.
(2) For every object c with positive weight pick a uniformizer Ψ ∈ F (c) with
Ψ : G n O → C. Then there exist a submanifold M of O containing o¯ and
an open Gc-invariant neighborhood U = U(o¯) such that Θ ◦ Ψ(o) = 1 for
o ∈ U ∩M and 0 otherwise.

Theorem 4.4. If Θ is of orbifold type the orbit space of supp(Θ) has in a natural
way the structure of a smooth orbifold. 
The most general class is given in the following definition.
Definition 4.5. Θ is of branched weighted orbifold type provided for every
object c with positive weight the following holds. For a uniformizer Ψ ∈ F (c) with
Ψ : GnO → C there exist finitely many submanifolds Mi of O containing o¯ and an
open Gc-invariant neighborhood U = U(o¯) such that
Θ ◦Ψ(o) = 1
]I
· ]{i ∈ I | o ∈Mi}
for o ∈ U ∩M and 0 otherwise. 
One can show that the orbit space of supp(Θ) has in a natural way the structure
of what is called a weighted branched orbifold. There is a whole theory, [52], about
orientations, about sc-smooth differential forms on C, a de Rham complex and a
Stokes formula. There are related ideas in [67].
4.2. Preliminaries for a Perturbation Theory of ∂¯J˜ . Consider the functor Λ0 :E → Q+ (the latter only has the identities as morphisms) defined by Λ0(α, 0) = 1
and Λ0(α, e) = 0 otherwise. Then Λ0 ◦ ∂¯J˜(α) > 0 means that ∂¯J˜(α) = (α, 0), i.e. α
is a J˜-holomorphic object. In this case
|supp(Λ0 ◦ ∂¯J˜)| =MJ .
For a uniformizer Ψ¯ : G n K → E consider Λ0 ◦ Ψ¯ : G n K → Q+. For the tame
strong bundle p : K → O let s be the zero-section which is a sc+-section, i.e. in
particular sc-smooth. Then
Λ0 ◦ Ψ¯(k) = ]{s | s ◦ p(k) = k}
Next we observe that
Λ0 ◦ ∂¯J˜ ◦Ψ = (Λ0 ◦ Ψ¯) ◦ ∂¯Ψ¯.
The set of points o ∈ O for which this is positive consists precisely of all o with s(o) =
∂¯Ψ¯(o). This a polyfold Fredholm problem and if we have tranversality it defines a
smooth submanifold M of O. Then the functor Θ0 = Λ0◦ ∂¯J˜ over O can be written as
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Θ0 ◦Ψ and it takes value 1 if and only if it lies on the submanifold. In this case Θ0 is
a functor which is manifold like over the full subcategory SΨ(O). Perturbation theory
and transversality theory in the presence of symmetries is always difficulty and we
shall use as Fukaya-Ono, [27], the idea of multisections. In functorial terms we need
to introduce fractional objects with the assumption that any underlying object can
only occur once. This is accomplished by functors
Θ : S → [0, 1] ∩Q+.
These come together with the functors
Λ : E → [0, 1] ∩Q+,
which we shall call partition of unity, having the property that
∑
e∈µ(α) Λ(α, e) = 1.
Note that for Λ as above the functor Θ = Λ◦ ∂¯J˜ has the before-mentioned properties.
As we shall see there is a large world of sc-smooth Λ in general position to ∂¯J˜ such
that Θ is sc-smooth and of branched orbifold type and a ∩ supp(Θ) is for every a
compact. It is, of course, absolutely crucial that the perturbations Λ are compatible
with the algebraic structures on S responsible for the ability to encode certain data
in the SFT-formalism.
4.3. Structures. Denote by P the category whose objects are maps m : I → P ,
where I is a finite set. A morphism b : m → m′ is a bijection b : I → I ′ such that
m′ ◦ b = m.
Concatenation Structure P
ev−←−− S ev+−−→ P
For example ev+(α) is the map Γ+k → P , which associates to a puncture the periodic
orbit. Similarly ev−(α) : Γ−0 → P . We now can build a new category using the weak
fibered product
S ×P S
Observe that if α′, α′′ are objects in S and there exists a morphism b : ev+(α′) →
ev−(α′′) we obtain the object (α′, b, α′′) in the weak fibered product. Next we ob-
serve that this object is related to a finite number of objects in ∂S. Namely there are
finitely many lifts b̂ such that (α′, b̂, α′′) is an object in S and since d(α′, b̂, α′′) ≥ 1,
it belongs to the boundary ∂S of the category S. There is also an obvious associa-
tivity when considering these type of lifts, or the other way round when forgetting
decorations
(α′, b̂, α′′, b̂′, α′′′)→ ((α′, b̂, α′′), b′, α′′)→ (α′, b, α′′, b′, α′′)
(α′, b̂, α′′, b̂′, α′′′)→ (α′, b, (α′′, b̂′, α′′))→ (α′, b, α′′, b′, α′′)
In the perturbation theory we would like not(!) to perturb over trivial cylinder
segments. There the Cauchy-Riemann operator is automatically transversal and in
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addition the J˜-holomorphic trivial cylinders play an important role as we shall see.
Let us define the functor
Π : E → E
by setting e equal to zero on trivial cylinder components. This functor covers the
identity.
Warning: The functor is not sc-smooth in the sense that Ψ¯−1◦Π◦Ψ¯ is a strong bun-
dle map. However, it has some ‘sc-smoothness properties’ in the sense that there are
many (local) sc+-sections which satisfy ΠΨ¯ ◦ s = s over SẐ . Using sc+-multisection
functors build on such special sc+-sections will turn out to be enough to deal with all
occurring transversality issues around ∂¯J˜ . We shall introduce this class of functors
Λ : EÛ → Q+ ∩ [0, 1], Û ∈ T̂ , later on. Hence, measured in this way, Π has some
sc-smoothness properties by defining a sufficiently large class of sc+-smooth sections.
There is indeed a philosophical point here: there are many types of natural functors,
which show very specific ‘smoothness properties’ in the weak sense similarly to the
property of Π just discussed.
Having Π we impose on a partition of unity Λ : E → [0, 1]∩Q+, the following first
requirement
Λ(α, e) = (Λ0 ◦ (Id− Π)(α, e)) · Λ(α, e).
At this point our condition requires a partition of unity functor Λ to have the prop-
erty that if it takes positive values on (α, e) it must hold true that e vanishes
on trivial cylinder segments. There is an other quite obvious requirement relat-
ing to the concatenation which we shall use to upgrade the requirement. With
α = (α0, b̂1, ..., b̂k, αk) and the obvious meaning of ei
Λ(α, e) = (Λ0 ◦ (Id− Π)(α, e)) ·
d(α)∏
i=0
Λ(αi, ei).
Another crucial condition is connected with the occurrence of disjoint unions. Let α
be a stable map with d(α) = 0. and denote by S¯ the space obtained by identifying
x ≡ y for a nodal disk pair {x, y}. Then S¯ decomposes as S¯ = Stc unionsq S¯ntc and each
connected component of S¯ntc has an associated stable map.
Disjoint Union Structure α
forgetful
=⇒ {αc | c ∈ pintriv0 (S¯)}.
The αc are J˜-holomorphic if the α are. This leads to the following requirement which
encapsulates SFT, and which has to hold over a suitable full category SÛ , where Û
is a so called strong neighborhood of MJ in Ẑ, which in addition satisfies certain
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compatibility conditions with the structures at play.
Λ(α, e) = (Λ0 ◦ (Id− Π)(α, e)) ·
d(α)∏
i=0
∏
c∈pintriv0 (S¯i)
Λ(αi,c, ei,c) for |α| ∈ Û(3)
This formula relates the value of Λ(α, e) to the value on smaller pieces provided |α|
belongs to some set Û . The inductive content of this formula is obvious. It is also
clear that in the inductive construction of Λ with respect to some organization of
pi0(Z), the sets Û ∩ a have to be constructed inductively too.
The goal of these lectures is to show that there are enough Λ which are sc+-
smooth, i.e. sc+-multisections, which are so small that, in some sense to be made
precise, the orbit space of the support of Θ := Λ ◦ ∂¯J˜ has a compact intersection
with every a ∈ pi0(Z), and the local problems are all in general position, so that
Θ : S → [0, 1] ∩ Q+ is a weighted a branched orbifold in general position to the
boundary of S.
Once this is achieved we can study orientation questions for Θ = Λ ◦ ∂¯J˜ . One
also needs to study the relationship between different Θ obtained this way. Of
course, if we start turning the outline into a reality we need to know more about
the polyfold structure for S and the strong bundle structure for P : E → S, f.e. we
need to understand enough about the smoothness properties of Π to describe the
sc+-sections compatible with Π.
Before we go into the necessary constructions we shall describe a result which will
be an outcome. For this we need to present some additional ideas. Given a face
θ consider the saturated full subcategory Sθ. One can show that given α in Sθ and
Ψ ∈ F (α), say Ψ : GnO → S, the preimage of Sθ is a tame sub-M-polyfold XO ⊂ O
invariant under G. Without going more into details we obtain the diagram
GnO Ψ−−−→ Sx inclx
GnXθO
Ψ|XθO−−−→ Sθ
tame sub-M-polyfold M(Ψ|XθO,Ψ′|XθO′) ⊂M(Ψ,Ψ′)
This can be interpreted as Sθ being a subpolyfold, and that it inherits a polyfold
structure as well. Given Θ : S → Q+ ∩ [0, 1] of branched weighted orbifold type, we
can formulate what it means that it is tame and in general position to the boundary
of S which is the union of all Sθ, see [52].
Theorem 4.6. There are arbitrarily small sc+-multisection functors Λ satisfying the
Requirement over a suitable strong neighborhood Û of MJ , in general position to
∂¯J˜ so that Θ := Λ ◦ ∂¯J˜ : S → Q+ ∩ [0, 1] is of weighted branched orbifold type,
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in general position to ∂S, and tame. Further for every a ∈ pi0(Z) the intersection
a ∩ |supp(Θ)| is compact. 
What means arbitrarily small has to be made precise. We shall introduce a quan-
titative criterion. If we have Λ and Λ′ obtained by making different choices the other
result needed is to understand generic enough homotopies between them. This will
be addressed later and as we shall see this point is subtle due to “transversality to
the diagonal problems” arising from the fact that one needs to consider certain types
of fibered products. We have now described many of the results we are aiming at
and will start with the construction of the polyfold and strong bundle structure.
4.4. Additional Structures. There are some additional structural features which
are important, see [52] for background material. Starting with S we can construct
a category S˜ with a surjective forgetful functor pi : S˜ → S and we do this as
follows. First of all we mark every periodic orbit([γ], T, k) in P by taking a specific
representative (γ, T, k). This choice specifies the distinguished point γ(0) ∈ γ(S1),
referred to as marker. The objects of S˜ are constructed from objects α in S by
adding some additional features. Start with α = (α0, b̂1, .., b̂k, αk). First of all we
order the marked points in M , i.e. replace the set M by (m1, ...,m`) by an ordered
list. Then we number the positive punctures on the top floor and we also number
the negative punctures on the bottom floor. Finally we add a decoration to each
puncture z in Γ−0 ∪Γ+k , i.e. pick an oriented real line in TzS such that the directional
limit hits the asymptotic periodic orbit at the previously fixed marker. Note that the
number of possible decorations for a bottom or top punctures is the covering number
of the associated periodic orbit. In the future, when we talk about a decorated
puncture we mean the negative ones on floor 0 and the the positive ones on the top
floor. Recall that the interface nodal pairs are decorated. Further we shall consider
matching punctures coming from the floor interfaces and we shall refer to them as
decorated nodal pairs.
A morphism Φ˜ : α˜ → α˜′ has the form Φ˜ = (α˜, φ, α˜′) where φ is a biholomorphic
respecting the data, in particular the numberings of the top punctures, the bottom
punctures as well as of the marked points. Moreover Tφ is assumed to map decoration
to decoration. The forgetful functor
pi : S˜ → S
is finite to one. Let α be an object in S and denote by `± the number of positive and
negative punctures on the top and bottom floor, respectively. Let m be the number
of marked points and denote by k+1 , ..., k
+
`± the covering numbers of the asymptotic
periodic orbits. Then the preimage of α contains (m!) · (`−!) · (`+!) · (k−1 !) · .. · (k−`− !) ·
(k+1 !) · .. · (k+`+ !) many elements. The functor pi is an example of a proper covering
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functor. It is surjective on objects and finite to one and further the following property
holds. The map
mor(S˜)→ mor(S)s×piobj(S˜) : Φ˜→ (Φ, s(Φ˜))
is a bijection, here Φ = pi(Φ˜). Let us note that on trivial cylinder segments the
two asymptotic markers are not correlated. For example if we have a J˜-holomorphic
cylinder of covering number k there are k2 different constellations, however, there
are k-many isomorphism classes. Using (F,M ) associated to S one can construct for
every Ψ ∈ F (α), α in S, an ep-groupoid XΨ with a proper covering functor fitting
into the commutative diagram
XΨ −−−→ S˜
pi
y piy
GnO Ψ−−−→ S
The top arrow is injective on objects and fully faithful. The functor pi is a proper
covering functor, namely it is a surjective local sc-diffeomorphism and
XΨ
〈pi,s〉−−−→ mor(GnO)s×piXΨ
is a sc-diffeomorphism.
A polyfold has a tangent bundle. In our case this applies to S and S˜. A uniformizer
Ψ : G n O → S defines a bundle unifomizer TΨ : G n TO → TS fitting into the
commutative diagram
Gn TO TΨ−−−→ TS
Idnp
y y
GnO1 Ψ
1−−−→ S1
This allows to define sc-differential forms on S and in fact the De Rham complex.
The same holds for S˜. Details are in [52]. Working with S˜ we have the evaluation
at marked points functor
S˜ → Q× := {∗} unionsqQ unionsq (Q×Q) unionsq (Q×Q×Q)...
The pull-back of a differential form on Q etc is a sc-differential form on S˜. There
is also a sc-smooth forgetful functor in the DM-space associated to ordered marked
points
forget : S˜ → R˜
Of course, it has to be made precise what sc-smoothness means. These structures
are important for the construction of SFT.
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Part 2. Local-Local Constructions
A stable map is defined on a Riemann surface and as we have seen in Part 1 we are
interested in defining something like a smooth neighborhood of this object. Since the
object class of a groupoidal category is not a set in general a notion of a neighborhood
literally does not make sense and has to be substituted by an appropriate concept,
namely that of a uniformizer. In some sense a uniformizer construction is the local
theory. However, an object can be cut into smaller pieces since the Riemann surface
can be ‘chopped up’. We see that the object is a fibered product of smaller pieces.
Hence we might expect that the local pictures is obtained as a fibered product of a
local theory around the local pieces. The latter is what we refer to as the local-local
theory and as we have just discussed gluing the local-local pieces we obtain the local
theory. Of course, there is still the question how the uniformizers interact (recall the
notion of transition construction), and this can be considered as the global theory.
Lecture 5
5. Tools for Local-Local Constructions
We begin with a method which is useful constructing new M-polyfolds from old
ones. Comprehensive references are [22, 24].
5.1. The Imprinting-Method. The imprinting-method based on the following
theorem is very powerful.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that X is a M-polyfold and Y a set and ⊕ : X → Y a
surjective map with the following properties.
(1) The quotient topology T⊕ on Y is metrizable.
(2) For every y ∈ Y there exists U(y) ∈ T⊕ and H : U(y)→ X such that
(a) ⊕ ◦H = IdU(y).
(b) H ◦ ⊕ : ⊕−1(U(y))→ X is sc-smooth.
Then Y has a unique M-polyfold structure characterized by the following properties.
(i) ⊕ : X → Y is sc-smooth.
(ii) Every H : U(y)→ X which has the properties as in (2) is sc-smooth.

The theorem motivates the following definition.
Definition 5.2. A M-polyfold structure on a set Y defined by the imprinting-method
is given by a diagram ⊕ : X → Y which has the properties (1) and (2) stated in the
theorem. 
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5.2. The Gluing Example. We illustrate this by an example. Take a compact
nodal Riemann surface (S, j,D), perhaps with smooth boundary, and consider the
sc-Hilbert space E of maps u : S → RN consisting of maps of class H3,δ0c , which
means away from nodal points of class H3loc and at nodes exponentially asymptotic
with decay-rate δ0 to the matching nodal value. Level m is defined by regularity
(m + 3, δm). We fix disks around the nodal points and use the exponential gluing
profile ϕ(r) = e
1
r − e. We have a smooth manifold B of natural gluing parameters
and for every such a we can consider (Sa, ja, Da). Define Y to be the union of all
maps of class (3, δ0) defined on the various (Sa, ja, Da) and introduce
⊕ : B× E → Y : ⊕(a, u) = w,
where w is obtained as follows. We shall use a smooth cut-off function β : R→ [0, 1]
satisfying β(s) = 1 for s ≤ −1, β′(s) < 0 for s ∈ (−1, 1) and β(s) + β(−s) = 1. If
z ∈ Sa belongs to the core region, which can be identified naturally with a subset
of Sa we define ⊕(a, u)(z) = u(z). On the glued necks we define ⊕(a, u) as follows,
where for convenience we shall use standard coordinates.
As a model for a disk pair we take R+× S1∐R−× S1. Given a gluing parameter
|a| < 1/4 we define Z0 to be the above space and for nonzero a we set R = ϕ(|a|)
and a = |a| · e2piiθ and define Za to consist of all {(s, t), (s′, t′)}, (s, t) ∈ [0, R] × S1,
(s′, t′) ∈ [−R, 0]× S1 and s = s′ +R, t = t′ + θ. Now the gluing of (u+, u−) over Za
is defined by
⊕a(u+, u−)({(s, t), (s′, t′)}) = β(|s| −R/2) · u+(s, t) + β(|s′| −R/2) · u−(s′, t′)
Let us write YN if the target is RN . The construction is functorial in the sense that
for a smooth map f : RN → RM the map
YN → YM : u→ f ◦ u
is sc-smooth. This cane be checked using the results in [50]. Hence Y can be
viewed as functor which associates to RN the M-polyfold YN and to a smooth map
f : RN → RM a sc-smooth map. The fact that Y is such functor implies quite easily
that it has an extension where the image is any smooth manifold Q, see [22] for a
proof. We summarize the discussion as follows. Denote by N the category whose
objects are the various RN and the morphisms are the smooth maps. We denote by M
the category of M-polyfolds and by Mtame the full subcategory of tame M-polyfolds.
Theorem 5.3. The construction which associates to RN the M-polyfold YN and to
a smooth map f : RN → RM the map Y (f) : YN → YM : u → f ◦ u is a covariant
functor into Mtame. 
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That such functors have natural extensions to the category of smooth manifolds
with smooth maps between them is not difficult to see and we shall give the argument
later on.
5.3. More Properties of Imprinting. Imprinting has some naturality properties.
Theorem 5.4. Assume that X is a M-polyfold and Y and Z are sets and the maps
⊕1 and ⊕2 in the diagram
X
⊕1−→ Y ⊕2−→ Z
are surjective. Define ⊕ : X → Z by ⊕ = ⊕2 ◦ ⊕1. Assume further that ⊕1 : X →
Y is an imprinting and assume that Y is equipped with the associated M-polyfold
structure. Then the following two statements are equivalent.
(1) ⊕ : X → Z is an imprinting.
(2) ⊕2 : Y → Z is an imprinting.
Moreover the induced M-polyfold structures (and topology) on Z by both constructions
coincide. 
Here is another result which is very important for our approach.
Theorem 5.5. Assume that ⊕ : X → Y is a M-polyfold construction by the
imprinting-method and Y ′ a subset of Y . If X ′ := ⊕−1(Y ′) is a sub-M-polyfold
of X then ⊕′ : X ′ → Y ′, where ⊕′ = ⊕|X ′, is an imprinting. The associated
M-polyfold construction on Y ′ defines the topology induced from Y . Moreover Y ′
is a sub-M-polyfold of Y and the induced M-polyfold from Y and the ⊕′-structure
coincide. 
The imprinting method is well-behaved with certain trivial procedures.
Theorem 5.6 (Product). Let ⊕ : X → Y and ⊕′ : X ′ → Y ′ be two M-polyfold
constructions by imprinting. Then ⊕ × ⊕′ : X × X ′ → Y × Y ′ is a M-polyfold
construction by imprinting. The induced M-polyfold structure on Y ×Y ′ is the product
structure. In particular the quotient topology T⊕×⊕′ on Y ×Y ′ is the product topology
T⊕ × T⊕′, which is the topology having as basis the products of open sets. 
Here is another result.
Theorem 5.7 (Disjoint Union). The disjoin union ⊕unionsq⊕′ of two imprintings is an
imprinting. 
5.4. Operations. Using the previously established results we can take the product
⊕×⊕′ and the disjoint union ⊕unionsq⊕′ of two given imprintings. Given ⊕ : X → Y
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and an injective map φ : Y ′ → Y with the property that X ′ := ⊕−1(φ(Y ′)) is a
sub-M-polyfold of X we can consider the commutative diagram
X
⊕−−−→ Y
incl
x φx
X ′
φ−1◦⊕|X′−−−−−−→ Y ′
In this case with ⊕′ := φ−1 ◦⊕|X ′ we see by a previous discussion that ⊕′ : X ′ → Y ′
is an imprinting.
Definition 5.8. Given an imprinting ⊕ : X → Y and an injective map between sets
φ : Y ′ → Y , we say that φ is admissible provided
X ′ := ⊕−1(φ(Y ))
is a sub-M-polyfold of X. In this case we define the pull-back φ∗⊕ by
φ−1 ◦ ⊕|(⊕−1(φ(Y ′))) : ⊕−1(φ(Y ′))→ Y ′.

The following is an easy exercise.
Lemma 5.9. Assume that ⊕ : X → Y is an imprinting and φ : Y ′ → Y is admissible
so that ⊕′ = φ∗⊕ is defined. Suppose further ψ : Y ′′ → Y ′ is admissible for ⊕′
defining ψ∗⊕′. Then φ◦ψ is admissible for ⊕ and naturally (φ◦ψ)∗⊕ = ψ∗(φ∗⊕). 
These are some basic operations which one can carry out to stay within the scope
of imprinting constructions. The playing field can be vastly extended by adding what
we call restriction maps. This is done in the next subsection.
5.5. Restrictions. We start with a definition adding an additional piece of structure
to the imprinting method.
Definition 5.10. An imprinting with restriction is a pair (⊕,p), where ⊕ :
X → Y is a M-polyfold construction by imprinting, and p is a finite family of
maps pi : Y → Ai, i ∈ I, where the Ai are M-polyfolds and the compositions
pi ◦ ⊕ : X → Ai are sc-smooth. 
The following definition will be crucial for fibered product constructions.
Definition 5.11. Assume that (⊕,p) and (⊕′,p′) are imprintings with restrictions,
and i0 ∈ I and i′0 ∈ I ′ are given so that Ai0 = A′i′0 . We say that (⊕,p) and (⊕
′,p′)
are (i0, i
′
0)-plumbable provided the subset
X i0×i′0X ′ := {(x, x′) ∈ X ×X ′ | pi0 ◦ ⊕(x) = p′i0 ◦ ⊕′(x′)}
of X ×X ′ is a sub-M-polyfold. 
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Define Y i0×i′0Y ′ = {(y, y′) ∈ Y × Y ′ | pi0(y) = p′i0(y′)} and denote by
φ : Y i0×i′0Y ′ → Y × Y ′
the inclusion map. Take the product imprinting ⊕×⊕′ and observe that
(⊕×⊕′)−1(φ(Y i0×i′0Y ′)) = X i0×i′0X ′
which by assumption is a sub-M-polyfold. Define p′′ = pi0unionsqi′0p′ by
p′′j =
[
pj ◦ pi1 for j ∈ I \ {i0}
p′j ◦ pi2 for j′ ∈ I ′ \ {i′0} ,(4)
where the pii are the projections from the fibered product onto the first and second
factor, respectively.
Definition 5.12. If (⊕,p) and (⊕′,p′) are (i0, i′0)-plumbable we define the imprinting
with restriction (⊕,p)i0×i′0(⊕′,p′) where
⊕i0×i′0⊕′ := φ∗(⊕×⊕′)
and call it the (i0, i
′
0)-plumbing of (⊕,p) and (⊕′,p′). 
For imprinting constructions with restrictions (⊕,p) and (⊕′,p′) we can define
first the disjoint union ⊕ unionsq ⊕′. For a pair (i, i′) ∈ I × I ′ we define p′′(i,i′) : Y unionsq Y ′
by p′′(i,i′)(y) = pi(y) for y ∈ Y and p′′(i,i′)(y′) = p′i′(y′). Then we call (⊕ unionsq ⊕′,p′′) the
disjoint union of (⊕,p) and (⊕′,p′) and write it as (⊕,p) unionsq (⊕′,p′). The following
is obvious.
Theorem 5.13 (Disjoin Union). The disjoint union of two imprinting constructions
with restrictions is an imprinting construction with restrictions. 
5.6. Submersive Imprinting Constructions with Restrictions. We also need
some extensions.
Definition 5.14. Consider a triple (⊕,p, f), where (⊕,p) is an imprinting construc-
tion with restrictions, say ⊕ : X → Y , pi : Y → Ai for i ∈ I and f : Y → Z a
surjective map onto a M-polyfold such that f ◦ ⊕ : X → Z is submersive. We shall
say that (⊕,p, f) is a submersive imprinting with restrictions provided with
f¯ = f ◦ ⊕, p¯i = pi ◦ ⊕ the following additional compatibility condition holds. For
every x0 ∈ X with z0 = f¯(x0) there exists an open neighborhood W of (x0, z0) in
X ×Z and a sc-smooth retraction ρ : W → W of the form ρ(x, z) = (ρ¯(x, z), z) with
ρ(W ) = W ∩ gr(f¯) and
p¯i ◦ ρ¯(x, z) = p¯i(x), i ∈ I, (x, z) ∈ W.

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Figure 8. A Plumbing
Definition 5.15. Given two submersive imprinting constructions with restrictions
(⊕,p, f) and (⊕′,p′, f ′) and i0 ∈ I, i′0 ∈ I ′ the (i0, i′0)-fibered product is defined by
(⊕,p, f)i0×i′0(⊕′,p′, f ′) := (⊕i0×i′0⊕′,pi0unionsqi′0p′, f i0×i′0f ′).
It is again a submersive imprinting construction with restrictions. 
The following result will be particularly useful.
Theorem 5.16. Assume that X is a tame M-polyfold and V a smooth finite dimen-
sional manifold with boundary with corners. Suppose that p : X → V is a sc-smooth
submersive map and assume that the equality dV (p(x)) = dX(x) holds for all x ∈ X
and ⊕ : X → Y is an imprinting and p′ : Y → V a surjective map fitting into the
commutative diagram
X
⊕−−−→ Y
p
y p′y
V V
Then the induced M-polyfold structure on Y is tame, p′ is sc-smooth and submersive,
and dV (p
′(y)) = dY (y) for all y ∈ Y .
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Lecture 6
6. Concrete Local-Local Constructions and Operations
We shall describe the local-local constructions we are going to need for the later
discussed polyfold constructions. The basic input is the gluing construction described
in the previous Lecture 5.
6.1. Nodal. Given a nodal disk pair (Dx ∪Dy, {x, y}) and weight sequence δ : 0 <
δ0 < δ1 < ... we define the sc-Hilbert space E
δ
D of maps of class (3, δ0) which are
continuous over the node, and the set Xδ0D,ϕ(RN) by
Xδ0D,ϕ(R
N) = Eδ0D unionsq
 ⋃
0<|a|<1/4
H3(Za,RN)
 .
We fix smooth compact concentric annuli Ax ⊂ Dx and Ay ⊂ Dy of the same mod-
ulus and can associate to them the sc-Hilbert spaces H3(Ax,RN) and H3(Ay,RN).
We assume that Ax corresponds under holomorphic polar coordinates to a subset
contained in [0, 20]× S1. We use the previously introduced
⊕ : BD × EδD → Xδ0D,ϕ.
We also have the extraction of gluing parameter pBD : X
δ0
D,ϕ → BD. Then we also
obtain the restriction map
H3(Ax,RN)
px←− Xδ0D,ϕ(RN)
py−→ H3(Ay,RN)
Theorem 6.1. The tuple (⊕, {px, py}, pBD) is a submersive imprinting with restric-
tions. 
We shall denote by XδD,ϕ(RN) the set X
δ0
D,ϕ(RN) equipped with the M-polyfold
structure coming from ⊕. Denote by N the category whose objects are the real
vector spaces RN and the morphisms are the smooth maps f : RN → RM . We
associate to f the map XδD,ϕ(f) : X
δ
D,ϕ(RN)→ XδD,ϕ(RM) defined by u→ f ◦ u.
Theorem 6.2. The construction XδD,ϕ defines a functor N → Mtame. 
We shall call a functor like XδD,ϕ a construction functor. Their importance
becomes clear in the next subsection.
6.2. Extension of Construction Functors. The following definition applies to the
classical and nodal case. A somewhat modified version would apply to the periodic
orbit case. Versions of the theorem below for various situations all rely on the same
idea.
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Definition 6.3. An M-polyfold construction over N consists of a covariant func-
tor X, which, to each RN , associates an M-polyfold, X(N), and to each morphism
f : RN → RL it associates an sc-smooth map X(f) : X(N) → X(L). Moreover
we require that the M-polyfolds come with an additional structure, namely that for
each object RN we have a map which associates to a point u ∈ X(N) a subset
im(u) ⊂ RN , which we call the image of u. The following is assumed to hold:
(1) Given an open subset U of RN the subset of X(N) consisting of all u with
im(u) ⊂ U is open in X(N).
(2) We have im(X(f)(u)) = f(im(u)).
(3) If f, g : N → L are morphisms and u ∈ X(N), then
f
∣∣
im(u)
= g
∣∣
im(u)
implies X(f)(u) = X(g)(u)

Denote by M the category of smooth manifolds with the smooth maps as mor-
phisms. The proof of the following theorem is given in [22].
Theorem 6.4. The functor X : N → M from a M-polyfold construction over N
has a natural extension X : M → M, which associates to a manifold M in M a
M-polyfold X(M) and to a smooth map f : M →M ′ an sc-smooth map between the
M-polyfolds
X(f) : X(M)→ X(M ′).
Further we have a natural sc-diffeomorphism X(N)→ X(RN). 
6.3. Periodic Orbit. Next we consider the periodic orbit local-local construction.
We assume we are given a weighted periodic orbit γ¯ in RN . We define the ssc-Hilbert
manifold associate to an ordered nodal disk pair D = (Dx unionsq Dy, (x, y)) denoted by
ZD(R × RN , γ¯). It consists of tuples u˜ = (u˜x, [x̂, ŷ], u˜y), where u˜x is a map on
the punctured Dx \ {x} and similarly for y. Moreover the following holds. Pick a
representative (x̂, ŷ) and take holomorphic polar coordinates σ+x̂ and σ
−
ŷ . Then for a
suitable γ ∈ [γ].
u˜x◦σ+x̂ (s, t) = (Ts+cx, γ(kt))+r˜x(s, t) and u˜y◦σ−ŷ (s′, t′) = (Ts′+cy, γ(kt′))+r˜y(s′, t′).
Here r˜x and r˜y are in H3,δ0 , where δ0 is an exponential weight. We define level m in
our space as such tuples where the latter is of regularity (3 +m, δm).
Theorem 6.5. ZD(R× RN , γ¯) is a ssc-Hilbert manifold. 
Define the ssc-manifold with boundary Z = [0, 1) × ZD(R × RN , γ¯) and take the
open neighborhood V of ∂Z defined as the collection of all (r, u˜), where either r = 0
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or if r ∈ (0, 1) it holds that
ϕ(r) + cy − cx > 0(5)
ϕ−1
(
1
T
· (ϕ(r) + cy − cx)) ∈ (0, 1/4).
Define the set
Y 3,δ0D,ϕ =
({0} × ZD(R× RN , γ¯))∐
(0, 1)×
 ∐
0<|a|<1/4
H3(Za,R× RN)
 .
We define ⊕¯ : V → Y 3,δ0D,ϕ by
⊕¯(0, (u˜x, [x̂, ŷ], u˜y)) = (0, (u˜x, [x̂, ŷ], u˜y))
and
⊕¯(r, (u˜x, [x̂, ŷ], u˜y)) = (r,⊕a(u˜x, (ϕ(r) ∗ u˜y)),
where a = |a| · [x̂, ŷ] and T · ϕ(|a|) = ϕ(r) + cy − cx. We can also fix concentric
annuli around the boundaries, say Ax and Ay and define restriction maps, where we
particularly note the form of py.
px(r, w˜) = w˜|Ax and py(r, w˜) = ((−ϕ(r)) ∗ w˜)|Ay.
We also have the map p[0,1) : Y
3,δ0
D,ϕ → [0, 1).
Theorem 6.6. The tuple (⊕¯, {px, py}, p[0,1)) is a submersive imprinting with restric-
tions. 
Denote by Y 3,δD,ϕ(R × RN ,γ) the M-polyfold just constructed. We can build a
category whose objects are pairs (RN , γ¯) and the morphisms are smooth maps f :
(RN , γ¯) → (RM ,γ ′) where it is assumed ([γ′], T ′, k′) = ([f ◦ γ], T, k). Then we can
associate to (r, u˜) ∈ Y 3,δD,ϕ(R×RN ,γ) the element (r, (Id×f)◦u˜). It turns out that this
defines a construction functor and using the idea from Theorem 6.4 also this functor
has an extension to the category, where the objects are pairs (Q, ([γ], T, k)). That
means we consider maps into R × Q being exponentially asymptotic to a suitable
J˜-holomorphic parameterization of the k-fold covered cylinder R× γ(S1).
6.4. Classical. In this case we consider a compact Riemann surface with smooth
boundary (Σ, j) and define the ssc-manifold H3(Σ,R×RN) where level m is regularity
3 + m. We can take mutually disjoint boundary annuli, say Ai, i ∈ I. We have the
restriction maps pi : H
3(Σ,R×RN)→ H3(Ai) and the tautological imprinting with
⊕ = Id.
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6.5. Using Operations. Assume that (S, j,D) is a compact nodal Riemann sur-
face with smooth boundary and a finite group G acts on (S, j,D) by biholomorphic
maps. We can take a small disk structure D so that the associated union of disks is
invariant. For each Dx take a concentric compact boundary annulus Ax with smooth
boundary so that the union of all Ax is invariant under G. For every {x, y} ∈ D we
have D{x,y} = (Dx unionsqDy, {x, y}) and the associated submersive ⊕-construction with
restrictions.
BD{x,y} × EδD{x,y}
⊕
y
H3(Ax,RN)
px←−−− Xδ0D,ϕ(RN)
py−−−→ H3(Ay,RN)
pBD{x,y}
y
BD{x,y}
Defining A =
⋃
x∈|D|Ax, and BD, Eδ and Xδ(RN) as the obvious product we obtain
BD × Eδ ⊕−−−→ Xδ(RN) p−−−→ H3(A,RN)
pBD
y
BD
We represent this Lego-type piece by the following picture. It represents a part of
the constructions needed to deal with the floors of a stable map.
A
Extraction of gluing parameter
Figure 9. A Lego piece.
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From (S, j,D) and D we construct (R, j) as follows. We remove the union of the
Dx but glue in the Ax. Then (R, j) has besides it original boundary coming from S
also the additional boundary with annuli whose union is A. This gives a diagram as
depicted in Figure 10.
A R
Bold boundary
Figure 10. Another Lego piece.
The fibered product with respect to the A-part gives a M-polyfold construction
functor for (S, j,D) with D, which considers the union of all maps of class (3, δ0)
with domains being the glued S. We have a submersion which is the extraction of the
gluing parameter. Moreover, if we can partition the union of boundary components
in unions which are G-invariant we have several restrictions. Assume we have a
partition of the old boundary into an upper part and a lower part. In this case we
obtain a submersive imprinting with restrictions. This is represent by the following
Figure 11.
(S,j,D)   D
B+
B-
Guing parameter
Figure 11. A bigger piece from a fibered product construction.
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We note that the new construction is also a construction functor and we have
extensions to manifolds. In short we have used a fibered product construction to
obtain from several construction functors a new one. It is based on a compact nodal
Riemann surface which has a partition of its boundary into an upper part and a lower
part and a finite group acting by biholomorphic maps preserving the decomposition
of the boundary. In addition one has fixed a small disk structure D and considers
the associated glued surfaces. On these we consider maps of some Sobolev class
with image in RN . This is equipped with a M-polyfold structure via the imprinting
method. Since everything behaves well with respect to smooth maps f : RN → RM
we obtain a construction functor.
Associated to the periodic orbit situation we can make the following construction.
Assume we have several periodic orbits γ¯i, i = 1, .., k. We assume that the images of
the various γi are disjoint. We obtain the submersive YD{x,y},ϕ(R × RN , γ¯i) → [0, 1)
and we take the product and pull-back by the diagonal map ∆ : [0, 1)→ [0, 1)k.
B-
B+
extraction of r
Figure 12. A bigger piece from a fibered product construction and
pull-back.
The two boxed displays represent construction functors with restrictions and some
submersive extractions of data. We shall use them for the constructions related to
SFT.
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Part 3. From Local-Local to Local
We show how to obtain from the local-local theory the local theory by fibered
product constructions.
Lecture 7
7. Constructions Associated to Stable Maps
We shall use the results obtained so far to carry out constructions associated to
stable maps.
7.1. Data Preparation. We start with a stable map α = (α0, b̂1, ..., b̂k, αk), where
each αi is written as
αi = (Γ
−
i , Si, ji,Mi, Di, [u˜i],Γ
+
i ).
The stable map α comes with a finite automorphism group G which preserves the
positive punctures
x
x
x
x
[u]~
negative punctures
i
Figure 13. A floor of a stable building. A representative of [u˜i] has
image in R×Q.
floor structure. A representative u˜i of [u˜i] has its image in R × Q. We extract σ =
(σ0, b1, ..., bk, σk) with σi = (Γ
−
i , Si, ji, Di,Γ
+
i ) essentially ignoring marked points, but
we remember where they were. We have the group G acting on σi by biholomorphic
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D
D0,1
1
Figure 14. The domain of a stable building with two floors and the
fixed disks.
maps. We fix a finite G-invariant subset
Υ
i, called an anchor set, which is disjoint
from the points in |Di|, Mi, and Γi = Γ−i ∪ Γ+i . We fix closed disks with smooth
boundaries around the nodal points in |Di| for i ∈ {0, ..., k}, so that the union is
invariant under G. We denote the collection by Di. We fix disks around Γ
+
i giving
D+i for i ∈ {0, ..., k − 1}, and around Γ−i , for i ∈ {1, ..., k}, giving D−i . We pick
all these disks small enough so that they are mutually disjoint, and are also disjoint
from the points in
Υ
i and Mi, Γ
−
0 and Γ
+
k . We take compact annuli in the disks
associated to Γ±i and denote their union by A
±
i . Removing D
±
i from Si and adding
A±i we obtain
(A−i , Ri, ji,Di,
Υ
i, A
+
i ) for i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1}(6)
and
(Γ−0 , R0, j0,D0,
Υ
0, A
+
0 ) and (A
−
k , Rk, jk,Dk,
Υ
k,Γ
+
k ).(7)
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We also obtain Di−1,i for i ∈ {1, ..., k} where Di−1,i is the union of the ordered disk
pairs
(Dz ∪Dbi(z), (z, bi(z)), z ∈ Γ+i−1
with associated
(A+i−1,Di−1,i, A
−
i ).(8)
What we are doing is to consider data associated to the floors as (6) and data for
the interfaces, which we shall introduce soon.
anchor set
A+i
A+i
Figure 15. This shows the situation for a floor. The interfaces are
being dealt with separately.
7.2. M-Polyfolds for Floors and Interfaces. We shall first consider the situation
on the floors and then on the interfaces. The following are all imprinting construc-
tions previously discussed.
7.2.1. Floors. Associated to what is represented in Figure 15 we have a construction
functor which associates to R× RN maps on the glued surfaces as discussed earlier.
We take the sub-M-polyfold, which is a global sc-smooth retraction, consisting of the
elements for which the anchor average with respect to
Υ
i vanishes.
av Υ
i
(u˜) :=
1
] Υi
·
∑
z∈ Υi
ai(z) = 0.
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Let us denote the functor associated to the i-th floor by Fi. There is a submersive
map extracting the gluing parameter for the nodal points from the i-th floor
pDi : Fi → BDi
and there are the restrictions associated to the lower and upper union of annuli A±i
giving us
A−i := H
3(A−i ,R× RN)
rest−i←−−− Fi rest
+
i−−−→ H3(A+i ,R× RN) =: A+i
Here are the submersive i-th floor-Lego with restrictions, where for the middle
diagram we have that i ∈ {1, ...., k − 1}
A+0xrest+0
Z0
⊕−−−→ F0
pD0−−−→ BD0
A+ixrest+i
Zi
⊕−−−→ Fi
pDi−−−→ BDiyrest−i
A−i
Zk
⊕−−−→ Fk
pDk−−−→ BDkyrest−k
A−k
7.2.2. Interfaces. Associated to (A+i−1,Di−1,i, A
−
i ) for i ∈ {1, ..., k} we have the sub-
mersive
A−ixrest−i
Zi−1,i
⊕−−−→ Fi−1,i
p[0,1)−−−→ [0, 1)yrest+i−1
A+i−1
Recall that the restriction rest−i is obtained by first restricting the map to the union
of annuli A−i and then using the R-action shifting by −ϕ(ri) if ri 6= 0. We can line up
all these construction functors and use fibered product and obtain a new submersive
construction functor Fσ, Υ,ϕ → [0, 1)k × BD which is a M-polyfold construction for a
given R× RN together with a weighted periodic orbit assignment.
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7.3. Assembling the Pieces. We line up the diagrams constructed in Lecture 7
and take a fibered product.
Zk
⊕−−−→ Fk
pDk−−−→ BDkyrest−k
A−k
......
A−ixrest−i
Zi−1,i
⊕−−−→ Fi−1,i
p[0,1)−−−→ [0, 1)yrest+i−1
A+i−1
....
A−1xrest−1
Z0,1
⊕−−−→ F0,1
p[0,1)−−−→ [0, 1)yrest+0
A+0xrest+0
Z0
⊕−−−→ F0
pD0−−−→ BD0
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The associated fibered product diagram has the form Z
⊕−→ X and is an imprinting
construction. We shall explain the latter in the following. Rather than working with
X we introduce another set which is in natural bijection to X and whose elements
are more intuitive and will be used in the uniformizer construction. More precisely
we shall construct an open subset of a ssc-manifold O and a set Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN , z¯)
fitting into the following diagram
Z
⊕−−−→ Xy y
BD ×O ⊕¯−−−→ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN , z¯).
(9)
where the first vertical arrow is a ssc-diffeomorphism, and the second one a bijection.
Hence ⊕¯ is an imprinting. The diagram BD×O → Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×RN , z¯) is more useful
for the further constructions as we already said. We carry this out in the next lecture.
We shall refer to it as the work-horse M-polyfold.
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Lecture 8
8. The Workhorse M-polyfold
We shall construct the lower part of the diagram (9). We assume that we started
with a stable map α = (α0, b̂1, ..., b̂k, αk) and extracted the domain data σ to carry
out the previously described constructions.
8.1. Two ssc-Manifolds. Given σ = (σ0, b1, ..., bk, σk), where
σi = (Γ
−
i , Si, ji, Di,Γ
+
i )
we assume that we have an assignment z¯ which associates to a puncture a weighted
periodic orbit. Further we assume that the assignment is compatible with bi. Finally
we assume that we are given an action of a finite group G preserving the floor
structure and acting by biholomorphic maps and preserving the other structure which
was given. We fix an anchor set
Υ
=
Υ
0 unionsq .... unionsq Υk which is invariant under G and
make the following definition.
Definition 8.1. The ssc-manifold Z3σ, Υ(R× RN , z¯) consists of tuples
u˜ := (u˜0, b̂1, ...., b̂k, u˜k),
where u˜i is of class (3, δ0) asymptotic to the weighted periodic orbits prescribed by z¯
so that the data across interfaces is b̂i matching and the anchor averages vanish. 
Next we consider the open subset O of [0, 1)k×Z3σ, Υ(R×RN , z¯) defined as follows.
Definition 8.2. The open subset O consists of all tuples (r1, ..., rk, u˜) where u˜ =
(u˜0, b̂1, ..., b̂k, u˜k) so that the following holds. Either ri = 0 or if ri ∈ (0, 1) we have
for z ∈ Γ+i−1
ϕ(ri)− cz(u˜) + cbi(z)(u˜) > 0(10)
ϕ−1
(
1
Tz
· (ϕ(ri)− cz(u˜) + cbi(z)(u˜))) ∈ (0, 1/4).
Here cz(u˜) are the asymptotic constants which we obtain introducing holomorphic
polar coordinates on the disks of the small disk structure. Further Tz is the period
associated to the periodic orbit associated to z and bi(z), respectively. 
Then BD×O is a ssc-manfold which will be important for the further constructions.
8.2. Definition of the Basic Space. We fix for every nodal pair in Di and for every
interface pair (z, bi(z)), where z ∈ Γ+i−1 a compact disk pair with smooth boundary
so that the union is invariant under the group action. Hence we obtain a small disk
structure D. A gluing parameter a˜ is a map associating to {x, y} ∈ Di an element
a{x,y} ∈ B{x,y} and to (z, zi) ∈ Di−1,1 an element a(z,z′) ∈ B{z,z′}. We shall write ai
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for the restriction to Di and ai−1,i for the restriction to Di−1,i. We assume that the
disks do not contain points in
Υ
and M . We denote the smooth manifold of gluing
parameters by B.
Definition 8.3. A gluing parameter a˜ for σ is admissible provided for every i ∈
{1, ..., k} it holds that either all a(z,z′) = 0 or all are nonzero for (z, z′) ∈ Di−1,i. If
for some i we have that ai−1,i ≡ 0 then we say we a nontrivial (i− 1, i)-interface.
The subset of B consisting of admissible gluing parameter is denoted by Bad. 
With the small disk structure we obtain the enhanced σ = (σ0, b1, ..., bk,σk), where
σi = (Γ
−
i , Si, ji,Di,Γ
+
i ). Given a˜ we have the associated interface sequence. For this
define ` = `(a˜) to be the number of elements i ∈ {1, ..., k} such that ai−1,i ≡ 0. We
can list these elements as 0 < i1 < .... < i` ≤ k and set i0 = 0 and i`+1 = k + 1.
Hence we obtain the map
a˜→ (i1(a˜), ..., i`(a˜)(a˜)).
We define σea˜ for e = 0, ..., ` by
σea˜ = (Γ
−
ie
, Sea˜ , j
e
a˜ , D
e
a˜,Γ
+
ie+1−1).
Here we glue for e ∈ {0, ..., `} the surfaces Sie , ..., Sie+1−1 at their nodes and at their
trivial interfaces (ie, ie+1), ..., (ie+1−2, ie+1−1). The nodal pairs Dea˜ consist of those
elements in Die unionsq .. unionsqDie+1−1 which have vanishing gluing parameters. We obtain
σa˜ = (σ
0
a˜ , bi1(a˜), ..., bi`(a˜), σ
`
a˜).
The disks of the small disk structure D define a small disk structure for σa˜ denoted
by Da˜ and we obtain the enhanced
σa˜ = (σ
0
a˜ ,Di1−1,i1 , ..,Di`−1,i` ,σ
`
a˜).
Given the original periodic orbit assignment z¯ the restriction to
Γa˜ = Γ
−
0 ∪ Γ+i1−1 ∪ Γ−i1 ..... ∪ Γ−i` ∪ Γ+k
is denoted by z¯a˜. Hence we obtain the collection
{(σa˜, z¯a˜) | a˜ admissible gluing parameter}
We also have the original anchor set
Υ
=
Υ
0 unionsq ... unionsq Υk. Given an admissible gluing
parameter a˜ we have the associated anchor set
Υ
a˜ associated to σa˜ defined by
Υ
a˜ =
Υ
i0 unionsq
Υ
i1 unionsq ... unionsq
Υ
i`
We shall also use the remnants of the omitted
Υ
i which can be naturally identified
with subsets of the glued σa˜. For every admissible a˜ we have σa˜ and we consider
maps on the underlying (punctured) domain of class (3, δ0), which are asymptotic to
the periodic orbits prescribed by z¯a˜. Moreover for the interfaces we have matching
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σ
σ
σa
Figure 16. σ, the enhanced σ, and a glued enhanced σa.
data b̂ie . In addition we require that the anchor averages vanish for the
Υ
ie for
e = 1, ...` and the following relationship with virtual anchor values. Writing the data
as w˜ = (w˜0, b̂i1 , ..., b̂i` , w˜`), we require
(1) av Υ
ie
(w˜) = 0 for e ∈ {0, ..., `}.
(2) For every e ∈ {0, ..., `} : av Υ
i−1(w˜) < av
Υ
i
(w˜) for ie < i < ie+1.
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σ
σ
σa
anchor 
anchor 
anchor
virtual anchor
Figure 17. Anchor and virtual anchor.
Finally we define the set Z3,δ0σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN ,z) to consist of all the tuples of maps just
described.
8.3. The Imprinting. Recall the ssc-manifold BD ×O. Given (a, (r1, ..., rk, u˜)) we
first construct an admissible gluing parameter a˜ in Bad as follows.
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Definition 8.4. We set a˜|D = a. For i ∈ {0, ..., k} we define for z ∈ Γ+i−1 the gluing
parameter a(z,bi(z)) · b̂(z) as follows. If ri = 0 we put a(z,bi(z)) = 0 and otherwise we
define it by
T · ϕ(|a(z,bi(z))|) = ϕ(ri) + cbi(z)(u˜)− cz(u˜).

Hence, given (a, (r1, ..., rk, u˜)) we obtain the total (admissible) gluing parameter a˜
and an admissible σa˜. The imprinting is defined as follows. Given (a, (r1, ..., rk, u˜))
we construct a˜ and consider its sequence of nontrivial interface indices 0 = i0 < i1 <
... < i` < i`+1 = k + 1. We take the data u˜ = (u˜0, b̂1, ....̂bk, u˜k) and produce the
shifted u˜∗ as follows. For i ∈ {0, 1, ..., k} we define with ie ≤ i < ie+1, e ∈ {0, ..., `}
u˜∗i = (ϕ(rie+1) + ..+ ϕ(ri)) ∗ u˜i.
Then we define w˜e by ordinary gluing
w˜e := ⊕a˜e(u˜∗ie , ..., u˜∗i )
and finally
w˜ = (w˜0, b̂i1 , ..., b̂i` , w˜i`),
which is an element in Z3,δ0σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN ,z).
Theorem 8.5. ⊕¯ : BD ×O → Z3,δ0σ, Υ,ϕ(R×RN ,z) is an imprinting and defines als a
construction functor.
As a consequence we can define Z3,δσ, Υ,ϕ(R × Q,z). Note that Theorem 8.5 is
concerned with the bottom horizontal line in (9) and we leave it to the reader to fill
in the vertical arrows.
8.4. Transversal Constraints. Relevant for us is a suitable sub-M-polyfold asso-
ciated to picking a stabilization set and suitable transversal constraints. Recall that
we started with a stable map α. An element w˜ of the M-polyfold Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R × Q, z¯)
takes the form
w˜ = (w˜0, b̂i1 , ..., b̂i` , w˜e)
where the w˜e are defined on a possibly glued surface σa˜, where a˜ is an sc-smooth
function of w˜. For unglued interfaces the transition and relationship between the
asymptotic periodic orbits is given by the b̂ie , where i1 < ... < i` is the sequence
of nontrivial interface indices. We recall that for such an element the anchor values
av Υ
i
(w˜) are defined for i ∈ {0, ..., k}. Here the sets Υi are naturally identified as
subsets of the underlying glued surface associated to σa˜. For w˜ with nontrivial
interface sequence 0 < i1 < .. < i` < k it follows by definition of the M-polyfold
Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) that
av Υ
ie
(w˜) = 0 for e ∈ {0, ..., `}.
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Let Ξ be a finite subset of the underlying domain of σ, which does not belong to
the disks of the small disk structure, and is also disjoint from the anchor points and
the points in Γ−0 unionsq Γ+k , the points in M and nodal points. We assume also that Ξ is
invariant under G. Since G preserves floors the decomposition
Ξ = Ξ0 ∪ ... ∪ Ξk,
where Ξi consists of the points on the i-th floor, is being preserved. Given z ∈ Ξi we
denote by [z] its G-orbit. For every [z] we consider two possible cases of associating
to it a co-dimension two constraint. In the first case we consider a submanifold H[z]
of Q of co-dimension 2 and define
H˜[z] = R×H[z],(11)
which we shall call a R-invariant constraint. In the second case we take a submanifold
of Q of co-dimension 1 and define
H˜[z] := {a¯[z]} ×H[z].(12)
After fixing constraints as described above we obtain a map which associates to z ∈ Ξ
the submanifold H˜[z] of codimension two in R × Q. It is important that this map
factors through the orbits of Ξ. We shall abbreviate the assignment by H and call
it a set of transversal constraints .
Definition 8.6. With σ, D, and
Υ
, let H be a set of transversal constraints. The
subset Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) of Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) consists of all w˜ such that the following
holds for every i ∈ {0, ..., k}.
(1) (−av Υ
i
(w˜)) ∗ w˜(z) ∈ H˜[z] for z ∈ Ξi.
(2) The intersection of the shifted map w˜ in the above at z is transversal.

We shall take Ξ later on as above, but assume that (S, j, M¯ , D¯) is a stable Riemann
surface, where M¯ = M∪Γ−0 ∪Γ+∪Ξ and D¯ = D∪{(z, bi(z)) | z ∈ Γ+i−1, i ∈ {1, ..., k}}.
Now we can give the uniformizer construction.
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Lecture 9
9. Uniformizers and Transition Germs
We shall describe a very useful variant of the uniformizer and transition construc-
tion. When we introduced the notion of a local uniformizer construction F : C →
SET we assumed that (C, T ) was a given GCT. However, very often in applica-
tions, the starting point is just a groupoidal category. These, in fact, have a natural
metrizable topology, but constructing it would already require some of the argu-
ments necessarily arising in the local uniformizer construction. So it seems to make
sense to construct the topology at the same time as the local uniformizers. Since
the topology already occurs in the definition of a local uniformizers and the topol-
ogy is determined by all the uniformizers there is something like a ‘chicken or egg
problem’. For that reason one replaces the notion of a local uniformizer by that of a
uniformizer, where local refers to the compatibility with the topology (which we do
not have). A uniformizer has the same properties as a local uniformizer, but we do
not require that |Ψ| is a local homeomorphism. Of course, the construction M has
to be replaced by one, say F , which gives a topology and a transition construction,
albeit in a more tricky way.
9.1. Abstract Uniformizer Construction. We first define what we understand
by a uniformizer construction.
Definition 9.1. Let C be a groupoidal category. A uniformizer at an object c with
automorphism group G is a functor Ψ : GnO → C with the following properties.
(1) GnO is the translation groupoid associated to a M-polyfold O equipped with
an action of G by sc-diffeomorphisms.
(2) There exists o¯ ∈ O with Ψ(o¯) = c.
(3) Ψ is injective on objects.
(4) Ψ is full and faithful.
We shall call Ψ a tame uniformizer provided O is tame. 
The constructions which are important for us are the uniformizer constructions.
Definition 9.2. A uniformizer construction is a functor F : C → SET which
associates to an object c a set of uniformizers. If F (c) for every object c only contains
tame uniformizers, we shall call F a tame uniformizer construction. 
As in the case of local uniformizers we can consider the transition sets M(Ψ,Ψ′).
The second important construction is what we call a transition germ construction
F . As we shall see a uniformizer construction F together with a transition germ
constructionF produces a natural topology T for the orbit space |C| and M-polyfold
structures for the transition sets M(Ψ,Ψ′). In any given application one needs to
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verify that the natural topology T is metrizable. In fact it is not difficult to come up
with examples where the natural topology would not even by Hausdorff. Assuming
that that the natural topology passes the “metrizability test” the functor F will
become a local uniformizer construction for the GCT (C, T ) and the construction
of the M-polyfold structure for M(Ψ,Ψ′) will be a transition construction. Hence
(F,F ) for the groupoidal category C implies (F,M ) for the GCT (C, T ) provided
T is metrizable. We discuss the transition germ construction next.
9.2. Abstract Transition Germs Construction. We assume that at this point
we have the uniformizer construction F : C → SET. Associated to this uniformizer
construction we can build the transition setsM(Ψ,Ψ′). The new type of construction
is as follows and is denoted by F and we assume that we are given a groupoidal
category C and have a uniformizer construction F for it.
Definition 9.3. Let F be a uniformizer construction. A transition germ construction
F associates for given Ψ ∈ F (c) and Ψ′ ∈ F (c′) to h = (o,Φ, o′) ∈ M(Ψ,Ψ′) a
germ of map Fh : O(O, o) → (M (Ψ,Ψ′), h) with the following properties, where
fh := t ◦ Fh.
(A) Diffeomorphism Property: The germ fh : O(O, o) → O(O′, o′) is a
local sc-diffeomorphism and s(Fh(q)) = q for q near o. If Ψ = Ψ
′ and
h = (o,Ψ(g, o), g ∗ o) then Fh(q) = (q,Ψ(g, q), g ∗ q) for q near o so that
fh(q) = g ∗ q.
(B) Stability Property: FFh(q)(p) = Fh(p) for q near o = s(h) and p near q.
(C) Identity Property: Fu(o)(q) = u(q) for q near o.
(D) Inversion Property: Fι(h)(fh(q)) = ι(Fh(q)) for q near o = s(h). Here
ι(p,Φ, o′) = (o′,Φ−1, o).
(E) Multiplication Property: If s(h′) = t(h) then fh′ ◦ fh(q) = fm(h′,h)(q) for
q near o = s(h), and m(Fh′(fh(q)), Fh(q)) = Fm(h′,h)(q) for q near o = s(h).
(F) M-Hausdorff Property: For different h1, h2 ∈M (Ψ,Ψ′) with o = s(h1) =
s(h2) the images under Fh1 and Fh2 of small neighborhoods are disjoint.

As already previously stated, it is a general fact that the constructions (F,F )
define a natural topology T on |C| for which the |Ψ| are homeomorphisms onto open
subsets, and they define M-polyfold structures on theM (Ψ,Ψ′). If T is metrizable, a
fact which has to be proved in any given context, then (F,F ) implies a construction
(F,M ) for the GCT (C, T ), see [52] and [24].
Example 9.4. Here is an example how a non-metrizable topology may arise. Con-
sider the groupoidal category C with objects being the points in {0, 1} × R and the
morphisms besides the identities being the pairs ((0, t), (1, t)) : (0, t) → (1, t) and
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similarly ((1, t), (0, t)) for t < 0. If we equip {0, 1} × R with the obvious metrizable
topology the orbit space obtains a non-Hausdorff topology. One can give a uni-
formizer and transition germ construction for C which will yield this topology. 
This will apply in the case of the category of stable maps S and we shall start the
associated discussion later on in the present lecture. In order to digest the definition
of F one should note that the basic ingredients are that given a morphism Φ :
Ψ(o) → Ψ′(o′) (defining h = (o,Φ, o′)) there exists an associated sc-diffeomorphism
fh : (U(o), o) → (U(o′), o′) and a family q → Φhq for q ∈ U(o) so that Fh(q) =
(q,Φhq , fh(q)). The latter gives a notion being able to say that Fh(p) is close to Fh(q)
if p ∈ U(o) close to q ∈ U(o). The stability conditions then say FFh(q) for q ∈ U(o)
has the form FFh(q)(p) = (p, Fh(p), fh(p)) for p close to q. The other properties are
self-evident.
9.3. Preparation for the SFT Uniformizer Construction. Next we begin the
uniformizer construction F : S → SET. It requires some preparation. We are
given the closed odd-dimensional manifold Q equipped with a non-degenerate stable
Hamiltonian structure, i.e. (Q, λ, ω). Fixing a compatible J we get the spectral gap
map δJ : P∗ → (0, 2pi] and pick for the periodic orbits weight sequences resulting in
δ. We can define the category of stable maps S3,δ0(Q, λ, ω). First we shall describe
the construction of uniformizers. We start with an object α = (α0, b̂1, ..., b̂k, αk) and
underlying σ = (σ0, b1, ..., bk, σk) having isotropy group G. We fix a stabilization set
Ξ which is invariant under G with associated constraints H and disjoint from nodes
and punctures, anchor sets, and a small disk structure D so that the union of disks
associated to Di and the D(i−1,i) are invariant and do not contain marked points
and are mutually disjoint. We also require that σ¯ = (S, j, M¯ , D¯) is a stable Riemann
surface, where M¯ = M∪Γ−0 ∪Γ+k ∪Ξ and D¯ = D∪{{z, bi(z)} | z ∈ Γ+i−1, i ∈ {1, ..., k}}.
The data which we have is then
- α, σ, and a small disk structure D.
- stabilization set Ξ and transversal constraints H = (H˜[z])[z]
- anchor set
Υ
.
We can build the M-polyfold Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) which has a distinguished element
u˜ coming from α. The M-polyfold structure is induced from the ambient M-polyfold
Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R × Q, z¯) of which our space is a sub-M-polyfold, in fact a tame one. The
sc-smooth embedding
Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) incl−−→ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×Q, z¯)(13)
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anchor 
stabiilization points
Figure 18. Associated to the orbits of stabilization points under G
we have transversal constraints
will be important to us. We have an action of G on (S, j, M¯ , D¯) which preserves the
floors. Of course σ¯ has a larger finite automorphism group denoted by G∗. Then
G ⊂ G∗ and we have seen in the discussion of the DM-theory that can take particular
deformation V 3 v → j(v) of j such that
G∗ n (V × BD¯)→ R : (v, a)→ (Sa, j(v)a, M¯a, Da)
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defines a good unformizer when restricted to G∗nO∗, where O∗ ⊂ V ×BD¯ is a suitable
open G∗-invariant neighborhood of (0, 0). Recall that there exists a uniformizer
construction for R. It is important that we have the splitting, which was described
in the discussion of DM-theory.
H1(σ¯) ≡ H1(σ¯tc0 )⊕H1(σ¯ntc0 )⊕ ..⊕H1(σ¯tck )⊕H1(σ¯ntck ) :(14)
v ≡ (vtc0 , vntc0 , ..., vtck , vntck ).
The following piece of data is important: The good uniformizer around σ¯ coming
from α.
G∗ nO∗ → R : (v, a)→ (Sa, j(v)a, M¯a, D¯a) .(15)
9.4. Pre-Uniformizer. The first step in the uniformizer construction is the con-
struction of pre-uniformizers. We shall construct what we shall call pre-uniformizers.
Namely given α and having carried out the preparations described above we define
preΨ : Gn (V × Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯))→ S
as follows. The element u˜ ∈ Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) has underlying domain Sa˜ and gluing
parameter a˜. We set
preΨ(v, u˜) = (Sa˜, j(v)a˜,Ma˜, Da˜,Γa, [u˜]).
This is short-hand for the following: The element u˜ decomposes as
u˜ = (u˜0, b̂i1 , ..., b̂i` , u˜i`),
where u˜e is defined on the punctures (Γ
−
a˜,e, S
e
a˜ , j(v)
e
a˜,Ma˜,e, Da˜,e, [u˜e],Γ
+
a˜,e). The uni-
formizers then will be obtained by restricting pre-uniformizers to suitable subsets.
This will happen in the next lecture. The basic fact is that the knowledge of S
allows us to formulate a Recipe, i.e. a general rule, to characterize for a constructed
preΨ neighborhoods G-invariant neighborhoods O of (0, u˜) so that Ψ : Gn O → S
obtained as preΨ|GnO (many different choices of O are possible for a given preΨ),
so that the Ψ has very specific properties. This will define a functor F : S → SET
by associating to α the set of Ψ obtained by constructing a set of all possible pre-
uniformizers following the recipe for pre-uniformizer constructions, and then using
these to take all allowable restrictions according to the recipe we have to define.
The recipe has the feature that for given Ψ ∈ F (α) and Ψ′ ∈ F (α′) one has enough
properties to carry the transition germ construction F .
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Part 4. From Local to Global
We shall study the global relationships between the local pieces.
Lecture 10
10. Uniformizers and Transition Germs for SFT
We shall describe the construction of a polyfold structure on S.
10.1. Background for the Uniformizer Construction. We have outlined the
construction of a pre-uniformizers at an object α. The unformizer construction will
define a criterion for picking, for a given preΨ at α with special element o¯ = (0, u˜),
a G-invariant neighborhood O so that the restriction to GnO, say
Ψ : GnO → S
will have desirable properties. The collection of all such Ψ : G n O → S obtained
by taking suitable restrictions of pre-uniformizers will define F (α). Clearly we want
that Ψ : GnO → S is
• full and faithful (to reflect the structure of S).
We also would like to have
• injectivity of Ψ on objects (distinguishing particular full subcategories of
S).
Figure 19. The images of three different Ψ : GnO → S associated to α.
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It is clear that DM-theory for the underlying
Ψ∗ : G∗ nO∗ → R.
will play a role which require that
• for (v, u˜) ∈ O we must have that (v, a(u˜)) ∈ O∗.
The first basic result is the following.
Proposition 10.1. Given an object α and a pre-uniformizer preΨ there exists an
open G-invariant neighborhood O of o¯ in V × Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) with the following
properties.
(1) If (v, u˜) ∈ O then (v, a(u˜)) ∈ O∗.
(2) The restriction of preΨ denoted by Ψ : GnO → S is a fully faithful functor
and injective on objects.

The only more involved step is the fullness of Ψ for a suitable O. Taking for α
the collection F (α) consisting of the Ψ which are obtained as restrictions of pre-
uniformizers which satisfy (1) and (2) is not yet a uniformizer construction, but
a suitable subset of every F (α) will be. We need to show that for a suitable choice
of O a third, very important condition can be satisfied. This condition is a kind of
transversality condition and it is not so easy to guess, and also is not necessary for
α which are not too complicated, so it might be easily overlooked. In the following
we shall refer to the image Ψ(O) as a slice.
Figure 20. The transition construction. One needs a criterion, given
an arrow from one α-slice to a α′-slice, how to distinguish a family
of arrows starting nearby, so that the output varies sc-smoothly. Of
course, if the two slices are identical, the families should come from G.
Moreover, there should be an associativity for three slices and obvious
other properties.
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The problem highlighted in the Figure 20 leads to a transversality question which
will be discussed next. A priori such a transversality question involves obviously
the properties of Ψ and Ψ′ at the same time. For a uniformizer construction we are
forced to give a recipe defining for a given α the set F (α), i.e. to define properties
for its members Ψ ∈ F (α) without reference to elements Ψ′ ∈ F (α′). With other
words it is better true that a transversality condition exists which can be formulated
for every α so that the construction of F achieves the goal formulated in the caption
of Figure 20.
10.2. A Transversality Question. In the previous subsection we have learned
that one can obtain certain properties for Ψ : G n O → S, when one restricts a
pre-uniformizer to a smaller G-invariant neighborhood of the distinguished element.
We shall consider two such Ψ and Ψ′, i.e. restrictions of pre-uniformizers to G n O
and G′ nO′, where O and O′ are such that the conclusion of Proposition 10.1 holds
and motivate why an additional property is needed. We shall refer to them for the
following discussion as uniformizers. We assume we are given two objects α and α′
and associated uniformizers Ψ and Ψ′ and consider an element h ∈M(Ψ,Ψ′). That
means we are given o ∈ O, o′ ∈ O′ and Φ : Ψ(o) → Ψ′(o′). We need conditions so
that we can give a recipe for the local germ Fh which, of course, is based on exhibiting
a locally unique deformation of Φh
q → Φhq , for q close to o.
All these arrows are supposed to start at Ψ(q) and to end in the slice associated to
Ψ′, so that we can define fh : (O(O), o) → (O′, o′) by Fh(q) = (q,Φhq , fh(q)). Of
course, fh is determined by the recipe defining Φ
h and one needs to show that fh is a
germ of sc-diffeomorphism. Of course, not surprisingly the criterion for determining
such a unique choice is some kind of transversality and, as already pointed out, this
transversality condition should not! be a condition on the pair, but a condition on
the individual Ψ, so that any such pair has favorable properties.
For the following note that we shall denote a global gluing parameter by a rather
than a˜. (Recall that our convention was that a˜ is the D-part of a˜, but this will be
ignored for the moment!). We shall over-line fixed reference data and usually study
small variations of the data, so that for example a is a variation of a.
Assume that o = (v¯, ¯˜u), o′ = (v¯′, ¯˜u
′
) with underlying total gluing parameters
denoted by a¯ and a¯′. The morphism Φ is represented by a biholomorphic map
φ¯ : σ(a¯,v¯) → σ′(a¯′,v¯′),
which has to preserve the usual data, namely sends marked points in Ma¯ to marked
points in M ′a¯′ , nodal pairs in Da¯ to nodal pairs in D
′
a¯′ and punctures in Γa¯ to those
in Γ′a¯′ . If we consider ¯˜u
′
:= ¯˜u ◦ φ¯−1 we know that adjusting the different floors by
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using the R-action we obtain the map [¯˜u′], which satisfies the anchor constraints (not
general the virtual ones). This map [¯˜u
′
] belongs to Z3σ′, Υ′,H′,ϕ(R×Q, z¯′). Of course,
(v′, [¯˜u
′
]) ∈ O′. For every i′ ∈ {0, ..., k′} with z′ ∈ Ξ′i′ it holds
(−av Υ′
i′
(¯˜u
′
)) ∗ ¯˜u′(z′) ∈ H˜ ′[z′], z′ ∈ Ξ′i′
and varying z′ the intersection is transversal. We note that the left-hand side is
R-invariant and therefore we need not to work with [¯˜u′]. We rewrite the above as
(−av Υ′
i′
(¯˜u ◦ φ¯−1)) ∗ (¯˜u ◦ φ¯−1(z′)) ∈ H˜ ′[z′], z′ ∈ Ξ′i′
In order to construct Fh we need to find a map (v, u˜) → φ(v,u˜), with sufficiently
smooth properties, defined for (v, u˜) near (v¯, ¯˜u) so that
(−av Υ′
i′
(u˜ ◦ φ−1(v,u˜))) ∗
(
u˜ ◦ φ−1(v,u˜)(z′)
)
∈ H˜ ′[z′], z′ ∈ Ξ′i′
and the intersection is transversal with respect to a variation of z′. If z′ belongs
to Ξ′ntc the adjustment by the anchor average is not needed since the associated
constraint H˜[z′] is R-invariant, but the left-hand side will only be a sc-smooth function
of input if this adjustment is made due to vanishing gluing parameters. The unique
solvability of this equation will follow from an implicit function theorem provided the
appropriate hypotheses hold. We shall discuss this in the next subsection in more
detail. Here we only note the following.
Denote by Ξ∗ the preimage of Ξ′ under φ¯. The set Ξ∗ is a subset of the Riemann
surface associated to the parameters (v¯, a¯) and with these two parameters fixed we
can consider deformations (v¯, a¯,x) where x maps a point z∗ ∈ Ξ∗ to a nearby point
on the same surface. We can do the same for nearby parameters (v, a) and consider
(v, a,x) where x maps points in Ξ∗ to points in the surface associated to (v, a). Using
the universal property of (v′, a′)→ σ¯′(v′,a′) there exists a uniquely defined deformation
(v, a,x)→ φ(v,a,x) of φ¯ which maps
(Sa, j(v)a, (Γ
−
0 ∪M ∪ x(Ξ∗) ∪ Γ+k )a, D¯a)
φ(v,a,x)−−−−→ (S ′a′ , j′(v′)a′ , M¯ ′a′ , D¯′a′),
where (v′, a′) is a smooth function of (v, a,x). If (v, u˜) is near (v¯, ¯˜u), which also means
that (v, a(u˜)), is near to (v¯, a¯), one needs! to show that for x close to x¯ defined by
x¯(z∗) = z∗ for z∗ ∈ Ξ∗ it holds that there exists a unique x = x(v, a), a = a(u˜), with(
(−av Υ′
i
(u˜ ◦ φ−1(v,a,x))) ∗
(
u˜ ◦ φ−1(v,a,x)
))
(z′) ∈ H˜[z′] for z′ ∈ Ξ′i,
which also would be smoothly depending on (v, a). Of course, then the germ, where
[.] means R-adjustments to satisfy the effective anchor constraints,
(v, u˜)→ (v′(v, u˜), [u˜ ◦ φ−1(v,a,x(v,u˜))])(16)
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is fh. At this point one could only claim that fh is sc-smooth using results about
domain transformations, see [24]. It is not clear that fh is a local sc-diffeomorphism.
This would follow by interchanging the roles of Ψ and Ψ′ if the same discussion would
hold.
As it turns out, the fact that fh is sc-smooth only depends on an additional
property of Ψ′ besides the properties already required from Ψ and Ψ′. If Ψ also
satisfies such an additional property (to be stated), interchanging the roles of Ψ and
Ψ′ will imply that fh is in fact a local sc-diffeomorphism. The germ Fh would be
defined by Fh(v, u˜) = ((v, u˜),Φ
h
(v,u˜), fh(v, u˜)), where Φ
h
(v,u˜) is the morphism associated
to the biholomorphic map φ−1(v,a,x(v,u˜)).
As we mentioned before the property that fh is sc-smooth will only depend on an
additional requirement on Ψ′. The basic reason is the following. The biholomorphic
map φ(v,a,x) can be decomposed as follows. Take for (v, a) near (v¯, a¯) a smooth
section x∗(v,a) with x
∗
(v¯,a¯)(z
∗) = z∗. We mean by this that x∗(v,a) belongs to the surface
Sa equipped with j(v)a and varies smoothly as a function of (v, a). Associated to
this we obtain by the universal property
ψ(v,a) := φ(v,a,x∗
(v,a)
),
which maps, preserving the obvious other data, from the surface associated to (v, a)
to the surface associated to (v′(v, a), a′(v, a)). Given (v, a,x) we can use ψ(v,a) to
map this data to some y′ via
(v, a,x)→ (v′, a′, ψ(v,a) ◦ x), were y′ = ψ(v,a) ◦ x
Note that the choice of x, for fixed (v, a), does not affect (v′, a′). The right-hand
side is now data on a surface associated to Ψ′. We see that for fixed (v, a) we have
a local diffeomorphism between deformations of Ξ∗ and deformations of Ξ′. Given a
small open neighborhood of (v¯, ¯˜u) in O we can map it via
(v, u˜)→ (v′, [u˜ ◦ ψ−1(v,a(u˜))])(17)
into and open neighborhood of (v¯′, ¯˜u
′
) in Z3σ′, Υ′,ϕ(R×Q, z¯′). Observe that the image
of (v¯, a¯) satisfies the constraints associated toH′, but the images of the other elements
in the small neighborhood usually do not!
Next we consider (v′, a′,y′) and using the universal property there exists ψ(v′,a′,y′)
(S ′a′ , j
′(v′)a′ , (Γ′
−
0 ∪M ′ ∪ y′(Ξ∗) ∪ Γ′+k′)a′ , D¯a′)
ψ(v′,a′,y′)−−−−−→ (S ′a′′ , j′(v′′)a′′ , M¯ ′a′′ , D¯′a′′),
where (v′′, a′′) depend smoothly on the input (v′, a′,y′). We note the important fact
that
φ(v,a,x) = ψ(v′,a′,x◦ψ(v,a)) ◦ ψ(v,a).
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This implies the possibility that by picking (v′, a′,y′) properly we can adjust the
image of the map in (17) via ψ(v′,a′,y′) to satisfy the constraints. The appropriate
choice of y′ then defines a choice of x. From this discussion it follows that we only
need to map the before-mentioned small open neighborhood in Z3σ′, Υ′,ϕ(R × Q, z¯′)
by a suitable choice of ψ(v′,a′,y′(v′,a′)) into Z
3
σ′,
Υ′,H′,ϕ(R × Q, z¯′). Of course, the map
(v′, a′) → y′(v′, a′) has to be found by an implicit function theorem, but the entire
procedure only depends on Ψ′. This is being discussed in more detail in the next
subsection in terms of Ψ to simplify notation, i.e. getting rid of the primes.
10.3. The Transversality Condition. As we have seen the transversality condi-
tion is a property which can be formulated for a single Ψ. Rather than with Ψ′ we
shall work with Ψ to formulate it. We also consider for simplicity the inverses of the
maps considered in the previous subsection. The transversality condition depends
on two ingredients. The first one is the universal property from DM-theory. We
started with a stable map α, fixed a stabilization set Ξ and a small disk structure
D. From this we obtain σ = (S, j, M¯ , D¯) , where M¯ = M unionsq Ξ unionsq Γ−0 unionsq Γ+k and
D¯ = D unionsq {{z, bi(z)} | z ∈ Γ+i , i ∈ {0, ...., k− 1}}. Then taking a good deformation j
with previously described properties we obtain the good uniformizer
Ψ∗ : G∗ nO∗ → R : (a, v)→ (Sa, j(v)a, M¯a, D¯a).
10.3.1. Stabilization Deformation. We consider the good uniformizer for R and use
its universal property, recalling that the points in Ξ were artificially added via the
transversal constraint construction, and that adding Ξ stabilized the Riemann sur-
face. For given (a0, v0) ∈ O∗ the universal property guarantees a G-invariant open
neighborhood U(Σ) of the form
U := U(Σ) =
∐
z∈Ξ
U(z).
We denote by UΣ the smooth manifold of maps x : Ξ → U with x(z) ∈ U(z). For
such a x we define
M¯(x) := Γ+0 unionsqM unionsq x(Σ) unionsq Γ+k .
By the universal property there exists for x near x¯ defined by x¯(z) = z a uniquely
determined biholomorphic map near the identity
ψ(a0,v0,x) : (Sa, j(v)a, M¯a, D¯a)→ (Sa0 , j(v0)a0 , M¯(x)a0 , D¯a0),
where (a, v) is a smooth map of (a0, v0,x).
Definition 10.2. We shall refer to the data
(a0, v0,x)→ ψ(a0,v0,x) and (a(a0, v0,x), v(a0, v0,x))
the stabilization deformation. 
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Stabilization Deformation
(a0, v0,x)
ψ sd−−→ (a(a0, v0,x), v(a0, v0,x),x)
(a0, v0,x)→ ψ(a0,v0,x)
ψ(a0,v0,x) : (Sa, j(v)a, M¯a, D¯a)→ (Sa0 , j(v0)a0 , M¯(x)a0 , D¯a0)
j(v_0)     v_0   deformation parameter
a_0   gluing parameter
marked point 
stabilization point new position 
nodal point
stabilization point old position 
j(v)
  a
surface with (v_0,a_0) and stabilization points at new position 
is biholomorphic to surface with (v,a) and stabilization points at 
original position. The data (v,a) depends smoothly on 
(v_0,a_0,position)
Figure 21. Stabilization Deformation
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If we restrict O∗ to some smaller G-invariant neighborhood and U(Σ) to a suitable
U∗ we can obtain some uniformity of the stabilization deformation with respect to
the input (a0, v0,x). More precisely we obtain.
Proposition 10.3. There exists a G-invariant open neighborhood O∗∗ of (0, 0) con-
tained in O∗ and a sufficiently small open G-invariant neighborhood U∗(Ξ) ⊂ U(Ξ),
where U∗ is again the disjoint union of disk-like U∗(z), such that there exists a smooth
map (a uniform version of the sd-transformation)
O∗∗ × U∗(Ξ)→ O∗(18)
(a, v,x)→ (a′, v′) := (a′(a, v,x), v′(a, v,x))
and a uniquely determined sc-smooth family of biholomorphic ψ(a,v,x) with ψ(0,0,x) =
Id
ψ(a,v,x) : (Sa′ , j(v
′)a′ , M¯a′ , D¯a′)→ (Sa, j(v)a, M¯(x)a, D¯a)
so that in addition the points in M ∪ Γ+k ∪ Γ−0 ⊂ Sa and M ∪ Γ+k ∪ Γ−0 ⊂ Sa′ are
point-wise fixed and z ∈ Ξ is mapped to x(z). In addition the points of unglued nodal
pairs, or the points of unglued ordered interface nodal pairs are being point-wise
preserved. 
10.3.2. A Very Special Retraction. We have the inclusion
Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯)→ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×Q, z¯)
as sub-M-polyfold and coming from α there is the special element u˜0 belonging to
Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯). Recall that V ⊂ H1(σ) is the open neighborhood of 0 occurring
in the deformation v → j(v). We define q¯0 := (0, u˜0) and shall denote for a given map
w˜ by [w˜] the map obtained by making suitable R-shifts so that the anchor averages
vanish. Before we state the result we describe the idea. The element q¯0 = (0, u˜
0) has
the property that for u˜0 its anchor averages vanish and the transversal constraints
are satisfied in the sense
(−av Υ
i
(u˜0)) ∗ u˜0(z) ∈ H˜[z] for z ∈ Ξi
and the intersections are transversal. If we take an element (v, u˜) near (0, u˜0) in
V × Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R × Q, z¯) the anchor averages are still vanishing, but the transversal
constraints are not satisfied. Recall that the constraints associated to [z], where z
does not lie on a trivial cylinder component are R-invariant, which, however is not!
the case if they lie on trivial cylinder components. However, by a quite subtle implicit
function theorem there exists (v′, a′), a deformation x of Ξ all depending on (v, u˜),
where we recall that a = a(u˜) so that the associated stabilization deformation
ψ : (Sa′ , j(v
′)a′ , M¯a′ , D¯a′)→ (Sa, j(v)a, M¯(x)a, D¯a)
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has the property that w˜′ = w˜◦ψ satisfies the transversal constraints and adding suit-
able constants to the floor we obtain [w˜′] so that (v′, [w˜′]) belong to V×Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×
Q, z¯). Again, the difficulty in the whole argument arises from the fact that the
transversal constraints over trivial cylinder domains are not! R-invariant.
Theorem 10.4. There exists a G-invariant open neighborhood O of q¯0 with following
properties where OH := O ∩ (V × Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯))
(1) We have a well-defined sc-smooth retraction ρ : O → O with ρ(O) = OH.
(2) The retraction in (1) has the following form. Given q = (v, w˜) ∈ O the
image ρ(v, w˜) with a being the underlying total gluing parameter is (v′, [w˜′])
with underlying total gluing parameter a′, where
w˜′ = w˜ ◦ ψ(a(q),v(q),x(a(q),v(q)),
where x(a(q), v(q)) is determined by an implicit functions theorem and as a
function of q is sc-smooth.
As a consequence we can make the following crucial definition.
Definition 10.5. Assume we are given a stable map α and have fixed the auxiliary
structures D,
Υ
,Ξ,H and j producing the DM-uniformizer Ψ∗ : G∗nO∗ → R at the
M-data σ¯ and the sd-deformation
O∗∗ × U∗(Ξ)→ O∗.
Denote by q¯0 the element (0, q0) ∈ V × Zσ, Υ,H,ϕ(R × Q, z¯), where q0 is the element
associated to α. Then a large sd-retraction neighborhood is a G-invariant open
neighborhood O = O(q¯0) in V × Zσ, Υ,ϕ(R × Q, z¯) as guaranteed by Theorem 10.4.
In particular there exists an sc-smooth retraction ρ : O → O with image OH. This
retraction has the form
ρ(v, w˜) = (v′(a(w˜), v), w˜ ◦ ψ(a(v,w˜),v,x(a(w˜),v))).
associated to the stabilization deformation. 
10.4. The Uniformizer and Transition Germs. Let α be an object and preΨ a
pre-uniformizer at α.
Definition 10.6. A good open neighborhood O of the special element o¯ repre-
senting α is a G-invariant open neighborhood of o¯ in V ×Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) having
the following properties
(1) For (v, u˜) ∈ O we have that (v, a(u˜)) belong to O∗∗ so that the sd-deformation
O∗∗×U∗(Σ)→ O∗ is defined, where Ψ∗ : G∗nO∗ → R is a good uniformizer
for R.
(2) The restriction of the pre-uniformizer to O, say Ψ is injective on objects and
otherwise full and faithful.
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(3) O = OH, where O is a large sd-retraction neighborhood in the sense of
Definition 10.5.

We define F (α) to be the set of all uniformizers obtained from pre-uniformizers
by restricting to a good open neighborhood. This gives a uniformizer construction.
Then everything is place and from the discussion in this section we obtain a transition
germ construction. Of course, it takes some work to verify the required properties.
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Lecture 11
11. Strong Polyfold Bundle Structure and Fredholm Theory
We have concentrated on the polyfold construction for S. The construction of
strong bundle structures for functors µ : S → Ban can be carried out in a similar
fashion and we allow ourselves to be brief. After having fixed J we have the functor
µJ : S → Ban which associates to an object α the T (R × Q)-valued (0, 1)-forms of
class (2, δ0) along the stable map.
Figure 22. µJ : S → Ban.
The idea is to construct a strong bundle K → O and a lift Ψ¯ for Ψ ∈ F (α) fitting
into the commutative diagram
GnK Ψ¯−−−→ EJy y
GnO Ψ−−−→ S.
Figure 23. A Ψ¯-slice
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We shall mention the parts we need to also be able to introduce a special class of
sc+-sections, which will be used to define the special sc+-multisection functors used
for the perturbation theory.
11.1. Remarks on Construction Functors for Strong Bundles. We described
the construction of the Ψ in great detail and have used a variety of tools to do so.
In particular we showed that we have a construction functor
(RN , z¯)→ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN , z¯).
This allowed the extension to manifolds by a general method resulting in Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×
Q, z¯). Finally having a construction for a manifold Q one can introduce transversal
constraints and obtain a suitable sub-M-polyfold
Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) ⊂ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×Q, z¯).
In order to obtain a construction for strong complex bundles we again can use the
idea of a construction functor. More precisely, we have a category whose objects
are (RN × KL, z¯), where K is either R or C. We view RN × KL → RN as the
obvious trivial vector bundle and (RN , z¯) is a previously considered object, namely
a collection of weighted periodic orbits in RN . The morphisms are smooth maps
A : RN × KL → RN ′ × KL′ of the form (m, `) → (f(m), A(m)(`)), where A(m) is
K-linear. Moreover, f : (RN , z¯)→ (RN ′ , z¯′) is a morphism in the obvious category,
which was previously introduced. The new construction functor is build as follows.
Definition 11.1. We define the sc-Hilbert space H2,δσ¯ (CL) to consist of all continuous
maps η, which associate to z ∈ S a complex anti-linear map η(z) : (TzS, j)→ CL so
that the following holds.
(1) η(z) = 0 for z ∈ |D¯| ∪ Γ−0 ∪ Γ+k .
(2) Away from points in |D¯| ∪ Γ−0 ∪ Γ+k the map z → η(z) is of class H2loc.
(3) For every x ∈ |D¯| ∪ Γ−0 ∪ Γ+k taking positive holomorphic polar coordinates
around x the map (s, t)→ η ◦ ∂σ+x̂
∂s
belongs to H2,δ0(R+ × S1,CN).
The sc-structure is given by defining level m as regularity (2 +m, δm). 
After fixing a small disk structureD we can define X2,δ0σ,ϕ,0(CL) to consist of all maps
η on the different glued surfaces so that η(z) is complex anti-linear, is away from
nodes of class H2loc and has at nodal points or punctures with respect to holomorphic
polar coordinates the (2, δ0) behavior. This set can be defined easily by the imprinting
method
⊕ : BD¯ ×H2,δσ¯ (CL)→ X2,δ0σ,ϕ,0(CL).
In this case the extraction of gluing parameters is submersive. We know also know
that the map
a¯ : Zσ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN , z¯)→ BD¯,
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extracting the global gluing parameter, is sc-smooth. We can consider the pull-back
diagram
X2,δσ,ϕ,0(CL)y
Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN , z¯) −−−→ BD¯
We denote the pull-back functor by
Ω3,2σ, Υ,ϕ((R× RN × CL, z¯)→ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN , z¯),
which is a strong bundle construction functor. By using a previous ideas we can use
the embedding method to define for the complex vector bundle (R × TQ, J˜) → Q.
the strong bundle
Ω3,2σ, Υ,ϕ((R× (R× TQ), z¯)→ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×Q, z¯).
Here R × (R × TQ) → R × Q is the complex vector bundle with fiber over (a, q)
to consist of all (a, (h, b)) with h ∈ R and b ∈ TqQ. With other words we take the
pull-back of (R × TQ, J˜) → Q by the projection R × Q → Q. Taking transversal
constraints for the basis we obtain the pull-back diagram
Ω3,2σ, Υ,ϕ(R× (R× TQ), z¯)y
Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯) −−−→ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R×Q, z¯).
We denote this pull-back bundle by
Ω3,2σ, Υ,H,ϕ((R× (R× TQ), z¯)→ Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯)(19)
11.2. Incorporating j. In the pre-uniformizer construction we also fixed a defor-
mation j, v → j(v), v ∈ V , of j after having fixed a small disk structure D. In (19),
so far, the construction only uses j. We define for v ∈ V and a gluing parameter a
the map
χ(v,a) =
1
2
· [Id− j ◦ j(v)]a : (TSa, j(v)a)→ (TSa, ja).
Given (u˜, η˜) ∈ Ω3,2σ, Υ,ϕ(R× (R×TQ), z¯) we see that η˜ ◦χ(v,a) is point-wise a complex
anti-linear map if the domain is equipped with j(v)a. Of course, here we have that
a = a(u˜) is the underlying gluing parameter.
Given the uniformizer Ψ ∈ F (α) as previously constructed, say Ψ : G n O → S
we define the strong bundle p : K → O, i.e. K, by first considering the pull-back of
(19) by
V × Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯)→ Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ(R×Q, z¯)(20)
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and then restricting the result to O. Finally we define the lift Ψ¯ of Ψ by
Ψ¯(v, u˜, η˜) = (Ψ(v, u˜), η˜ ◦ χ(v,a(u˜))).
The lift of the transition germs for S to E is straight forward. As a result we obtain
Theorem 11.2. The functor which associates to an object α the collection F¯ (α)
of lifts of uniformizers together with the lift of the transition germ construction F¯
defines metrizable topologies on |S| and |E| and viewing the categories as GCT’s a
strong bundle structure for P : EJ → S. 
11.3. The sc-Fredholm Functor ∂¯J˜ . Having the strong bundle construction F¯ :
S → Ban we have for an object α and Ψ¯ ∈ F¯ (α) the commutative diagram
GnK Ψ¯−−−→ EJ
∂¯
J˜,Ψ¯
y Py
GnO Ψ−−−→ S
where ∂¯J˜ ,Ψ¯ is the local representative.
Theorem 11.3. For every Ψ¯ the local representative is sc-Fredholm, i.e. by definition
∂¯J˜ is a sc-Fredholm functor. 
One should mention that in [24] a pre-Fredholm theory has been developed which
is some kind of modular theory which guarantees the Fredholm property as a conse-
quence of smaller pieces of analysis, which makes the Fredholm theory rather straight
forward and most importantly the smaller pieces of analysis can be recycled for new
constructions. We shall not discuss these ideas here and refer the reader for a detailed
discussion to [24].
11.4. Reflexive Local Compactness Property. We know that for every a ∈
pi0(Z) the intersection a ∩ MJ is compact and that ∂¯J˜ is a sc-Fredholm functor.
We begin by stating facts which follow from standard polyfold theory. However, it
should be pointed out that the category of stable maps has additional features which
have to be exploited in order to construct SFT. First we discuss the standard parts
of the polyfold theory, and the special features will, as we shall see, add to the fine
structure.
For the perturbation theory the so-called reflexive local compactness property will
be very important. An auxiliary norm N : EJ → [0,∞] is a functor so that for a
local strong bundle uniformizer Ψ¯ we have that N ◦ Ψ¯ : K → [0,∞] is an auxiliary
norm. The (0, 1)- fibers of K → O are Hilbert spaces and therefore reflexive. As
shown in [47] there is a well-defined notion of mixed convergence for sequences in
K which in local coordinates corresponds to convergence in O on level 0 and in the
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fiber to weak convergence in the (0, 1)-fiber. For a comprehensive treatment see [52].
We write ki
m
⇀ k if (ki) converges in this sense. The notion also descends to orbit
spaces.
There is a particular important class of auxiliary norm called reflexive auxiliary
norms, which have the additional property that for a sequence (ki) ⊂ K with
p(ki) → x in O and liminfi→∞N ◦ Ψ¯(ki) < ∞, there exists a subsequence such that
ki
m
⇀ k for some k ∈ p−1(x) in the (0, 1)-fiber with N ◦ Ψ¯(k) ≤ liminf N ◦ Ψ¯(ki). If
we pass to orbit space |E| it still makes sense to talk about mixed convergence and
N defines a map n which restricted to |E(0,1)| is continuous and verifies the obvious
version of the mixed convergence requirement. The final goal in this lecture is to
state important local results for f := |∂¯J˜ |. Recall the abbreviation Z := |S|.
Theorem 11.4. For every reflexive auxiliary norm N with associated n : |E| →
[0,∞] the following holds. Given a point z ∈ Z there exists an open neighborhood
U(z) with the property that clZ({y ∈ U(z) | n(f(y)) ≤ 1}) is compact. 
The other result we need is the following.
Proposition 11.5. Assume that f(z) ∈ (1,∞]. Then there exists an open neighbor-
hood U(z) such that f(y) > 1 for all y ∈ U(z).
Proof. Arguing indirectly we find a sequence (zk) converging to z in Z and
liminif n(f(zk)) ≤ 1.
We deduce that without loss of generality we may assume that f(zk)
m
⇀ k ∈ |E(0,1)|,
which also implies f(zk) → k in |E(0,0)|. Hence 1 < n(f(z)) = n(k) ≤ 1 giving a
contradiction. 
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Lecture 12
12. Accommodation of Special Features
12.1. A Strong ssc-Bundle. Recall that σ and σ have a floor structure. We intro-
duced the open subset O of [0, 1)k × Z3σ, Υ(R × RN , z¯) in Definition 8.2. Recall the
sc-Hilbert space H2,δσ¯ (CL) introduced in Definition 11.1. Recall that D denotes all
nodal pairs occurring on floors and BD the manifold of associated gluing parameters.
Then
(BD ×O) / H2,δσ¯ (CL)→ O
is a strong ssc-bundle. We recall that there is a sc-smooth map associating the
(a, (r1, ..., rk, u˜)) the global admissible gluing parameter a˜ = a˜(a, (r1, ..., rk, u˜)), see
Definition 8.4. Since we started with a stable map α in S we can distinguish between
different types of domain components.
Definition 12.1. Let α be a stable map in S and σ the underlying Riemann surface
with floor structure. A domain component C of σ is a trivial cylinder component
provided it harbors a trivial cylinder as part of α. All other components are called
nontrivial components. 
12.2. Adapted Auxiliary Norm. Recall the strong bundle
Ω3,2σ, Υ,ϕ((R× (R× RN × CL, z¯)→ Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN , z¯)
which comes from the pull-back diagram
X2,δσ,ϕ,0(CL)y
Z3σ, Υ,ϕ(R× RN × CL, z¯) −−−→ BD¯
The horizontal arrow has its image in the admissible gluing parameters. We shall
introduce a map N̂ : X2,δσ,ϕ,0(CL) → [0,∞] with suitable properties. Each domain
component has a a floor number coming from the original data. Given the gluing
parameter a˜ we have the associated domain σa˜.
• On the core region we define the weight function w ≡ 1.
• On an unglued trivial cylinder segment define w ≡ ∞.
• On an unglued disk associated to a nodal point we extend w by w = eδ1s
using positive holomorphic polar coordinates.
• On a glued disk pair associated to a nodal pair biholomorphic to [0, R]× S1
we set w(s, t) = min{eδ1s, eδ1(R−s)}
• For a puncture associated to Γ−0 ∪ Γ+k we take the weight eδ1s for positive
holomorphic polar coordinates.
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• For an unglued puncture pair where each of the punctures does not belong
to a trivial cylinder domain we take on the disks the weight eδ1s.
• For a glued puncture pair where each of the punctures does not belong to a
trivial cylinder domain we take on the glued disks which is biholomorphic to
[0, R]× S1 the weight min{eδ1s, eδ1(R−s)}.
The remaining cases consist of looking at maximal chains of glued trivial cylinder
components and we can distinguish between four cases.
trivial cylinder 
domain
disk on a nontrivial domain
around negative puncture
disk on a nontrivial domain
around positive puncture
indicates that glued
1        2       3         4
Figure 24. Configurations involving trivial cylinder domains
• In case (1) we have a finite sequence of glued trivial cylinder components,
which, of course, itself is a new trivial cylinder component. We take the
weight w ≡ ∞.
• In case (2) we have at the top a disk around a negative puncture and otherwise
glued trivial cylinder components. We just extend the weight w = eδ1|s| on
the disk with respect to negative holomorphic polar coordinates.
• In case (3) similarly a disk around positive puncture followed by glued trivial
cylinder components. Here we extend w = eδ1s.
• Finally in case (4) two disks at a positive and negative puncture respectively
and at least one glued trivial cylinder component in between. In this case we
have two extensions of the weight functions associated to negative (positive)
holomorphic polar coordinates on the disk, say e−δ1s
′
(negative s ∈ [−R, 0])
and eδ1s (positive s ∈ [0, R]). With the relation R + s′ = s we define the
weight function
min {eδ1(R−s), eδ1s}
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These choices define for fixed a˜ a weight function wa˜. Then we consider h˜ on Sa˜ and
use the weighted H3-norm to obtain
|h˜|2Sa˜ .
This expressions define N̂ : Ω3,2σ, Υ,ϕ → [0,∞].
N̂(((a, (r1, ..., rk, u˜)), h˜).(21)
We note that if (r1, ..., rk) = 0 and N̂(((a, (r1, ..., rk, u˜)), h˜) < ∞, then h˜ necessarily
vanishes on trivial cylinder components.
Definition 12.2. We shall call N̂ a penalizing adapted auxiliary norm, and for
short a ps-norm. 
Compared to the usual definition of auxiliary norm it can take on non-zero vectors
on the (0, 1)-fiber the value ∞. The definition of N̂ depends on choices, however,
when we construct N̂ ′ making different choices there exists a constant c > 0 such
that c · N̂ ≤ N̂ ′ ≤ 1
c
· N̂ . This is the local picture. Invoking the embedding method
and strong bundle uniformizers we can define N̂ : E → [0,∞]. If we obtain N̂ and
N̂ ′ this way there will be a continuous functor (f ◦Ψ is continuous) f : S → (0,∞)
satisfying
f · N̂ ≤ N̂ ′ ≤ 1
f
· N̂ .(22)
With other words we obtain a class of model ps-norms which show the compatibility
as in (22) for certain f . We can then consider abstract ps-norms with the obvious
expected properties and which can be sandwiched between model ps-norms.
Definition 12.3. A (general) ps-norm is a functor N̂ : E → [0,∞] having the
following properties.
(0) For a suitable continuous functor f : S → (0,∞) and a model ps-norm N̂ ′ it
holds f · N̂ ′ ≤ N̂ ≤ 1
f
· N̂ ′.
(1) N̂ : E → [0,∞] is a functor and for a given object α the subset of E with
N̂(α, e) < ∞ is a vector space and the restriction of N̂ to it is a complete
norm.
(2) If kj := |(αj, ej)| m⇀ k := |(α, e)| then N̂(α, e) ≤ liminf N̂(αj, ej).
(3) If n̂(kj) is bounded and the underlying zj converges then there exists a mixed
convergent subsequence.
(4) N̂(α, e) = ∞ if there exists a nontrivial cylinder component on which e is
nonzero.
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(5) n̂ : |E(0,1)| → [0,∞] is continuous, where [0,∞] is equipped with the topology
of the 1-point compactification.

The ps-norms can be constructed by a continuous partitions of unity using that Z
is metrizable.
12.3. Special Sc+-Section. Having the ps-norms at hand we can introduce the sc+-
sections we are interested in. We go back to the model where we defined N̂ locally,
see (21). Consider a sc+-section f of Ω3,1σ, Υ,H,ϕ → Z3σ, Υ,H,ϕ. We say that f vanishes
strongly near special points, i.e. punctures and nodal points provided for every ¯˜u
there exists an open neighborhood U of the set of punctures in Γ−0 ∪Γ+k , the unglued
nodal pairs and the unglued interface puncture pairs defining in an obvious sense
open subsets of the glued surfaces denoted by Ua˜ for a˜ = a˜(u˜) and u˜ near ¯˜u such that
for u˜ near ¯˜u the element f(u˜) vanishes on the just constructed neighborhoods.
Definition 12.4. Consider an sc+-section f of our strong bundle defined over an
open subset U of the base space BD×O. We say f is special provided the following
holds.
(1) N ◦ f(a, (r1, ..., rk, u˜)) <∞.
(2) f vanishes strongly near special points.

The definition of special sc+-sections does not depend on the choices involved by
the previously stated facts.
12.4. Special sc+-Multisection Functors. We have introduced the notion of a
special sc+-section. Just using such sc+-sections we can defined define associated
sc+-multisection functors and which we shall call special sc+-multisection.
Definition 12.5. A functor Λ : E → Q+∩[0, 1] is called a special sc+-multisection
functor provided for an object α and Ψ¯ ∈ F¯ (α) there exists an open G-invariant
neighborhood U of o¯ ∈ O and a finite set of special sc+-sections (si)i∈I of p : K → O
defined over U , together with an action G on I satisfying
sg(i)(g ∗ o) = g ∗ si(o) for o ∈ U, g ∈ G
such that for k ∈ K with p(k) ∈ U it holds
Λ ◦ Ψ¯(k) = 1
]I
· ]{i ∈ I | si(p(k)) = k}.

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We note that this only has to be tested by a set of Ψ¯ so that the associated UΨ¯ have
the property that |Ψ(UΨ¯)| cover Z. These sc+-multisections are easy to construct
when we have sc-smooth partitions of unity, which happens to be the case in our
application. For this fix any smooth object α and take Ψ¯ ∈ F¯ (α), say Ψ¯ : GnK → E .
Pick an invariant open neighborhood U of o¯ such that clZ(|Ψ(U)|) ⊂ |Ψ(O)|. Then
for given smooth vector e ∈ Ko¯, which vanishes on trivial cylinder segments as well
as near punctures and nodal points, we find an special sc+-section with support in
U and s(o¯) = e. Then move this around by G to obtain sg. Define Λ over Ψ¯(K) by
Λ ◦ Ψ¯(k) = 1
]G
· ]{g ∈ G | sg(p(k)) = k}
Generally if there exists a morphism (α′, e′)→ Ψ¯(k) for some k ∈ K define Λ(α′, e′) :=
Λ ◦ Ψ¯(k). If no such morphism exists define Λ(α′, e′) := Λ0(α′, e′). There are several
operations which are important.
(1) Λ⊕ Λ′(α, e) = ∑e′+e′′=e Λ(α, e′) · Λ′(α, e′) (convolution sum)
(2) For a sc-smooth functor β : S → R define βΛ by β(α)Λ(α, e) = Λ0(α, e)
if β(α) = 0 and otherwise by β(α)Λ(α, e) = Λ(α, (1/β(α))e). This is called
(rescaling).
They also behave well with respect to proper coverings, which we need, but shall
not discuss further. The upshot of this discussion is that there are many special sc+-
multisections to address all occurring transversality questions. However, for inductive
constructions we need extension theorems for sc+-multisection functors defined on
the boundary. With the definition given above such extension theorems might not
exist and the problems are discussed in detail in [43]. What we need is a subclass
of special sc+-multisection functors which is rich enough to achieve transversality
and also admits a controlled extension result. The notions which are important
are that of structured or structurable sc+-multisections introduced in [52] and that
of V -structured or V -structurable sc+-multisection functors introduced in [43]. In
particular [43] contains a discussion of the relationships between different notions.
In fact the notions of being structurable and being V -structurable are equivalent,
whereas a structure or a V -structure being quite different concepts. Moreover there
are enough special sc+-multisections to achieve transversality.
12.5. The Strong Topology T̂ on Ẑ. The strong topology has to be seen in
connection with the special type of sc+-sections and multisections we are going to
use. We shall describe T̂ in detail in [24] and restrict ourselves to describe the
properties of the topology T̂ .
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(1) For a parent a ∈ pip0(Z) the sets {z ∈ a∩ Ẑ | dZ(z) = 0} and {z ∈ a | dZ(z) =
0} are the same the topologies T̂ and T restricted to {z ∈ a | dZ(z) = 1}
coincide.
(2) Given z ∈ Ẑ, say z ∈ a, where a ∈ pi0(Z), there exists an open T -neighborhood
U = U(z) ⊂ a and a ps-norm N̂ defined on EclZ(U(z)) with the following prop-
erty, where f = |∂¯J˜ | and n̂ is induced by N̂ : Given (zk) ⊂ clZ(U(z)) with
n̂ ◦ f(zk) ≤ 1 there exists a convergent subsequence with respect to T . Ev-
ery such convergent subsequence also converges with respect to T̂ , and in
particular the limit belongs to Ẑ ∩ clZ(U(z)).
Property (2) essentially characterizes T̂ . This topology will be discussed in detail in
[24].
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Part 5. Perturbation and Transversality Theory
We shall describe the ingredients of a perturbation and transversality theory in
detail.
Lecture 13
13. Inductive Compactness Control
The perturbation theory will proceed inductively and SFT will exhibit some of the
more subtle aspects which one can encounter in these kind of problems. We shall
consider here the case of a closed manifold Q equipped with a non-degenerate contact
form λ, i.e. (Q, λ, dλ). In this case we can organize the induction rather than with
respect to dJ in a different way, which is less demanding in its constructive aspects.
Standing assumption from now on:
(Q, λ, dλ) is a non-degenerate contact form.
The consequence of this assumption is the following.
Proposition 13.1. For every a ∈ pi0(Z) it holds that
d¯a := max {dZ(z) | z ∈ a} <∞.

With other words, every connected component only has a finite number of faces.
This does not hold in general for the stable Hamiltonian case.
Definition 13.2. The complexity is the map d¯ : pi0(Z) → {0, 1, 2, ...} : a → d¯a
defined by d¯a := max {dZ(z) | z ∈ a}. 
13.1. Preparation. We describe the ingredients, notions, and procedures which are
part of an inductive construction which produces tools for a quantitative control of
compactness.
Definition 13.3. Given a subset A of Z we denote by SA the full subcategory
associated to objects having isomorphism class in A. Further we define EA to be the
full subcategory associated to all (α, e) with α being an object in SA. 
We need the following notion.
Definition 13.4. Let A ⊂ Ẑ be a closed subset for T̂ . A functor N̂A : EA → [0,∞]
is said to be auxiliary norm-like, provided for every object α with |α| ∈ A the
following holds.
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(1) N̂A(α, τ · e) = |τ | · N̂A(α, e), where we use the convention τ ·∞ = 0 for τ = 0
and τ · ∞ =∞ for τ > 0.
(2) N̂A(α, e+e
′) ≤ N̂A(α, e)+N̂A(α, e′), where we use the convention that c+∞ =
∞ for c ∈ [0,∞].
(3) If N̂A(α, e) <∞ then (α, e) belongs to E(0,1), i.e. is on the (0, 1)-bi-level.
(4) For fixed α, |α| ∈ A, N̂A restricted to the vector space of all {(α, e) ∈
E | N̂A(α, e) <∞} is a complete norm.

When considering an auxiliary norm-like functor N̂A, it will frequently occur that it
behaves on certain parts of EA as a ps-norm, i.e. having some continuity properties
with respect to |α|. The appropriate notion capturing this behavior is given as
follows.
Definition 13.5. Let A be a closed subset of (Ẑ, T̂ ). Assume that N̂A : EA → [0,∞]
is an auxiliary norm-like functor. We say that N̂A is ps-like over A provided
N̂A : EA → [0,∞] is a ps-norm. 
We shall constructed inductively oˆpen (i.e. open with respect to T̂ ) neighborhoods
Û , MJ ⊂ Û ⊂ Ẑ, with suitable properties so that with A = clẐ(Û) we can also
construct a ps-norm over A, i.e. N̂A : EA → [0,∞], again with suitable properties.
Definition 13.6. Assume that a ∈ pi0(Z). We say a pair (Ûa, N̂a) controls com-
pactness (of ∂¯J˜) provided the following holds.
(1) Ûa ⊂ a is an oˆpen neighborhood of a ∩MJ in Ẑ, and N̂a : Ecl
Ẑ
(Ûa)
→ [0,∞]
a ps-norm.
(2) If N̂a ◦ ∂¯J˜(α) ≤ 1 and |α| ∈ clẐ(Ûa) then |α| ∈ Ûa.
(3) The closure of all |α| ∈ Ûa in Ẑ with N̂a ◦ ∂¯J˜(α) ≤ 1 is compact in Ẑ.
(4) If (zk) is a sequence in clẐ(Ûa) with the property that liminfk→∞N̂a◦∂¯J˜(αk) ≤
1 where |αk| = zk then (hk), hk := |∂¯J˜(αk)| has a mixed convergent subse-
quence hk
m
⇀ h and |N̂a|(h) ≤ liminf |N̂a|(hk). Moreover the underlying (zk)
of this subsequence converges in T̂ .

The inductive procedure is done with respect to the elements in pi≤`0 (Z), ` ∈
{0, 1, 2, ...}. Here
pi≤`0 (Z) = {a ∈ pi0(Z) | d¯a ≤ `}.
We construct oˆpen sets Ûa ∈ T̂ and ps-norms N̂a : Ecl(Ûa) → [0,∞] for a ∈ pi0(Z)
with d¯a ≤ `, so that N̂a is ps-like over clẐ(Ûa) and (Ûa, N̂a) controls compactness of
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∂¯J˜ . The inductive step then uses the construction for ≤ ` to extend it to data a for
d¯a = `+1 by keeping the data for ≤ ` and adding the new data for a with d¯a = `+1.
Choices during the constructions have to be made for a ∈ pip0(Z) with d¯a = ` + 1.
Then the constructions for a ∈ pid0(Z) ∪ piu0 (Z) with d¯a = ` + 1 are canonically. We
need some additional input for carrying out the inductive constructions.
13.2. Compactness and Extension Results. We shall describe two features which
are important in inductive steps which occur later on when we construct an open
neighborhood Û ofMJ with suitable properties, and a ps-norm N̂ : Ncl
Ẑ
(Û) → [0,∞]
such that (Û , N̂) controls compactness. and moreover when we construct compatible
special sc+-multisection functors. Proposition 11.5 and some considerations about
∂¯J˜ lead to the following version, where we note that a ps-norm defined on EA, for a
closed subset Z of Z can always be extended to E .
Theorem 13.7. For every ps-norm N̂ with associated n̂ : |E| → [0,∞] the following
holds. Given a point z ∈ Ẑ there exists an oˆpen neighborhood Û(z) with the property
that clẐ({y ∈ Û(z) | n̂(f(y)) ≤ 1}) is compact with respect to T̂ . 
Suppose we are given a parent class a ∈ pi0(Z) with d¯a = max {dZ(z) | z ∈ a} = 0.
We know that a∩MJ is compact. We can fix a ps-norm N̂a : Ea → [0,∞]. Employing
the previous theorem and the compactness of a ∩MJ in (Ẑ, T ) we can find finitely
many points z1, .., zj and Û(zi) such that
Û :=
j⋃
i=1
Û(zi) ⊃ a ∩MJ
is an oˆpen covering and for every i ∈ {1, .., j} it holds that clẐ({y ∈ Û(zi) | n̂(f(y)) ≤
1}) is compact with respect to T̂ . Then the same holds for Û , i.e.
clẐ({y ∈ Û | n̂(f(y)) ≤ 1}) is compact.
We observe that c := inf{n̂(f(z)) | z ∈ ∂Û} > 0. Indeed otherwise we find (z`) ⊂
∂Û such that n̂(f(z`)) → 0 and after taking a subsequence we may assume that
z` → z ∈ ∂Û and that f(z`) m⇀ ξ, where ξ is the class of the zero vector above
z, i.e. f(z) = 0 which gives a contradiction since ∂Û ∩ MJ = ∅. Take an oˆpen
neighborhood V̂ of a ∩ MJ with cl(V̂ ) ⊂ Û . We can take a continuous function
σ : clẐ(Û) → [1,∞) which on V̂ takes the value 1 and on ∂Û a value greater than
2/c. The σ defines a continuous functor σ : Scl
Ẑ
(Û) → [1,∞) and we can define a
new reflexive auxiliary norm by N̂ ′ := σ · N̂ over cl(Û). Then n̂′ ◦ f(z) ≤ 1 for some
z ∈ ∂Û implies 1 ≥ n̂′(f(z)) = σ(z) · n̂(f(z)) ≥ σ(z) · c > 2 giving a contradiction,
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i.e. the elements satisfying n̂′(f(z)) ≤ 1 and z ∈ clẐ(Û) belong to Û . Hence we have
shown the following.
Theorem 13.8. Given a parent class a ∈ pip0(Z) with d¯a = 0 there exists an oˆpen
neighborhood Û of a ∩ MJ and a ps-norm defined over clẐ(Û) such that (Ûa, N̂a)
controls compactness. 
We need an extension result along the same line.
Theorem 13.9. Assume that a ∈ pip0(Z) and Û∂a is an oˆpen neighborhood of ∂a ∩
MJ in ∂a and N̂ is a ps-norm defined over clẐ(Û∂a ) such that (Û∂a , N̂∂a ) controls
compactness. Then there exists an oˆpen neighborhood Ûa of a ∩MJ and a ps-norm
N̂a defined over clẐ(Ûa) so that following holds.
(1) The restriction of (Ûa, N̂a) to the boundary is (Û
∂
a , N̂
∂
a ).
(2) (Ûa, N̂a) controls compactness.

13.3. Main Assertion. In this subsection we shall state the basic result about
compactness control.
Theorem 13.10. For every a ∈ pi0(Z) there exists Ûa ∈ T̂ , which contains a∩MJ ,
and a ps-norm N̂a : Ecl
Ẑ
(Ûa)
→ [0,∞] so that the following property (P`) holds for
every ` ≥ 0, where we define Û `, N̂ ` and E ` := Ea`, a` =
⋃
d¯a≤` a, as follows.
Û ` =
⋃
a∈pi0(Z), d¯a≤` Ûa
N̂ ` : Ecl
Ẑ
(Û`) → [0,∞] with N̂ `|Ecl
Ẑ
(Ûa)
= N̂a, d¯a ≤ `.
(P`) For every a ∈ pi≤`0 (Z):
(1) (Ûa, N̂a) controls compactness.
(2) For a ∈ pi0(Z) where d¯a ≤ ` the following holds. Namely for α = (α0, b̂1, .., b̂k, αk)
in Sa∩Ẑ the statement |α| ∈ Û `is equivalent to the statement |αi,c| ∈ Û ` for
i ∈ {0, ..., k} and c ∈ pintriv0 (S¯i).
(3) For
(α, e) = ((α0, e0), b̂1, .., b̂k, (αk, ek))
with |α| ∈ clẐ(Ûa) the following holds. If for some i ∈ {0, ..., k} the map
ei is non-zero on some trivial cylinder segment it holds that N̂
`(α, e) = ∞,
otherwise
N̂ `(α, e) = maxki=0 maxc∈pintriv0 (S¯i) N̂
`(αi,c, ei,ci).

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We see that the statement suggests an inductive construction with respect to the
elements a ∈ pi≤`0 (Z).
13.4. Inductive Construction. We use the complexity d¯ : pi0(Z) → {0, 1, ...} for
the induction, meaning that we construct in the `-th step (starting with ` = 0)
(Ûa, N̂a) for a ∈ pi≤`0 (Z) = {a ∈ pi0(Z) | d¯a ≤ `} using data associated to pi≤`−10 (Z)
and new choices.
[` = 0]
` = 0 : p) We consider a ∈ pip0(Z) with d¯a = 0. We find a ps-norm N̂ over Sa and
a strong oˆpen neighborhood Ûa of a ∩MJ such that (Ûa, N̂a) controls compactness.
Here N̂a is the restriction of N̂ to clẐ(Ûa). We note that in this case Ûa ∈ T as well
and N̂a is taken over a as a reflexive auxiliary norm.
` = 0 : d) We consider a ∈ pid0(Z) with d¯a = 0 and parent a¯. We take an oˆpen
subset Ûa of a∩MJ with parent Ûa¯, and N̂a with parent N̂a¯. Then (Ûa, N̂a) controls
compactness.
` = 0 : u) We note that piu0 (Z) does not contain an element with d¯a = 0.
We define Û0 =
⋃
{a∈pi0(Z) | d¯a=0} Ûa and obtain N̂
0 so that (Û0, N̂0) has the obvi-
ous properties. By construction (P0) holds.
We do also the case ` = 1 before giving the general step. Two new complications
enter. The first is that we need to extend neighborhoods on the boundary together
with a ps-norm to the interior so that compactness is controlled. The second issue
is concerned with union classes. This is the point which makes the use of special
sc+-sections necessary.
[` = 1]
In this case we have boundaries but no corners. The boundary faces come with
covering functors
Sθ → (S ×P S)c(θ) : (α, b̂, α′)→ (α, b, α′).
The class c(θ) determines classes a′, a′′ with 1 = d¯a ≥ d¯a′ + d¯a′′ + 1, where θ ⊂ a, so
that in particular da′ = da′′ = 0. .
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` = 1 : p) We take the parent class a with d¯a = 1. Since Ûa′ and Ûa′′ are already
given by the step ` = 0 one can define Û∂θ to consist of all (α
′, b̂, α′′) with |α′| ∈ Ûa′
and |α′′| ∈ Ûa′′ . The elements in the closure of Û∂θ consists of all |α| with |α′| and
|α′′| belonging to the respective closures. The union of all Û∂θ is by definition Û∂a , i.e.
Û∂a =
⋃
θ∈facea
U∂θ
We define N̂∂a over the closure of Û
∂ as follows. Over the relevant parts of the face
θ ⊂ a
N̂∂a ((α
′, e′), b̂, (α′′, e′′)) = max {N̂a′(α′, e′), N̂a′′(α′′, e′′)}.
It is evident that (Û∂a , N̂
∂
a ) controls compactness. Using the extension result we can
extend N̂∂a to a ps-norm N̂a and an oˆpen neighborhood of a∩MJ such that (Ûa, N̂a)
controls compactness.
` = 1 : p) The extension of the data to a descendent is obvious, i.e. as in the case
` = 0.
` = 1 : u) This time we also have union classes and start with a union parent. Let
a be the union parent. Since d¯a = 1 it follows that for an object α with d(α) = 0
and |α| ∈ a it holds
]pintriv0 (S¯) = ]pi0(S¯) = 2.
The following Figure 25 illustrates this.
DISJOINT UNION PARENT                                    
Figure 25. An element of union parent type of height 1.
Configurations representing elements in ∂a look as in the following Figure 26. We
note that the data from ` = 0 determines not only data for ∂a but also for a˙ = a\∂a.
For the boundary we can define as before N̂∂a and Û
∂
a . The natural definition over
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Figure 26. Occurring configurations in the boundary. The cylinders
are trivial cylinders, but not necessarily J˜-holomorphic. However, in
the intersection ∂a ∩ Ẑ such configurations only have J˜-holomorphic
cylinders.
a˙ is Ûa˙ which consists of elements |α| ∈ Ẑ so that the associated two α′, α′′ satisfy
|α′|, |α′′| ∈ Û0. Further
N̂a˙(α, e) = max {Nac(αc, ec) | c ∈ pi0(S¯)(= pintriv0 (S¯))}
We define Ûa = Û
∂
a ∪ Ûa˙. With these two natural definitions we obtain a functor
N̂a : Ecl
Ẑ
(Ûa)
→ [0,∞] which is auxiliary norm-like.
Proposition 13.11. Ûa is oˆpen, containsMJ , N̂a is a ps-norm and (Ûa, N̂a) controls
compactness. 
The fact that N̂a is a ps-norm would generally not be true for an open neighbor-
hood of a ∩MJ in Z. The reason is that it would in general not have the required
continuity properties.
Next follows the general argument.
[` =⇒ `+ 1]
Assuming (P`) we shall show that choices can be made so that (P`+1) holds. So
by assumption we have N̂a and Ûa given for all a ∈ pi≤`0 (Z) where (Ûa, N̂a) controls
compactness and N̂ ` over clẐ(Ûa) is a ps-norm. Further some additional properties
as previously listed hold. In order to prepare for the argument we carry out some
preparations. The data associated to ` determines certain data for all a with d¯a = `+1
which has to be derived first. Important ingredients are the covering functors
Sθ → (S ×P S)c(θ) : (α, b̂, α′)→ (α, b, α′).
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The class c(θ) determines classes a′, a′′ with d¯a = d¯a′ + d¯a′′ + 1, where θ ⊂ a. If Ûa′
and Ûa′′ are given one can define Û
∂
θ to consist of all (α
′, b̂, α′′) with |α′| ∈ Û ` and
|α′′| ∈ Û `. Assume that θ, θ′ ∈ facea are different and intersect. Then we have two
functors
Sθ∩θ′ → S ×P S ×P S
given by
(α, b̂, α′, b̂′, α′′)→ ((α, b̂, α′), b′, α′′)→ (α, b, α′, b′, α′′)(23)
(α, b̂, α′, b̂′, α′′)→ (α, b, (α′, b̂′, α′′))→ (α, b, α′, b′, α′′)
This associativity has some important consequences. For example given Ûa, Ûa′ , and
Ûa′′ it will follow that
Û∂θ ∩ θ′ = Û∂θ′ ∩ θ.
We have the following consequence.
Proposition 13.12. The set Û∂a defined for some a ∈ pi0(Z) with d¯a = `+ 1 by
Û∂a =
⋃
θ∈facea
Û∂θ
is oˆpen in Ẑ ∩ ∂a and N̂∂a is a ps-auxiliary norm over cl(Û∂a ) on the boundary and
(Û∂a , N̂
∂
a ) controls compactness on the boundary. 
Now we are in the position to discuss the different cases.
Parent: We can extend for a ∈ pip0(Z) with d¯a = ` + 1 the data (Û∂, N̂∂a ) to a pair
(Ûa, N̂a) controlling compactness and restricting on the boundary to the given one.
Descendant: For a descendent a with d¯a = ` + 1 let a¯ be the associated parent.
The data (Ûa, N̂a) is obtained from (Ûa, N̂a) in the previously, i.e. `-case, discussed
way.
Union: Let us consider an union parent class a with d¯a = `+ 1. If a is the union of
a1, .., ae we must have the identity
`+ 2 = d¯a + 1 =
e∑
i=1
(d¯ai + 1) and ]pi
ntriv
0 (S¯) = ]pi0(S¯) ≥ 2.
The second inequality is by definition and the equality can be seen as follows and
generalizing the contents of the Figure 7. Indeed for each i ∈ {1, ..., e} we can take a
configuration with with degeneracy being maximal, i.e. d¯ai and from which we can
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extract d¯ai + 1 many parent pieces. Lining all this pieces up suitably by using trivial
cylinder segments we can construct an element α representing a satisfying
d(α) + 1 =
e∑
i=1
(d¯ai + 1).(24)
It is easy to see that for this specific element d(α) = d¯a because otherwise we obtain
a contradiction to the value of the expression on the right-hand side of (24).
We construct new data in terms of data in lower grading. Assume that a has
underlying parent classes a1, ..., ae. It holds d¯a + 1 =
∑e
i=1(d¯ai + 1). We define with
a˙ = a \ ∂a the oˆpen subset Ûa˙ of a˙ to consists of all |α| ∈ Ẑ with the underlying
|αc| ∈ Û ` for c ∈ pintriv0 (Z) and we define Û∂a as the union over all faces θ ∈ facea
of the sets Û∂θ which are obtained by using the associated proper covering functors.
Finally we define
Ûa := Û
∂
a ∪ Ûa˙.
Lemma 13.13. The set Û is oˆpen and contains a ∩MJ . 
Using N̂ ` we can define N̂a on clẐ(Ûa) by N̂a(α, e) =∞ if e is nonzero on a trivial
cylinder component and otherwise by
N̂a(α, e) = max
k
i=0maxc∈pintriv0 (S¯i) N̂
`(αi,c, ei,c).
Proposition 13.14. N̂a : Ecl(Ûa) → [0,∞] is a ps-norm and (Ûa, N̂a) controls com-
pactness. 
If a is a union descendent and a¯ the underlying parent there is the standard ex-
tension (Ûa, N̂a) using the data (Ûa¯, N̂a¯)
Finally we set Û `+1 as the union of Û ` and all Ûa with d¯a = ` + 1. Further
we define N̂ `+1 in the obvious way. The induction is complete. At this point we
have constructed a system of oˆpen neighborhoods Ûa, a ∈ pi0(Z) and ps-norms N̂a
defined on Ecl
Ẑ
(Û) so that for every a the pair (Ûa, N̂a) controls in a quantitative
way compactness. At this point we are ready to begin with the perturbation and
transversality theory.
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Lecture 14
14. Perturbation Theory
The standard question of extending a multisection from a boundary with corners
to the interior did not get the attention it deserved. In fact the problem is subtle.
In [52] an abstract method in the polyfold framework is given and the method is
further refined in [43] for applications in inductive procedures. The difficulty of ex-
tending multisections was also observed in [34] but seem not to have been adequately
addressed previously, see [28, 29], specifically page 479, but also the introduction con-
cerning [35]. More details about the general difficulties are given in Jake Solomons
lecture, [81]
In this section we shall carry out the perturbation based on special sc+-multi-
sections, which we have introduced previously. Their basic feature boils down to a
growth condition related to J˜-holomorphic cylinder segments, and which also vanish
near nodal points and punctures in a suitable way.
14.1. Main Perturbation Result. Recall from the previous section (Û , N̂), where
Û ∈ T̂ is an oˆpen neighborhood of M in (Ẑ, T̂ ) and N̂ : Ecl
Ẑ
(Û) → [0,∞] is a ps-
norm. Further, when Ûa defines the intersection of a with Û we have the property
that (Ûa, N̂a) controls compactness of ∂¯J˜ .
Theorem 14.1. Let (Û , N̂) control compactness. Given ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists a
special sc+-multisection functor
Λ : EÛ → [0, 1] ∩Q
which has the following properties.
(1) Λ satisfies
Λ(α, e) = (Λ ◦ (Id− Π)(α, e)) ·
d(α)∑
i=0
∑
c∈pintriv0 (S¯i)
Λ(αi,c, ei,c)
 .
(2) N̂(Λ)(α) < ε and consequently for every a ∈ pi0(Z) the set a ∩ |supp(Λ ◦ ∂¯J˜)|
is a compact subset contained in a ∩ Û .
(3) (Λ, ∂¯J˜) are in general position over Û and Θ : SÛ → [0, 1] ∩ Q is a weighted
tame branched orbifold so that |supp(Θ)| intersected with each a is compact.

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14.2. Extension Result. As already mentioned there is more to the extension re-
sults than it seems and the relevant reference is [43]. The essential message from
[43] is that for any reasonable class of sc+-sections one can define a class of sc+-
multisections, let us call them “good” for the moment. Being “good” is invariant
under standard operations like Λ ⊕ Λ, β  Λ, pull-backs by proper covering maps
and moreover a good sc+-section on the boundary has a good extension. Further,
for inductive proofs, very often the following occurs, which we also have seen in our
application. In the inductive step one constructs, using previous data, new data on
the faces, and it is important that if faces intersect the data on these intersections
coincides. This should, of course, be also true for the overhead, i.e. the “goodness”
whatever that means in a given context. Therefore, in general there has to be some
localization of the notion of being good to the boundary for example. The realization
of such a good system in [43] has all these properties. In general there might be many
different realizations of good systems of multisections.
The issues we just raised are, of course, very important, but unfortunately require
a larger amount of time be explained properly. We refer to the lecture by Jake
Solomon and the upcoming [43]. Everything we describe now can be carried out
this way, but to be a complete proof it requires to carry some overhead through the
induction.
We require the reader to be familiar with the usual finite-dimensional transversality
theory as well as parameterized versions, see for example [38] or [2]. The basic fact
about perturbations by multisections based on a class of sections is that what ever
can be achieved in the case without symmetries by a perturbation using the given
class, can be achieved in the case of symmetries by a multisection. This is the guiding
principle.
14.3. Induction. By the previous discussion we have a pair (Û , N̂) controlling com-
pactness and this data satisfies certain compatibility conditions. The perturbation
is constructed by induction with respect to d¯a. For the given ε ∈ (0, 1) we pick a
sequence 0 < ε0 < ε1 < ... < εi < εi+1 < ... < ε. Define
a` =
⋃
a∈pi0(Z), d¯a≤`
a
and
Û ` := Û ∩ a` and N̂ ` := N̂ |Ecl
Ẑ
(Û`).
Induction Statement Assume there exists for some ` ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..} a special sc+-
multisection functor Λ` : EÛ` → [0, 1] ∩Q+ having the following properties
(1) (Λ`, ∂¯J˜) is in general position over Û
`.
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(2) The coarse moduli space |supp(Θ`)| associated to Θ` : Û ` → [0, 1] ∩Q, Θ` =
Λ` ◦ ∂¯J˜ , intersected with every a ∈ pi0(Z), d¯a ≤ `, is compact.
(3) N̂ `(Λ`)(α) < ε` for |α| ∈ Û `.
(4) Λ`(α, e) = (Λ0 ◦ (id− Π)(α, e)) ·
(∑d(α)
i=0
∑
c∈pintriv0 (S¯i) Λ
`(αi,c, ei,c)
)
.
Then there exists Λ`+1 : EÛ`+1 → [0, 1] ∩Q which satisfies
(0) Λ`+1|EÛ` = Λ`.
(1) (Λ`+1, ∂¯J˜) is in general position over Û
`+1.
(2) The coarse moduli space associated to Θ`+1 : Û ` → [0, 1]∩Q, Θ`+1 = Λ`+1◦∂¯J˜ ,
when intersected with a ∈ pi0(Z), d¯a ≤ `+ 1 is compact.
(3) N̂ `+1(Λ`+1)(α) < ε`+1 for |α| ∈ Û `+1.
(4) Λ`+1(α, e) = (Λ0 ◦ (Id− Π)(α, e)) ·
(∑d(α)
i=0
∑
c∈pintriv0 (S¯i) Λ
`+1(αi,c, ei,c)
)
.
[` = 0]
We pick a parent class a ∈ pi0(Z) and take Λa defined over Ûa such that N̂(Λa)(α) <
ε0 for |α| ∈ Ûa and so that (∂¯J˜ ,Λa) is in general position over Ûa. Then the perturbed
moduli space is a compact branched weighted orbifold.
Next pick a descendent class a ∈ pid0(Z) with d¯a = 0 and parent a¯. We define Λa
over Ûa by
Λa(α, e) = (Λ0 ◦ (Id− Π)(α, e)) · Λa¯(αc, ec).
Here c is the unique nontrivial component. We note that N̂a(Λa)(α) < ε0.
There are no disjoint union classes.
The data defines a Λ0 : EÛ0 → [0, 1]∩Q which is in general position to ∂¯J˜ . Further
the solution set is compact without boundary and defines a tame branched weighted
orbifold. It holds that
N̂(Λ0)(α) < ε for α in SÛ0 .
[` =⇒ `+ 1]
Assume Λ` has been constructed with the previously described properties.
parent: Pick a parent class a ∈ pi0(Z) with d¯a = ` + 1. For every face θ ∈ facea
we can use the proper covering functor and pull-back data from the fibered prod-
uct which only involves data from the `-case. It defines Λ`+1,∂ on EÛ`+1∂ . Then
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N̂ `+1(Λ`+1,∂)(α) < ε` for α with |α| ∈ Û `+1∂ . Then an extension result gives Λa de-
fined on Ûa with N̂
`+1(Λa)(α) < ε`+1 and |α| ∈ Ûa.
descendant: This is automatic from the previous choices.
union: Also automatic.
Finally we define Λ`+1 : EÛ`+1 → [0, 1]∩Q by setting it equal to Λ` on EÛ` and for
a ∈ pi0(Z) with d¯a = ` + 1 we define it as Λa. The induction is complete and this
proves the existence of a general position Λ : EÛ → [0, 1] ∩Q.
14.4. Conclusion. We summarize where we stand at this point. Starting with a
pair (Û ,Λ) controlling compactness we have constructed a special sc+-multisection
Λ : EÛ → [0, 1] ∩ Q satisfying N̂(Λ)(α) < ε < 1 for all objects α satisfying |α| ∈ Û .
Moreover (Λ, ∂¯J˜) is in general position over Û . As a consequence we obtain the moduli
category supp(Θ) which consists of all objects in SÛ with Θ(α) := Λ ◦ ∂¯J˜(α) > 0.
For these properties it follows that the associated orbit space M := |supp(Θ)|, the
coarse moduli spaces, has the property that for every a ∈ pi0(Z) the intersection
Ma := a∩M is compact. Further Θ is of tame branched weighted orbifold type. Let
us define Θa as the restriction of Θ to Sa. Since Λ has the property
Λ(α, e) = (Λ ◦ (Id− Π)(α, e)) ·
d(α)∑
i=0
∑
c∈pintriv0 (S¯i)
Λ(αi,c, ei,c)
 .
there are many relationships between the different Θa.
Denote by Z ′ the orbit space of the full subcategory associated to all stable maps
without marked points. Clearly Z ′ is the union of all a coming from a suitable subset
pi′ of pi0(Z). We also have a decomposition of pi′ into parent, descendant, and union
classes. We can associate to each a ∈ pi′ an integer ind(a′) which is the Fredholm
index of ∂¯J˜ over a. We observe the following theorem.
Proposition 14.2. For a union class a′ ∈ pi′ with Ma 6= ∅ it holds ind(a) ≥ 1. 
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Lecture 15
15. Orientations
A good source for the orientation question is [84], which follows general ideas as
given in [6, 14, 20]. For the discussion we use the set up of the orientation questions
for the sc-Fredholm problem for E˜ → S˜ associated to ∂¯J˜ , which can be viewed as a
lift of the problem EJ → S. Recall the definition of S˜ from Subsection 2.5.
Remark 15.1. (1) We also point out that there is an alternative way where we use
the functor Θ := Λ ◦ ∂¯J˜
Θ : SÛ → [0, 1] ∩Q,
which is of tame branched weighted orbifold type, and by adding asymptotic marked
and numberings of top and bottom punctures construct a finite-to-one covering of it
on which we deal with the orientation questions.
(2) Another possible way is to start right from the beginning with E˜ → S˜ and use
the functorial actions of rotating markers and renumbering which are defined on the
respective subcategories. Then the perturbation theory has to be compatible with
these actions. 
15.1. Lift to E˜ → S˜. Recall that E˜ is the pull-back of E → S by the forgetful
functor, which is a proper covering functor S˜ → S. Passing to orbit space we obtain
|S˜| → |S| and denote the preimage of Û by U˜ . Then S˜U˜ corresponds to SÛ under the
proper covering functor. We also pull-back the previously constructed Λ to obtain
Λ˜ : E˜U˜ → [0, 1] ∩Q+.
This sc+-multisection together with the CR-operator is in general position and the
weighted moduli category Λ˜ ◦ ∂¯J˜ is a proper covering of Λ ◦ ∂¯J˜ . The new set-up has
some advantages concerning the orientation question.
Remark 15.2. One should be able to construct the SFT potential directly for the
original set-up. In the context of coarse moduli spaces there is a discussion related
to this point in [84]. 
15.2. Linearisations. For the orientation question the following considerations are
important. Assume that α˜′ and α˜′′ are two smooth objects in S˜ which lie over the
same object α in S (via the proper covering). We have three associated linearization
spaces, namely
Lin(∂¯J˜ , α˜
′), Lin(∂¯J˜ , α˜
′′), Lin(∂¯J˜ , α).
There are natural bijections between these spaces
Lin(∂¯J˜ , α˜
′)→ Lin(∂¯J˜ , α)← Lin(∂¯J˜ , α˜′′)
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so that a given L : TαS → Eα corresponds to a L′ : Tα˜′S˜ → Eα and a L′′ : Tα˜′′S˜ → Eα.
Note that the targets are all the same. We can use this to push forward an orientation
of L′ to an orientation of L and then to L′′. Hence we can compare orientations under
the change of numbering of positive or negative punctures, the change of numbering
of marked points, as well as rotation of asymptotic markers. A so-called coherent
orientation would give orientations to the linearization spaces Lin(∂¯J˜ , α˜) satisfying
some rules. However, there are some subtleties associated to so-called bad orbits.
We shall discuss some of the issues in the next subsection.
15.3. Conley-Zehnder Index and Parity. We start with ([γ], T0, 1), which is a
prime periodic orbit, i.e. k = 1, so that T0 is the minimal period. Then γ˙ = T0 ·R(γ)
and with x = γ(0) we obtain the linearized return map A : ξx → ξx associated to
([γ], T0, 1). The linearized return map associated to ([γ], k · T0, k) is Ak. The non-
degeneracy assumption implies that 1 6∈ σ(Am) for all m ≥ 1. In particular ±1 6∈
σ(A). Since A is symplectic the real eigenvalues appear in pairs τ, τ−1 ⊂ R\{1,−1}.
We can count the number e of eigenvalues in (−1, 0) with multiplicity.
Definition 15.3. A periodic orbit ([γ], T, k) is bad provided k is even and e associ-
ated to ([γ], T/k, 1) is odd. 
Denote by c1 := c1(ξ) the first Chern number of the contact structure ξ associated
to λ. Then the Conley-Zehnder index is defined in Z/2c1 and we have the parity
relation
(−1)CZ([γ],T,k)+n+1 = sign(det(Id− A([γ],T,k)))
Definition 15.4. Given a periodic orbit ([γ], T, k), we define a number in Z2 = {0, 1}
called parity by parity([γ], T, k]) = CZ([γ], T, k) + n− 3 mod 2. 
15.4. Orientation Bundle. The notion of coherent orientation is well-known, see
[20, 6, 84]. We shall not go into precise details but describe how it looks in the
current formalism. We consider now E˜ → S˜. For every smooth object α˜ there exists
the contractible space of linearizations of Lin(∂¯J˜ , α) which is a convex set of linear
sc-Fredholm operators
L : Tα˜S˜ → E˜α˜
Over the convex set of Fredholm operators we have the associated determinant bundle
with two possible orientations. As a consequence we have the following gadget, where
S˜∞ is the subcategory of smooth objects
O˜r→ S˜∞.
We can view O˜r as the category with objects (o, α˜), where o is an orientation of the
family of sc-Fredholm operators in Lin(∂¯J˜ , α). A morphism Φ defines
(o, Φ˜) : (o, s(Φ˜))→ (Φ˜∗o, t(Φ˜)).
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Proposition 15.5. Given a smooth α˜ its isotropy group G˜ acts on O˜rα˜ in an ori-
entation preserving way. 
Next we introduce the notion that two smooth objects are related by a path and
similarly if they are equipped with orientations.
Definition 15.6. We say two smooth objects α˜′, α˜′′ are related by a path if there
exists a third object α˜ and Ψ ∈ F (α˜), say Ψ : G n O → S˜ and a sc-smooth path
γ : [0, 1]→ O with Ψ(γ(0)) = α˜′ and Ψ(γ(1)) = α˜′′. If (o′, α˜′) and (o′′, α˜′′) are given,
we say that they are related by a path, provided α˜′ and α˜′′ are related by a path
and the prolongation of the orientation o′ along γ gives o′′. 
The Cauchy-Riemann section functor ∂¯Ψ¯ defines for Ψ¯ an orientation bundle over
O∞, so that the the prolongation of the orientation along a path is well-defined, see
[52] for the precise argument.
In view of Proposition 15.5 we can pass to orbit space and we obtain a Z2-bundle
over the metrizable space Z˜∞ say
O˜→ Z˜∞,
where Z˜ := |S˜| and Z˜∞ is the metrizable space of smooth points. We shall call it
orientation bundle. If a˜ ∈ pi0(Z˜) we can restrict the orientation bundle to a˜ and
denote this restriction by O˜a˜.
Theorem 15.7. For every class a˜ ∈ pi0(Z˜) the restricted orientation bundle O˜a˜ is
orientable. 
This is a good start, but still not enough for constructing SFT. In fact, what we
need is a system of orientations which is compatible in a precise sense. For this we
need some preparation. Given a smooth object α˜ in the interior of a face of S˜ we
can consider the space of linearizations of ∂¯J˜ and take a representative L.
(1) Then the restriction L′ to the tangent space of the face at α˜ can be related
to a specific product of linearizations via the proper covering map (pick a
convention here).
Assume for simplicity L′ is surjective (In the general case there is a formula). Then
(2) The kernel of L will have a vector h which is outward pointing. We write the
orientation of L in terms of h as a first vector followed by those in the kernel
of L′ tensored by the cokernel.
This allows to use the concatenation structure to define a notion of something like a
coherent orientation, see [84, 6, 20]. It is particularly important to understand the
rules which have to be implemented, when renumbering periodic orbits as well as
rotation asymptotic markers. This is discussed in detail in [84].
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15.5. Remark about Invariants. At this point we would be able to introduce
the Hamiltonian H introduced in [14] and prove its property H ◦ H = 0 (if using
closed forms) or more generally dH + H ◦ H = 0. One can follow [14]. We intend
to expand this lecture note to a graduate text, which would cover this. Specialists
know at this point know what to do and beginning graduate students find details in
[84] or [14]. For example if Q is simply connected and the first Chern class of the
contact structure vanishes we can take for every periodic orbit ([γ], T, k) a cap and
compute the CZ-index with respect to an associated trivialization. Every periodic
orbit will have a well-defined CZ-index, since under our assumption the result is
independent of the choices. Given a stable map we can glue in the caps and we
obtain second homology class A ∈ H2(Q,Z). Consider a parent class a ∈ pip0(Z˜) and
take a non-nodal representative and glue in the caps. This allows to associate to a a
second homology class A, the genus of the underlying domain, the positive asymptotic
periodic orbits and the negative asymptotic periodic orbits. We have the evaluations
functors at the marked points which can be used to pull-back differential forms on Q
to sc-smooth differential forms on S˜, see [52] for the underlying theory. Similarly we
have a forgetful functor into DM-space associating to a stable map the stable part
of the underlying domain. We can define so-called correlators by integrating certain
expressions over moduli spaces having no bad orbits. Bundling these expressions
suitably, see [14], we obtain the so-called Hamiltonian. The orientation properties
imply [H,H] = 0 for a suitably defined [., .].
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Lecture 16
16. Homotopy
We go back to E → S and investigate the relationship between (Û , N̂ ,Λ) and
(Û ′, N̂ ′,Λ′), where Λ and Λ′ are transversal to ∂¯J˜ . Define Û
′′ = Û ′∩Û ′ and equip with
N̂ ′′ = max {N̂ , N̂ ′′}. We can find a transversal (Û , N̂ ,Λ′′) such that the solutions
associated to (Λ′′, ∂¯J˜) in U˜ belong to U˜
′′. We can do the same for (Û ′, N̂ ′,Λ′). The
upshot is that we may assume without loss of generality that N˜ = N˜ ′ and Û = Û ′.
16.1. Set-Up. We consider the category S[0,1] = [0, 1] × S equipped with the pull-
back bundle still denoted by E . We denote the transversal perturbations by Λ0
and Λ1. Compactness is not really the issue since it is guaranteed provided the
perturbations are small enough. The set controlling compactness will be [0, 1] × Û
and the ps-norm is N̂ on E(t,α) ≡ Eα provided |α| ∈ clẐ(Û). We again proceed
inductively using d and the parent, descendent, and union classification of classes in
pi0(Z).
We have a projection t : [0, 1]× S → [0, 1]. Whatever, the extension is of Λ0 unionsq Λ1
it will be transversal to the boundaries ({0}×S)unionsq ({1}×S). Recall that as part of
the inductive procedure already in the second step we consider boundary faces and
pull back data associated to some (a′, a′′) which we dealt with in the previous step.
This time we have to deal with with families
(Λa′,t)t∈I and (Λa′′,t)t∈I
and we have to take a fibered product with respect to t. This, of course, works if
t¯ is a submersion on at least one of the moduli spaces. Not surprisingly this can
generally not be expected. One can get away with somewhat less assumptions than
that, but it is still not feasible in our case. However, there is a simple trick to achieve
this which can be adapted from Kuranishi framework, see [30, 31, 32, 33] (in the last
reference particularly Section 7). The issue in these references is the same since it
involves fibered product constructions.
Remark 16.1. The idea is a logical consequence of understanding the problems which
went into the decision to use multisections when dealing with problems having local
symmetries. Symmetries generally obstruct transversality. To deal with this, rather
than considering Λ0 ◦ ∂¯J˜ (Λ0 supported on the zero-section), we considered a suitable
small perturbation Λ ◦ ∂¯J˜ , where we recall
∑
(α,e) Λ(α, e) = 1 for every fixed α.
We broke the symmetry by a perturbation, but then took a symmetric family of
problems locally by using a symmetric family of perturbations. Each problem in the
finite family is allocated an appropriate weight, or alternatively we ‘average’ over the
problems. One introduces a notion when two such local families coincide locally and
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consequently obtains a notion of a global problem. Usually homological information
over Q will be preserved.
When we deal with the homotopy problem the issue arises from the diagonal in
I × I due to the t¯-projection.
I
The empty bered product for two zero-
dimenional spaces since they project onto
dierent points in I.
I
The bered product for a zero-
dimenional and a one-dimensional spaces
I
The bered product for two one-dimensional 
spaces.
Figure 27. Some of the fibered product issues.
Namely we have to consider boundaries obtained by concatenation of descendants of
the same parent, which are essentially perturbed in the same way! Similarly there is a
problem when considering disjoint unions! A model for the issues is a taking a fibered
product of two identical situations. In this case the fibered product construction fails
in general. Indeed, we need that if we have an element in the fibered product then
at least one of the t-projections is submersive near the appropriate points. In a
first naive attempt we can try a family of homotopies, say 100 sections in sufficiently
general position producing 100 different solution spaces with maps to [0, 1]. When we
take a fibered product of the problem with itself, but use different pairs of homotopies
in our 100 × 100 collection of pairs we obtain 10000 homotopies of which 100 have
the diagonal problem. Hence, roughly speaking 9900 are good compared to 100 bad
ones. Of course, taking the limit in the number of such homotopies to infinity the
percentage of bad problems with respect to the overall problems goes potentially to
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0. Of course, still the bad problems could spoil the algebraic averages and there is no
proof along these lines, which gets away with a finite number of sections. However,
the idea works for smooth families together with an averaging, provided we set things
up appropriately. 
Coming back to the SFT problem, the right implementation of this idea is to take
suitable smooth families of special sc+-multisection functors. We also have a class
of such sc+-multisections Λ for which we have extension theorems, but we shall not
discuss this here. The discussion in [52] and in the forth-coming paper [43] can
be generalized to this parameter depending context. Here is what we do. Define
I = (−1, 1) and let β : (−1, 1)→ [0,∞) be a map with the following properties.
(1) β is smooth with compact support in (−1, 1).
(2) β(s)− β(−s) = 0.
(3)
∫ 1
−1 β(s)ds = 1.
Then we obtain the compactly supported one form τ 1 = β(s) · ds. We define IN as
the N -fold product and also we put
τN := β(s1) · .. · β(sN) · ds1 · .. · dsN .
The special sc+-multisections we are interested in, can be viewed as maps which
associate to s ∈ IN a family of special sc+-multisection functors of the strong polyfold
bundle, or alternatively as a sc+-multisection functor over IN × [0, 1]×S by pulling
back E → S via the obvious projection. Hence given Λ and strong bundle uniformizer
Ψ¯ : GnK → E we can write
Λ ◦ (IdIN × [0, 1]× Ψ¯)(s, t, k) = 1]I · ]{i ∈ I | si(s, t, p(k)) = k}
for s ∈ IN and all k ∈ K with p(k) near o¯. In order to have extension theorems
we need to add some additional conditions which we shall suppress and which are
similar to those in the non-parameterized case. There is an obvious operation to
extend the parameter space given Λ, namely we just multiply the domain with some
additional IK with parameters, which however are ineffective. We shall refer to this
as the trivial enrichment.
A quick example without symmetry. Assume that p : E →M is a smooth oriented
vector bundle over a connected smooth oriented manifold without boundary, so that
dim(M) = dim(Em) and that a : M → I is a submersion. Denoted by Ω the Thom
form. Then ∫
M
f ∗Ω = e(p),
where e(p) is the Euler number. If f is transversal to the zero section f−1(0) consists
of finitely many points and s : f−1(0)→ I is nowhere a submersion. Again starting
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with the given f in the previous discussion, we can defined f¯ : IN ×M → E by
f¯(s,m) = f(m).
Taking a sufficiently large N we find a small perturbation f˜ of f¯ such that
(1) f˜−1(0) is a smooth manifold of dimension N .
(2) a : f˜−1(0)→ [0, 1] is a submersion.
We do not(!) claim that the map in (2) is surjective or proper. However, we note
that
f˜−1(0)→ IN
is proper. Then we consider the compactly supported form
a∗τN ∧ f˜ ∗Ω
on IN ×M of degree N + dimM . We note that∫
IN×M
a∗τN ∧ f˜ ∗Ω = e(p)
This is some kind of averaging. Hence by passing from f to f˜ we did not lose the
Euler class information, but gained the additional property that f˜−1(0) → I is a
submersion, which could be used for further constructions. More precisely in our
SFT-case, before we actually carry out the integration over IN (i.e. the averaging),
we can make further constructions, for example fibered product constructions and
only at the very end we average using the accumulated averaging parameters.
16.2. Consequences of Compactness Control. Recall that we work with (Û , N̂)
controlling compactness. Assume that we are given a small perturbation Λ in the
sense that N̂(Λ)(s, t, α) ≤ δ < 1. We denote for a ∈ pi0(Z) by Ia the finite product
Ina . We assume that Λ for a ∈ pi0(Z) defines
Λa : Ia × [0, 1]× EÛa → [0, 1] ∩Q
by (s, t, (α, e))→ Λ(s, t, (α, e)). Next we consider
Θa : Ia × [0, 1]× SÛa → [0, 1] ∩Q : (s, t, α)→ Λ(s, t, ∂¯J˜(α)).
Consider the moduli category which is generated by the objects (s, t, α) on which Θa
is positive and take its orbit space denoted by Ma. Then Ma → Ia is a proper map,
i.e. the preimage of a compact subset of Ia is compact. If we take the dimension
Ia large enough we can achieve that the t projection into [0, 1] is a submersion (not
necessarily onto).
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16.3. The Perturbation Scheme. All the perturbations are assumed to be small
which can be measured by (Û , N̂). The key is to take enough parameters. The
organization of the perturbation scheme is the same as the one already used and
previously discussed.
` = 0 : We start with a ∈ pip0(Z) and d¯a = 0. We can find Λa with parameter set
Ia := Ina extending the corresponding trivial enrichment of Λ0,a and Λ1,a. We can
do this in such a way that (Λ, ∂¯J˜) is in general positive and the projection onto [0, 1]
is a submersion. This perturbation extends trivially to descendants and there are no
union classes.
` = 1 : We start again with a parent a ∈ pip0(Z) and assume d¯a = 1. Pick a face
θ and recall that two different faces are disjoint. The face θ corresponds to (a′, a′′).
The relevant set Û∂θ consists of all |(α′, b̂, α′′)| such that |α′| ∈ Ûa′ and |α′| ∈ Ûa′′ and
using the proper covering functor we define
Λa : Ia′ × Ia′′ × [0, 1]× EÛ∂θ → Q ∩ [0, 1]
by
Λa(s
′, s′′, t, ((α′, e′), b̂, (α′′, e′′))) = Λa′(s′, t, (α′, e′)) ·Λa′′(s′′, t, (α′′, e′′)).
The moduli subcategory of Sθ associated to (Λ, ∂¯J˜) is precisely a fibered product
with respect to the submersive t-projections. We do this for every face and then ex-
tend and perhaps we need to use a trivial enrichment over the boundary. Of course,
this extension has to be done carefully in order to obtain transversality, the submer-
sion property, and preservation of compactness. Then we extend to descendants in
a trivial way. The disjoint union is given by the standard formula and automatically
has the desired properties.
[` =⇒ `+ 1 :] The construction proceeds in the obvious way.
16.4. Concluding Remarks. Finally we can lift everything to S˜ and introduce ori-
entations. Then everything proceeds as expected. The discussion in the (generally
non-existing) regular case used by authors in [14], see also [84], to explain the phi-
losophy of SFT will carry through in an averaged sense. The integrals or correlators
have a factor of a pullback of τna in them.
We add some more detail and we assume for simplicity that we work with the full
subcategory of stable maps without marked points. The associated orbit space is an
open subset Z ′ of Z which is the union of suitable elements a ∈ pi′ ⊂ pi0(Z). Denote
by Z˜ ′ the lift of Z ′ and by pi′ the lift of pi′. We shall call a class a˜ ∈ pi′ with even
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Fredholm index an odd class (this seems somewhat odd, but recall that we have
divided out by the R-action) and a class with odd Fredholm index an even class.
Suppose the orientations have been worked out. For a parent class a˜ ∈ pi′ with
ind(a˜) = 0 (the Fredholm index on a˜) we denote by Hi(a˜) for 0, 1 the count of
solutions (The coarse moduli space consists of isolated points with rational multi-
plicities.). Hence we obtain maps Hi : pii → Q. We are only interested in the
restriction of Hi to classes a˜ which are parent classes and which in addition do not
have bad orbits at the positive and negative punctures. Denote these restrictions by
H˜i and the domain by Π, i.e. H˜i : Π→ R.
Using the lift of our transversal perturbation we can take for fixed t ∈ [0, 1], using
the fact that the t-projection is submersive, the moduli category consisting of all
objects (s, t, α), where Θa(s, t, α) := Λa(s, t, ∂¯J˜(α)) > 0 and we define for a˜ ∈ Π
H˜t(a˜) :=
∮
Θa˜,t
p∗τna˜ ,
see [52] for the definition. This is essentially a sophisticated integral over Ma˜,t, i.e.
the coarse moduli space above t, which uses some of the overhead to define it. Hence
H˜t : Π→ R.
Since we have a Z2-grading by even and odd elements in Π we can write a map on
Π as a sum of an even and an odd map. A odd (even) map vanishes on even (odd)
elements.
Then, for fixed a˜ ∈ Π, t → Ht(a˜) is a smooth map interpolating between Hi(a˜)
for i ∈ {0, 1} (for this we need that the (parametrized) moduli spaces are in general
position). It is important that the latter satisfies a linear differential equation. To
explain this, we note that one can define for a˜ with ind(a˜) = −1 a family t→ Lt(a˜).
Then we can also define a super commutator [., .] which is defined as follows
[g, f ]a˜ =
∑
θ∈facea˜
g(a˜′) · f(a˜′′)± f(a˜′) · g(a˜′′)
where (a′, a′′) is associated to θ. The signs are picked in such a way that [., .] is
graded commutative. Then we obtain the flow
d
dt
Φt = [Lt,Φt]
and it has the important property that Ht = (Φt)∗H0. SFT (in this case without
marked points) is then a suitable representation of this data, where we recall that
associated a˜ we have its genus as well as the ingoing and outgoing periodic orbits
and a relative 2nd homology class in Q. (One can extend this procedure to the case
when we have marked points.) In the non-marked case Lt is obtained from classes
with ind(a˜) = −1.
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Finally a remark about the way Lt is defined in a simple model. Assume that M
is an oriented compact manifold with smooth boundary with corners and E → M
an oriented vector bundle with dim(Em) − 1 = dim(M). Consider the projection
p : [0, 1] ×M → M and take the pull-back of the bundle E → M . We consider
IN × [0, 1] ×M → E : (s, t,m) → f(s, t,m) tranversal to the zero section so that
W := f−1(0) is a smooth manifold so that in addition the t-projection is submersive
and for every t ∈ [0, 1] the fiber Wt of W → [0, 1] is in general position to the
boundary in IN × [0, 1]×M . Then the t-fiber Wt is a smooth manifold of dimension
N and the projection Wt → IN is proper. The pull-back of the 1-form dt on [0, 1] to
W defines a point-wise non-zero one-form σ on W . We can take a vectorfield X on
W , so that σ(X) ≡ 1. We define Σ := iX((p|W )∗τN) which is (N − 1)-form on W .
This form does not depend on the choice of X. Now we can integrate Σ over every
Wt to obtain a function Lt. In the SFT-case this has to be done in the branched case
and to be successful it requires some properties from the perturbation Λ, which are
also used to make sure that one has an extension result.
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Appendices and References
In this appendix we collect known facts and introduce notation and notions which
are used throughout this text.
17. Structures Associated to Riemann Surfaces
The main purpose of this appendix is to recall basic facts about Riemann surfaces
and most importantly fix notions and notation which will be used throughout this
lecture note. a
17.1. Basic Notions. We recall some facts feeding into the DM-theory and refer
the reader to [51] for more detail, particularly with respect to the modified version
using the exponential gluing profile. For the latter there are also important details
in [50].
Disk Pairs. We are interested in compact disk-like Riemann surfaces Dx with smooth
boundary and interior point x, which we shall write as (Dx, x). We refer to x as a
nodal point. An un-ordered nodal disk pair D has the form (Dx unionsqDy, {x, y}),
where Dx and Dy are as just described. An ordered nodal disk pair has the form
(DxunionsqDy, (x, y)). The ordered pair (x, y) is called an ordered nodal pair and {x, y}
is called an un-ordered nodal pair. In the case (x, y) we shall refer to x as the
lower nodal point and y as the upper nodal point. Given (Dx, x), a decoration
x̂ of the nodal point x is a an oriented real line x̂ ⊂ TxDx. The circle S1 = R/Z acts
naturally on the tangent spaces using their complex structures and therefore it acts
also on the possible decorations for x by
(θ, x̂)→ θ ∗ x̂ := e2piiθ · x̂.(25)
Next we consider unordered pairs {x̂, ŷ} which we call a decorated unordered
nodal pair or a decoration of the nodal pair {x, y}. We declare {x̂, ŷ} to be
equivalent to {θ∗x̂, θ−1∗ŷ} where θ ∈ S1. The symbol [x̂, ŷ] denotes the equivalence
class associated to {x̂, ŷ}
[x̂, ŷ] =
{{θ · x̂, θ−1 · ŷ} | θ ∈ S1} .(26)
We call [x̂, ŷ] a natural angle or argument associated to {x, y}. We denote by
S{x,y} the collection of all [x̂, ŷ] associated to {x, y} and call it the set of arguments
or angles associated to {x, y}. Denote by S1 the standard unit circle in C. Fixing
z = [x̂0, ŷ0] the map
arz : S{x,y} → S1 : [θ ∗ x̂0, θ′ ∗ ŷ0]→ e2pii(θ+θ′)(27)
is a bijection and any two such maps, say arz and arz′ have a transition map arz′◦ar−1z
which is a rotation on S1. Hence S{x,y} has a natural smooth structure. It also has
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a natural orientation by requiring that arz is orientation preserving, where S1 is
equipped with the orientation as a boundary of the unit disk.
Consider formal expressions r · [x̂, ŷ], where r ∈ [0, 1/4) (the choice of 1/4 has no
deeper meaning other than that certain constructions need a bound on the choice of
r and in our case 1/4 is always a good bound). We say that r · [x̂, ŷ] = r′ · [x̂′, ŷ′]
provided either r = r′ = 0, or r = r′ > 0 and [x̂, ŷ] = [x̂′, ŷ′]. In the following we shall
call r · [x̂, ŷ] a natural gluing parameter associated to {x, y}. The collection B{x,y}
of these formal gluing parameters r · [x̂, ŷ] has a natural one-dimensional holomorphic
manifold structure, so that fixing any {x̂0, ŷ0} the map
r · [θ · x̂0, θ′ · ŷ0]→ r · e2pii(θ+θ′)
onto the standard open disk in R of radius 1/4 is a biholomorphic map.
When we deal with a finite number of disk pairs we can take their unordered or
ordered nodal pair as an index set. We shall for example write D for the whole
collection of all occurring {x, y} and we shall write D for the collection, i.e.
D = {(Dx unionsqDy, {x, y}) | {x, y} ∈ D} .(28)
Sometimes, always clear from the context, we also view D as defining the disjoint
union of all Dx, where x varies over |D| = ∪{x,y}∈D{x, y}, together with the collection
D of nodal pairs
D =
∐
z∈|D|
Dz, D
 .(29)
This is a specific compact nodal Riemann surface with smooth boundary. Associated
to every {x, y} we have the set of natural gluing parameter B{x,y} and we shall write
BD for the set of total gluing parameters, which are maps a associating to {x, y} an
element a{x,y} ∈ B{x,y}. We can view BD as sections of a bundle over the finite set
D, namely ∐
{x,y}∈D
B{x,y} → D : a{x,y} → {x, y}.
From this viewpoint a natural gluing parameter is a section.
Gluing Disks. Consider an un-ordered nodal disk pair D := (DxunionsqDy, {x, y}), consist-
ing of disk-like Riemann surfaces Dx and Dy, with smooth boundaries containing the
interior points x and y, respectively, so that (Dx, x) and (Dy, y) are biholomorphic
to (D, 0), where D ⊂ C is the closed unit disk. These biholomorphic maps are not
unique but any two of them differ by a rotation which is biholomorphic. Denote for
0 ∈ D by 0̂ the standard decoration given by R ⊂ T0D with the standard orientation
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of the real numbers. If x̂ is a decoration of x there exists a unique biholomorphic
map
hx̂ : (Dx, x̂)→ (D, 0̂).
In the following we need the exponential gluing profile ϕ : (0, 1]→ [0,∞) defined
by
ϕ(r) = e
1
r − e.
Definition 17.1. Given an unordered disk pair (Dx unionsq Dy, {x, y}) and a non-zero
gluing parameter a{x,y} = r · [x̂, ŷ] define the set Za{x,y} by
Za{x,y} = {{z, z′} | z ∈ Dx, z′ ∈ Dy,(30)
hx̂(z) · hŷ(z′) = e−2piϕ(r)
}
.
Here {x̂, ŷ} is a representative of [x̂, ŷ], but the definition of the set does not depend
on its choice. If the gluing parameter vanishes, i.e. if a{x,y} = 0 we define Z0 =
(Dx unionsqDy, {x, y}). We note that Za = Zb if and only if a = b, and in fact Za ∩Zb 6= ∅
if and only if a = b. Za{x,y} is said to be obtained from (Dx unionsqDy, {x, y}) by gluing
with gluing parameter a{x,y}. 
Remark 17.2. We use this special gluing profile ϕ in order to have compatibility with
the sc-Freholm theory. We obtain the classical Deligne-Mumford theory when we use
the gluing profile r → − 1
2pi
· ln(r). 
Given a non-zero gluing parameter a{x,y} = r{x,y} · [x̂, ŷ] put R = ϕ(r{x,y}) and
define the closed annuli Ax(R) ⊂ Dx and Ay(R) ⊂ Dy of modulus 2piR by
Ax(R) =
{
z ∈ Dx \ {x} | |hx̂(z)| ≥ e−2piR
}
Ay(R) =
{
z′ ∈ Dy \ {y} | |hŷ(z′)| ≥ e−2piR
}
.
The set Za{x,y} defined in (30) for non-zero gluing parameter has a natural holo-
morphic manifold structure making it biholomorphic to a closed annulus of modulus
2pi · ϕ(r{x,y}) so that in addition the maps
Ax(R)
pi
a{x,y}
x←−−−− Za{x,y}
pi
a{x,y}
y−−−−→ Ay(R)(31)
defined by pix(z, z
′) = z and piy(z, z′) = z′ are biholomorphic. Hence
Lemma 17.3. Za{x,y} has a natural structure as a Riemann surface. 
Assume that a{x,y} and a′{x,y} are two nonzero gluing parameters in B{x,y} with the
same modulus. We abbreviate
R := ϕ(|a{x,y}|) = ϕ(a{x′,y′}|).
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In this case we obtain two copies of the diagram (31), say, with a = a{x,y} and
a′ = a′{x,y}
Ax(R)
piax←− Za
piay−→ Ay(R)(32)
Ax(R)
pia
′
x←−− Za′
pia
′
y−−→ Ay(R).
We can compare the following two maps Ax(R)→ Ay(R)
piay ◦ (piax)−1 and pia
′
y ◦ (pia
′
x )
−1
.
Given (Dx, x) there is a well-define notion of a rotation by θ ∈ S1. Namely take
any biholomorphic map h : (Dx, x) → (D, 0) and define Rxθ (z) = h−1(e2piiθ · h(z)).
This definition does not depend on the choice of h, and it follows immediately that
the following identity holds.
hx̂ ◦Rxθ = he2piiθ·x̂ = e2piiθ · hx̂.(33)
We obtain the following lemma, which can be verified by a straight forward calcula-
tion.
Lemma 17.4. Writing a = |a| · [x̂, ŷ] and a′ = |a′| · [x̂, e2piiθ · ŷ], where |a| = |a′| 6= 0,
it holds that
piay ◦ (piax)−1 = Ryθ ◦ pia
′
y ◦ (pia
′
x )
−1
.
Proof. By definition Za = {{z, z′} | hx̂(z) · hŷ(z′) = e−2piϕ(r)} and with a′ = |a| ·
[x̂, e2piiθ · ŷ] we see that
Za′ = {{z, z′} | hx̂(z) · e2piiθ · hŷ(z′) = e−2piϕ(r)}(34)
= {{z, z′} | hx̂(z) · hŷ(Rθ(z′)) = e−2piϕ(r)}.
= {{z,R−θ(z′)} | hx̂(z) · hŷ(z′) = e−2piϕ(r)}.
From this it follows that if piay ◦ (piax)−1(z) = z′ then pia′y ◦ (pia′x )−1(z) = R−θ(z′), and
consequently
Rθ ◦ pia′y ◦ (pia
′
x )
−1
(z) = z′ = piay ◦ (piax)−1(z).

Definition 17.5. If a = a{x,y} 6= 0 with R = ϕ(|a{x,y}|) we denote by MpD,a the
collection of all {z, z′} ∈ Za such that − 12pi · ln(|hx̂(z)| ∈ (R/2 − p/2, R/2 + p/2).
Note that this is only well-defined if |a{x,y}| is sufficiently small given p. We call MpD,a
the middle annulus of width 2p of Za. 
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For example with a ∈ B{x,y} this is well-defined as long as 0 < p < 25. When we
are given a finite family of unordered disk pairs D and a gluing parameter a ∈ BD,
we denote by Za the disjoint union of all Z
{x,y}
a{x,y} . In the case that a{x,y} = 0 we have
that Z
{x,y}
a{x,y} = (Dx unionsqDy, {x, y}) and consequently, if a ≡ 0 we see that Za = D. In
the case of ordered disk pairs we use a similar formalism. It will be clear from the
context in which situation we are.
Holomorphic Polar Coordinates. Given (Dx, x) let x̂ be a decoration. Take the asso-
ciated hx̂ : (Dx, x)→ (D, 0) satisfying Thx(x̂) = 0̂. We introduce the biholomorphic
maps
σ+x̂ : [0,∞)× S1 → Dx \ {x} : (s, t)→ h−1x̂
(
e−2pi(s+it)
)
and
σ−x̂ : (−∞, 0]× → Dx \ {x} : (s′, t′)→ h−1x̂
(
e2pi(s
′+it′)
)
.
We shall call σ±x̂ positive and negative holomorphic polar coordinates on Dx
around x associated to the decoration x̂.
If (Dx unionsq Dy, {x, y}) is nodal disk pair and a ∈ B{x,y} we obtain through gluing
the space Za. With a = |a| · [x̂, ŷ] fix a representative {x̂, ŷ}. We have the special
biholomorphic maps, where R = ϕ(|a|)
(35)
σ+,ax̂ : [0, R]× S1 → Za : (s, t)→ {σ+x̂ (s, t), σ−ŷ (s−R, t)}
σa,−ŷ : [−R, 0]× S1 → Za : (s′, t′)→ {σ+x̂ (s′ +R, t′), σ−ŷ (s′, t′)}
There are also maps σ−,ax̂ and σ
+,a
ŷ obtained by interchanging the roles of x and y.
In the case of an ordered disk pair the maps in (35) are the relevant ones, i.e. we
take positive holomorphic polar coordinates for the lower disk and negative one for
the upper disk.
As part of the constructions we shall consider maps u : Za → RN and sometimes
need to evaluate the average over the loop in the middle. For this we can pick a
nodal point in {x, y}, say x, and take σ+,ax̂ and calculate with R = ϕ(|a|)∫
S1
u ◦ σ+,ax̂ (R/2, t)dt.
The integral does not depend on the choice of x or y in {x, y}, and after the choice
of x, it does not depend on the decoration x̂. We call the integral the middle
loop average. We call any of the maps t → σ±,ax̂ (±R/2, t) or t → σ±,aŷ (±R/2, t) a
middle-loop map. If a = 0 and u is defined on the disk pair, being continuous over
the nodal value (i.e. u(x) = u(y)), then we can define the associated middle loop
average as u(x) or u(y), which are the same.
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A related concept is that of an a-loop. Assume we have a map defined on Dx or
the punctured Dx \ {x}. Pick positive holomorphic polar coordinates centered at x,
i.e.
σ+ : R+ × S1 → Dx \ {x}.
Assume that u : Dx → RN is a continuous map and a ∈ B a nonzero gluing parame-
ter. We define an a-loop as the map
S1 → Dx \ {x} : t→ σ+a (t) := σ+(R/2, t)
where R = ϕ(|a|). There is a whole S1-family of a-loops. However the integral∫
S1
u ◦ σ+a (t) · dt
does not depend on the choice of the specific a-loop.
17.2. Riemann Surfaces. After some preparation we shall describe the category
of stable Riemann surfaces and introduce auxiliary structures for the DM-theory.
17.2.1. Nodal Riemann Surfaces. We shall consider tuples α = (S, j,M,D) consist-
ing of a compact Riemann surface (S, j) without boundary, but possibly discon-
nected, where M is a finite (unordered) subset of S called (unordered) marked
points, and D is a finite collection of unordered pairs {x, y}, where x, y ∈ S are dif-
ferent points. We require that D has the property that {x, y} ∩ {x′, y′} 6= ∅ implies
that {x, y} = {x′, y′}. We shall write |D| for the union of all the {x, y}, i.e.
|D| =
⋃
{x,y}∈D
{x, y},
and require that |D| ∩M = ∅. We refer to the elements {x, y} as nodal pairs and
to x and y as nodal points. We can view the tuples as objects of a category. For
the following discussion we assume M and the elements of D to be unordered. A
morphism Φ : α→ α′ is given by a tuple Φ = (α, φ, α′), where φ : (S, j)→ (S ′, j′) is
a biholomorphic map such that φ(M) = M ′ and φ∗(D) = D′, where
φ∗(D) = {{φ(x), φ(y)} | {x, y} ∈ D}.
We denote the category with objects (S, j,M,D) and morphisms Φ by R¯.
Remark 17.6. We shall sometimes consider modifications, namely we may allow M
to be ordered and in this case referred to as the set of ordered marked points. We
also sometimes allow some of the nodal pairs to be ordered, i.e. the object are (x, y)
rather than {x, y} and we refer to an ordered nodal pair. 
We shall discuss later on in more detail objects in R¯ together with a finite group
G acting on it by biholomorphic maps preserving the additional structure.
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17.2.2. The Category of Stable Riemann Surfaces. Denote by R the full subcategory
of R¯ associated to objects, which satisfy an additional condition. Namely we impose
the stability condition (36) that for every connected component C of S its genus
g(C) and the number ]C := C ∩ (M ∪ |D|) satisfies
2g(C) + ]C ≥ 3.(36)
From the classical Deligne-Mumford theory, see [12, 74] and also [42], it follows that
R is what we shall call a groupoidal category. Namely every morphism is an
isomorphism, between two objects are at most finitely morphisms (a consequence
of the stability condition), and the collection of isomorphism classes |R| is a set.
It is also an important fact that |R| has a natural metrizable topology for which
the connected components are compact. We shall call R the category of stable
Riemann surfaces with unordered marked points and nodal pairs.
17.2.3. Glued Riemann Surfaces. Let α be an object in R¯ and denote by G a finite
group acting by automorphisms of α.
Definition 17.7. A pair (α,G), where α is an object in R¯ and G a finite group
acting by automorphisms will be called a Riemann surface with a finite group
action. 
Remark 17.8. Note that the biholomorphic automorphism group might be infinite.
However, G utilizes only a finite part of the existing symmetries. An obvious ex-
ample is the Riemann sphere, where we can take a finite subgroup of the rational
transformations. 
Assume (α,G) is given, where α is an object in R¯. Define Bα by
Bα =
∏
{x,y}∈D
B{x,y},
which as a product of one-dimensional complex manifolds is a complex manifold.
There is a natural projection pi : Bα → D, and a gluing parameter for an object
α is a section a of pi, i.e. it associates to {x, y} ∈ D a symbol a{x,y} ∈ B{x,y}
a : D → Bα : {x, y} → a{x,y}.
The natural action of G on D by g ∗ {x, y} = {g(x), g(y)} lifts to a natural action
of G on the complex manifold of natural gluing parameters
G× Bα → Bα,
by g ∗ a = b, where, writing a{x,y} = r{x,y} · [x̂, ŷ] we have
b{g(x),g(y)} = r{x,y} · [(Tg)x̂, (Tg)ŷ] for {x, y} ∈ D.
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We fix for every z ∈ |D| a closed disk-like neighborhood Dz with smooth boundary
and z an interior point so that the union of these Dz is invariant under G. We also
require that M ∩Dz = ∅ for all z ∈ |D|. This choice gives for every {x, y} ∈ D an
unordered nodal disk pair D{x,y} = (Dx unionsqDy, {x, y}).
Definition 17.9. The collection D of these disk pairs, having the properties stated
above is called a small disk structure for α.
In case we have an ordered nodal pair (x, y) we obtain an ordered disk pair written
as (Dx unionsqDy, (x, y)). We shall refer to Dx as the lower disk and Dy as the upper
disk. We usually would also assume that the action of G would map an ordered
nodal pair to an ordered nodal pair and also preserve the ordering.
Given an object α = (S, j,M,D) in R¯ and a small disk structure D it is con-
venient to note that given D we can recover D. Hence, we introduce the objects
(S, j,M,D) which are compact Riemann surfaces with small disk structure as well
as ((S, j,M,D), G), which is ((S, j,M,D), G) equipped with a small disk structure
so that the union of the disks is invariant.
Assume that α = (S, j,M,D) is a nodal stable Riemann surface with unordered
marked points and nodal points and G is a finite group acting on α as previously
described. Fix a small disk structure D, which for every {x, y} gives us an unordered
nodal disk pair (DxunionsqDy, {x, y}). Hence we consider ((S, j,M,D), G). Given a gluing
parameter a for α we obtain the a{x,y} and obtain by disk-gluing
Z{x,y}a := Za{x,y} ,
which is obtained from (Dx unionsq Dy, {x, y}) by gluing with a{x,y}. If a{x,y} = 0 we
recover the nodal disk pair. Remove from S for every nonzero a{x,y} the complement
in Dx unionsq Dy of Ax(R) unionsq Ay(R), where R = ϕ(|a{x,y}|). Here Ax = {z ∈ Dx | z =
σ+x̂ (s, t), s ∈ [0, R]} and similarly for Ay. We define a new surface Sa, using for every
{x, y} with non-zero gluing parameter (31), the holomorphic equivalence relation on
Ax(R) unionsq Ay(R) identifying z ∈ Ax(R) with z′ ∈ Ay(R) provided {z, z′} ∈ Z{x,y}a .
If the gluing parameter for some {x, y} vanishes we do not do anything. Having
carried out this for every nodal pair we obtain a nodal Riemann surface surface Sa
with associated almost complex structure ja. We denote by Da the collection of all
{x, y} ∈ D with a{x,y} = 0. We shall write Ma for the set M viewed as a subset of
Sa. Finally we set
αa = (Sa, ja,Ma, Da).
Definition 17.10. We call αa the stable Riemann surface obtained from α by
gluing with a. 
For g ∈ G one easily verifies that the construction of Sa allows to construct in
a natural way a biholomorphic map ga : αa → αg∗a. Given h, g ∈ G we have the
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functorial properties
hg∗a ◦ ga = (h ◦ g)a
and 1a = Idαa .
17.3. Riemann Surface Buildings. The building blocks are tuples (Γ−, S, j,D,Γ+),
where (S, j) is a not necessarily connected compact Riemann surface, D is a a set of
nodal pairs, and Γ± are a finite set of so-called positive and negative punctures. The
sets |D|, Γ+, and Γ− are mutually disjoint. Let us denote such an object by α. We
allow finite groups G acting on such a α by biholomorphic maps, where we impose
the restriction that G preserves the sets Γ+, Γ−, and the set of nodal pairs D. A small
disk structure D for α consists of a small disk structure associated to the nodal pairs
in D so that the union of the disks is invariant under G. The disks are assumed to
be mutually disjoint and not to contain the points in Γ±. Denoting by Bα the set of
natural gluing parameters we obtain through gluing αa = (Γ
−, Sa, ja, Da,Γ+), where
we identify Γ± naturally as a subset of Sa. We shall call αa a D-descendent of α. It
is convenient to consider the smooth manifold of gluing parameters BD together with
the G-action as a translation groupoid G n BD. We can also consider the groupoid
whose objects are the glued αa and the morphisms are the (αa, ga, αg∗a). Obviously
the two groupoids are isomorphic via a→ αa and (g, a)→ (αa, ga, αg∗a) We also note
that G defines actions G× Γ± → Γ±. Denote by Gn Γ± the associated translation
groupoids, for which we have the equivariant diagram of inclusions
Γ+ → αa ← Γ−
We generalize this now as follows. We first consider tuples
(α0, b1, ..., bk−1, αk−1),
where αi = (Γ
−
i , Si, ji, Di,Γ
+
i ) is as just described and bi : Γ
+
i−1 → Γ−i is a bijection.
We assume G is a finite group acting acting on each α0, ..., αk−1 by biholomorphic
maps as previously described. Moreover, G defines actions on the Γ±i and we assume
that these actions are such that every bi : Γ
+
i−1 → Γ−i is equivariant. We fix for
every (z, bi(z)) an ordered disk pair D(z,bi(z)) = (Dz unionsq Dbi(z), (z, bi(z))) and assume
that the union of these disks is invariant under G. Of course, the disks are mutually
disjoint and do not intersect the floor disks. An interface gluing parameter for the
(i − 1, i)-interface, i = 1, .., k, is a map ai−1,i, which assigns to (z, bi(z)) a gluing
parameter ai−1,i(z), having the additional property that either all its components
are zero or all of its components are non-zero. A total gluing parameter is given as
(2k + 1)-tuple (a0, a0,1, a1, ..., ak−1,k, ak). Denote by 1 ≤ i1 < .. < i` ≤ k the ordered
sequence of indices such that ai−1,i = 0. We say that we have nontrivial interfaces
(i1−1, i1),..,(i`−1, i`). Given α and the small disk structure, applying the total gluing
parameter, we obtain αa which again is a Riemann surface building. The collection
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of all such Riemann surface buildings we shall refer to as the set of D-descendents of
α. For example if a has the nontrivial interfaces 1 ≤ i1 < .. < i` ≤ k let us introduce
i0 = 0 and i`+1 = k + 1. Then define
Se =
∐
i∈{ie,ie+1−1}
Si,
and
De =
∐
i∈{ie,ie+1−1}
Di
∐
i∈{ie+1,ie+1−1}
Di−1,i.
As punctures we take Γ−ie and Γ
+
ie+1−1 so that we obtain (Γ
−
ie
, Se, je, De,Γ
+
ie+1−1). The
gluing parameters (aie , aie,ie+1, ..., aie+1−1) allow us to glue this surface and obtain
αa,e. Together with the bie we obtain the Riemann surface building
(αa,0, bi1 , αa,1, bi2 , ..., bi` , αa,`).
18. Stable Hamiltonian Structures and Periodic Orbits
We recall the notion of a stable Hamiltonian structure and derive useful results
which are needed in this text and quite well-known.
18.1. Stable Hamiltonian Structures. One of the important objects is that of a
stable Hamiltonian structure. A detailed study of these structures can be found in
[9].
18.1.1. Basic Definition. We begin with the definition of a stable Hamiltonian struc-
ture.
Definition 18.1. LetQ be a closed odd-dimensional manifold of dimension dim(Q) =
2n− 1. A stable Hamiltonian structure on Q is given by a pair (λ, ω), where ω is a
closed two-form of maximal rank on Q and λ a one-form such that
(1) λ ∧ ωn−1 is a volume-form.
(2) The vector field R, called the Reeb vector field, defined by
iRλ = 1 and iRω = 0
satisfies
LRλ = 0.

The latter condition implies by Cartan’s formula
0 = LRλ = diRλ+ iRdλ = iRdλ.
Since R spans the kernel of ω this implies
ker(ω) ⊂ ker(dλ).(37)
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The fact that iRω = 0 implies again by the Cartan formula that LRω = 0.
Remark 18.2. The standard example for a stable Hamiltonian structure is (λ, dλ),
where λ is a contact form on Q. 
Stable Hamiltonian structures are an interesting object to study, see [9]. It is
important to have such structures when studying pseudoholomorphic curves, see
[14]. These structures allow to control certain area-based energy functionals, which
is important in obtaining a priori estimates.
Associated to a stable Hamiltonian structure (λ, ω) on Q we have the distribution
ξ = ker(λ) and the natural splitting of the tangent bundle
TQ = RR⊕ ξ.
We observe that the line bundle RR has a distinguished section R and ξ is in a
natural way a symplectic vector bundle with symplectic structure being ω|ξ⊕ ξ. Let
us observe that the flow φt associated to R maps a vector in ξx to a vector in ξφt(x)
Tφt : ξ → ξφt(x).(38)
18.1.2. Symplectic Forms Associated to (Q, λ, ω). We discuss stable Hamiltonian
manifolds (Q, λ, ω) in somewhat more detail. Denote by p : R × Q → Q the ob-
vious projection and given a smooth map φ : R → R we denote by φ̂ the map
R × Q → R defined by φ̂(s, q) = φ(s). Given (Q, λ, ω) and φ we can consider the
two-form Ωφ on R×Q defined by
Ωφ = p
∗ω + d(φ̂ · p∗λ)
which we shall write sloppily as ω + d(φλ). We observe that Ωφ(s, q) = ωq + φ(s) ·
dλq +φ
′(s)ds∧λ. If |φ(s)| is small enough we see that ωq +φ(s)dλq as a two-form on
Q is maximally non-degenerate and ker(ω + φ(s)dλ) = ker(ω) in view of (37). The
maximal non-degeneracy implies that ω+φ(s)dλ restricted to {0}×ξq ⊂ T(s,q)(R×Q)
is non-degenerate, i.e. a symplectic form. If φ satisfies this smallness condition and
in addition φ′(s) > 0 for all s then Ωφ is a symplectic form. Hence we have obtain.
Lemma 18.3. Given a smooth manifold Q equipped with a stable Hamiltonian struc-
ture (Q, λ, ω) there exists ε > 0 such that for every smooth φ : R → [−ε, ε] with
φ′(s) > 0 for all s ∈ R the two-form Ωφ is symplectic. 
In view of this lemma we make the following definition.
Definition 18.4. We denote for ε > 0 by Σε the set of all smooth maps φ : R →
[−ε, ε] satisfying φ′(s) ≥ 0 for all s ∈ R. 
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In the case of Q equipped with a contact form we obtain the stable Hamiltonian
structure (Q, λ, dλ). In this case we can take any smooth map φ : R→ [−1,∞) and
assuming that φ′(s) > 0 it follows that
Ωφ = (1 + φ)dλ+ φ
′(s)ds ∧ λ = d((1 + φ)λ)
is symplectic. A possible example is the map φ(s) = es − 1 which gives Ωφ = d(etλ)
which is the usual symplectization form. We note that in the general case of stable
Hamiltonian structures the upper bound on φ is important to get symplectic forms.
18.1.3. Compatible Almost Complex Structures. Starting with a stable Hamiltonian
structure (Q, λ, ω) we take the manifold R × Q and fix ε > 0 with the properties
guaranteed by Lemma 18.3. We consider the set of all 2-forms Ωφ on R × Q with
φ ∈ Σε. Then this collection is invariant under the R-action on R×Q via addition on
the first factor. With ξ = ker(λ) we obtain the symplectic vector bundle (ξ, ω)→ Q
and fix a complex structure for this vector bundle, i.e. a smooth fiber-preserving
map J : ξ → ξ with the following two properties
(1) J2 = −Id.
(2) gJ : ξ ⊕ ξ → R defined by gJ(q)(h, k) = ωq(h, J(q)k) is fiber-wise a positive
definite inner product.
With R being the Reeb vectorfield we define a smooth R-invariant almost complex
structure J˜ for R×Q by
J˜(a, q)(h, kR(q) + ∆) = (−k, hR(q) + J(q)∆),(39)
where h, k ∈ R and ∆ ∈ ξ. Consider for φ ∈ Σε the fiber-wise bilinear form
Ωφ ◦ (Id⊕ J˜).
We compute with a vector (h, kR(q) + ∆) ∈ T(s,q)(R×Q)
Ωφ ◦ (Id⊕ J˜)((h, kR(q) + ∆), (h, kR(q) + ∆))(40)
= (ω + φ(s)dλ)(∆, J(q)∆) + φ′(s)(h2 + k2)
≥ 0.
Since ω+ φ(s)dλ is non-degenerate on ξ we see that in case φ′(s) > 0 the expression
is a positive definite quadratic form.
Lemma 18.5. Given a smooth manifold with stable Hamiltonian structure (Q, λ, ω)
and a R-invariant almost complex structure J˜ as described in (39) pick an admissible
ε > 0 as in Definition 18.4. Then for every φ ∈ Σε the (fiber-wise) symmetric
quadratic form Qφ defined with (h, kR(q) + ∆) ∈ T(s,q)(R×Q) by
Qφ(s,q)(h, kR(q) + ∆) := Ωφ((h, kR(q) + ∆, J˜(s, q)(h, kR(q) + ∆))
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satisfies Qφ(s,q) ≥ 0. If φ ∈ Σε has the property φ′(s) > 0 for all s ∈ R it satisfies
Qφ(s,q) > 0. 
18.2. Periodic Orbits. We start with the(abstract) notion of a periodic orbit in a
smooth manifold.
Definition 18.6. A periodic orbit in a smooth manifold Q is a tuple ([γ], T, k),
where
(1) γ : S1 → Q is a smooth embedding and [γ] is the equivalence class of γ,
where γ ∼ γ′ provided γ(t) = γ′(t+c) for all t ∈ S1, where c ∈ S1 is a suiable
constant.
(2) T is a positive real number and k ≥ 1 an integer.
Here T is called the period and k is the covering number. The fraction T0 := T/k
is called the minimal period. 
It is an important fact that a given Hamiltonian structure (λ, ω) on an odd-
dimensional manifold Q produces automatically a set of periodic orbits. We shall
explain this next, where we give a formulation compatible with the general definition.
Definition 18.7. Assume Q is equipped with (λ, ω) and R is the associated Reeb
vector field. A periodic orbit for (V, λ, ω) is a tuple ([γ], T, k) with k being a nonzero
positive integer, T a positive number, γ : S1 → Q a smooth embedding and [γ]
the set of reparameterisations of γ, i.e. t → γ(t + c), where c ∈ S1, such that the
following property holds
dγ
dt
(t) =
T
k
·R(γ(t)).
We call T the period and k the covering number, and T/k the minimal period.

Remark 18.8. The way to think about a periodic orbit for (Q, λ, ω) is as follows.
Take the Reeb vector field R and solve x˙ = R(x). Assume we have a periodic orbit
(x, T ), i.e. there exists a T > 0 such that x(0) = x(T ). Then there exists an integer
k ≥ 1 such that x(t) 6= x(0) for 0 < t < T/k, x(0) = x(T/k), and T/k is called the
minimal period. We can define the embedding γ : R/Z→ Q by
γ(t) = x(tT/k).
Then dγ
dt
(t) = (T/k) · R(γ(t)). If we take another point on x(R) and solve the
differential equation with this as starting point we obtain a map y, which again can
be viewed as a T -periodic solution (y, T ). Applying the same procedure we obtain
another element in [γ]. Hence our notation keeps track of the period, the minimal
period, and the set γ(S1) with a preferred class of parameterizations. 
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Definition 18.9. Consider a periodic orbit ([γ], T, k) associated to (Q, λ, ω). We
say that ([γ], T, k) is non-degenerate if the symplectic map TφT (p) : ξp → ξp for
some fixed p ∈ γ(S1) does not have 1 in its spectrum. The definition does not
depend on the choice of p. If for a Hamiltonian structure (λ, ω) all periodic orbits
are non-degenerate we say that (λ, ω) is a non-degenerate stable Hamiltonian
structure. 
Remark 18.10. It is always possible to perturb a contact form in C∞, by keeping the
associated contact structure, so that the new form is non-degenerate. The situation
for stable Hamiltonian structure is more subtle, see [10, 9]. It seems to be possible to
always perturb them to a Morse-Bott situation. Our discussion of polyfold structures
can be generalized to this case, but we shall not do it here and concentrate on the
non-degenerate case. 
For the sc-Fredholm Theory we are interested in the situation where the periodic
orbits come from a non-degenerate stable Hamiltonian structure (λ, ω) on Q.
Definition 18.11. Given a smooth compact manifold equipped with a non-degenerate
stable Hamiltonian structure (Q, λ, ω) we denote by P(Q, λ, ω) the collection of all
periodic orbits ([γ], T, k). We denote by P∗(Q, λ, ω) the union
P∗(Q, λ, ω) := P(Q, λ, ω)
⋃
{∅}.

For the sc-Fredholm theory it will be important to associate to the elements in
P∗(Q, λ, ω) weight sequences. However, care has to be taken that these choices are
compatible with spectral gaps coming from a certain class of self-adjoint operators
which occur naturally after a choice of almost complex structure compatible with
(λ, ω) has been made. We shall discuss this at the end of the next subsection, after
introducing the before-mentioned class of self-adjoint operators, called asymptotic
operators.
18.3. Special Coordinates and Asymptotic Operators. Consider (Q, λ, ω), a
smooth manifold with a stable Hamiltonian structure. With ξ := ker(λ) we equip the
symplectic vector bundle (ξ, ω)→ Q with a compatible complex structure J : ξ → ξ,
J2 = −Id, so that ω◦(Id⊕J) equips each fiber with a positive definite inner product.
We equip Q with the Riemannian metric
gJ := λ⊗ λ+ ω ◦ (Id⊕ J).(41)
As we already explained before, the data (λ, ω, J) will determine a R-invariant almost
complex structure J˜ on R×Q, see (39), and this structure will be important in the
sc-Fredholm theory. However, not every J˜ will work for a pseudoholomorphic curve
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theory in R×Q. It will be important that the underlying (Q, λ, ω) is non-degenerate
and that weight sequences are picked appropriately. One can express this in various
ways. The choice here is to pick suitable special coordinates and to bring the study
of a periodic orbit into the context of a special model. Of course, it will be important
to verify that different choices of special coordinates lead to the same conclusion.
18.3.1. Special Coordinates. We are interested in the geometry near a given periodic
orbit
([γ], T, k).
The idea is to transfer the general problem to the model case Q0 := S
1 × R2n−2
with periodic orbit ([γ0], T, k), where γ0(t) = (t, 0). We equip Q0 with λ0 = dt and
ω0 =
∑n−1
i=1 dxi ∧ dyi, which is a degenerate structure. We denote by J0 the standard
structure on R2n−2 = R2 ⊕ .. ⊕ R2, where on the R2-factors (1, 0) is mapped to
(0, 1). We define ξ0 = ker(dt) and as inner product dt ⊗ dt + 〈., .〉R2n−2 . Note that
ω0 ◦ (Id ⊕ J0) = 〈., .〉R2n−2 . What will be of interest to us are structures (λ′, ω′, J ′)
defined near γ0(S
1), which coincide with (λ0, ω0, J0) on γ0(S
1). This data (λ′, ω′, J ′)
will be obtained as the push forward of a restriction of (λ, ω, J) on Q to a small open
neighborhood of γ(S1) by a special choice of coordinates.
Definition 18.12. Let (Q, λ, ω) be a smooth manifold with a stable Hamiltonian
structure. Consider a periodic orbit ([γ], T, k). A special coordinate transforma-
tion is a smooth diffeomorphism φ : U(γ(S1))→ U(γ0(S1)) which has the following
properties.
(1) There exists a representative γφ ∈ [γ] such that φ ◦ γφ(t) = γ0(t).
(2) For every t ∈ S1 the tangent map
(Tφ)(γφ(t)) : Tγφ(t)Q→ Tγ0(t)Q0
induces a linear isomorphism φ̂t : ξγφ(t) → ξ0γ0(t) which is complex linear and
isometric for the distinguished inner products.

The following is left as an exercise.
Lemma 18.13. Given (Q, λ, ω, J) and a periodic orbit ([γ], T, k) there exist for given
representative γφ suitable open neighborhoods U(γ(S1)) and U(γ0(S
1)) and a special
coordinate transformation φ : U(γ(S1)) → U(γ0(S1)) with the property φ ◦ γφ(t) =
γ0(t). 
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18.3.2. Asymptotic Operator. We start with (Q, λ, ω) and an associated periodic or-
bit ([γ], T0, k0) Consider the map which associates to an element y in C
1(S1, Q) the
loop d
dt
y − T0R(y). The latter can be viewed as a C0-section of y∗TQ. The section
vanishes at x = γ and consequently has a linearization Lγ at every representative γ
of [γ].
Having fixed γ := γφ ∈ [γ] take a special coordinate φ such that φ(γ(t)) = γ0(t).
With this choice of φ and given a loop y near γ we obtain a loop φ ◦ y near γ0. We
consider the following which associates to a smooth loop z near γ0 the smooth loop
η = η(z) in R2n−1 defined by
t→ pr2 ◦ Tφ
(
d
dt
(φ−1(z(t)))− T0 ·R(φ−1(z(t)))
)
.(42)
We note that we can rewrite this as
t→ d
dt
z(t)− T0 · [pr2 ◦ Tφ ◦R ◦ φ−1(z(t))]
We differentiate this expression at z = γ0 in the direction h to obtain L
φ(h), which
is a loop S1 → R× R2n−2. With the linear map
B̂φ(t) : R× R2n−2 → R× R2n−2
being obtained by differentiating y → T0 · [pr2 ◦ Tφ ◦R ◦ φ−1(y) at γ0(t) we see that
Lφ has the form
Lφ(h) =
d
dt
h− B̂(t)h.
Lemma 18.14. The following holds true.
(1) The map B̂φ has the form
B̂φ(t)(h1,∆) = (0, B
φ(t)∆),
where h = (h1,∆) ∈ R× R2n−2.
(2) −J0Bφ(t) is symmetric for the standard structure on R2n−2.
(3) The unbounded operator defined in L2(S1,R2n−2) with domain H1(S1,R2n−2)
by h→ −J0[ ddth−Bφ(t)h] is self-adjoint and has a compact resolvent.
Proof. These are known results and we refer for a discussion to [7, 11, 84]. 
With the above discussion in mind we make the following definition.
Definition 18.15. Given (Q, λ, ω, J) and a periodic orbit ([γ], T0, k0) we denote for
given special coordinates by Lφ the linear unbounded self-adjoint operator
Lφ : L2(S1,R2n−2) ⊃ H1(S1,R2n−2)→ L2(S1,R2n−2) :(43)
h→ −J0[ ddth−Bφ(t)h].

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It is important to know the relationship between Lφ and Lψ given two different
choices of special coordinates. Given an ordered pair (φ, ψ) we have that
φ ◦ γφ(t) = γ0(t) = ψ ◦ γψ(t), t ∈ S1.
There exists a well-define element c = c(φ, ψ) ∈ S1, called phase, such that γψ(t) =
γφ(t+ c) for t ∈ S1. Next we study a pair (φ, ψ) with phase c = c(φ, ψ), We consider
the transition map σ := ψ ◦ φ−1 which is defined on an open neighborhood of γ0(S1)
in S1 × R2n−2.
Lemma 18.16. The following identity holds for a pair (φ, ψ) with phase c
ψ ◦ φ−1(γ0(t+ c)) = γ0(t)
Proof. We compute
γ0(t) = ψ ◦ γψ(t) = ψ ◦ γφ(t+ c) = ψ ◦ φ−1 ◦ γ0(t+ c).

Abbreviate σ = ψ ◦ φ−1. From the properties of φ and ψ we know that for
(t, z) ∈ S1 × R2n−2 it holds that σ(t + c, 0) = (t, 0) and moreover Dσ(t, 0)({0} ×
R2n−2) ⊂ {0}×R2n−2. Further the induced map R2n−2 → R2n−2 is unitary for using
the complex structure coming from J0. Denoting this map by U(φ,ψ)(t) we obtain a
loop of unitary matrices. We note that
Dσ(t, 0)(h, k) = (h, U(t)k), (h, k) ∈ R× R2n−2.
Unitary here means that the operators commute with J0 and are isometric. Given
the unitary loop U(φ,ψ) we shall write U
−1
(φ,ψ) for the point-wise inverted loop.
Lemma 18.17. For given (φ, ψ, σ) we have the identity
Uφ,σ(t) = Uψ,σ(t− c(φ, ψ)) ◦ Uφ,ψ(t).(44)
Proof. We shall write σ ◦ φ−1 = (σ ◦ ψ−1) ◦ (ψ ◦ φ−1) and recall that ψ ◦ φ−1(γ0(t) =
γ0(t− c(φ, ψ)). Differentiating the first expression along γ0(t) and taking the R2n−2-
part we obtain at γ0(t)
U(φ,σ)(t) = U(ψ,σ)(t− c(φ, ψ)) ◦ U(φ,ψ)(t).

Finally we show the following.
Proposition 18.18. For given (Q, λ, ω, J) and a choice of periodic orbit ([γ], T0, k0)
consider for associated special coordinates φ, ψ the asymptotic operators Lφ and Lψ.
Then the following equality holds
Lψ = U(φ,ψ) ◦Lφ ◦ U−1(φ,ψ).
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Proof. We have the following two expressions from which Lφ and Lψ are being de-
rived.
z → d
dt
z − T0 · [pr2 ◦ Tφ ◦R ◦ φ−1(z)](45)
y → d
dt
y − T0 · [pr2 ◦ Tψ ◦R ◦ ψ−1(y)]
Let us define σ = ψ ◦ φ−1. We note that σ ◦ γ0(t) = γ0(t− c) where c = c(φ, ψ). We
define the map z → y by y(t− c) = σ ◦ z(t).
We compute (
d
dt
y − T0 · [pr2 ◦ Tψ ◦R ◦ ψ−1(y)]
)
(t− c)
=
d
dt
y(t− c)− T0 · [pr2 ◦ Tψ ◦R ◦ ψ−1(y(t− c))]
=
d
dt
(σ ◦ z(t))− T0 · [pr2 ◦ Tσ ◦ Tφ ◦R ◦ φ−1(z(t))]
= Dσ(z(t))[
d
dt
z(t)− T0 · Tφ ◦R ◦ φ−1(z(t))].
Differentiating the relationship y(t− c) = σ ◦ z(t) between the input loop z and the
output loop y with respect to z at γ0 in the direction of h gives
k(t− c) = Dσ(t, 0)h(t).
Hence we obtain
d
dt
k(t− c)− B̂ψ(t− c)k(t− c)
= Dσ(t, 0)[
d
dt
h(t)− B̂φ(t)h(t)]
Specializing we obtain from this for h ∈ H1(S1,R2n−2) also the relation ship
d
dt
k(t− c)−Bψ(t− c)k(t− c) = U(φ,ψ)(t)[ d
dt
h(t)−Bφ(t)h(t)]
This means that
(
d
dt
−Bψ)U(φ,ψ)h = U(φ,ψ)( d
dt
h−Bφh),
and after multiplying by −J0 we obtain the desired result. 
As a consequence of the previous discussion we can define the J-spectral interval
around 0 associated to a periodic orbit ([γ], T, k) associated to (Q, λ, ω) and J .
Definition 18.19. Let (Q, λ, ω) be a closed manifold equipped with a stable Hamil-
tonian structure and J an admissible complex multiplication for ker(λ) → Q. The
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J-spectral interval associated to a periodic orbit γ = ([γ], T0, k0) is the largest in-
terval (a, b) ⊂ R, a ≤ 0 ≤ b, such that σ(Lφ)∩ (a, b) = ∅. Here σLφ) is the spectrum
associated to this self-adjoint operator. We also define σ(γ, J) := σ(Lφ), which, of
course, does not depend on φ, and call it the J-spectrum of γ. 
Remark 18.20. Since for φ, ψ the associated operators are unitarily conjugated the J-
interval does not depend on the choice of special coordinate. In the case that γ is non-
degenerate the spectral interval will be nonempty, containing 0 in the interior. 
As just mentioned the non-degeneracy assumption implies that 0 6∈ σ(γ, J). Since
the operator Lφ has a compact resolvent we have a spectral gap around 0. We call
a positive number δ associated to γ = ([γ], T, k) admissible, provided
σ(γ, J) ∩ [−δ, δ] = ∅.
Note that the admissibility of δ depends on the original choice of J , which most of
the time is fixed from the beginning. If we want to stress the dependence on J we call
δ admissible for (γ, J). There are several notions and results associated to periodic
orbits, which are frequently used in constructions.
Definition 18.21. Given a non-degenerate stable Hamiltonian structure (λ, ω) on
the closed manifold Q and a compatible J we call a map
δo : P∗ → (0,∞)
a weight selector associated to J provided for every γ = ([γ], T, k) ∈ P , the number
δ(γ, J) associated to (γ, J) is admissible and bounded strictly by 2pi. In addition we
require that δ(∅) ∈ (0, 2pi). A weight sequence (δi) for (λ, ω, J) is a sequence of
weight functions δm so that for every periodic orbit γ or γ = ∅ we have
0 < δ0(γ) < δ1(γ) < ....

18.4. Conley-Zehnder and Maslov Index. In the (Fredholm) index theory for
the CR-operator the Conley-Zehnder index plays an important role. We follow [11],
which is based on [20, 21, 53, 79]. We view R2 as a symplectic vector space with
coordinates (x, y) and symplectic form dx ∧ dy. Then R2n is identified with the
direct sum R2 ⊕ .. ⊕ R2, coordinates (x1, y1, ..., xn, yn), and symplectic form ω =∑n
i=1 dxi ∧ dyi.
18.4.1. Conley-Zehnder Index. Denoting by Sp(n) the group of linear symplectic
maps R2n → R2n we consider the space of continuous arcs Φ : [0, 1]→ Sp(n) starting
at the identity Id2n at t = 0 and ending at Φ(1) which is a symplectic map not
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having 1 in the spectrum. We denote by Σ(n) the maps α : [0, 1] → Sp(n) starting
and ending at Id2n. The map
G(n)× Σ(n)→ Σ(n) : (α,Φ)→ α · Φ, (α · Φ)(t) = α(t) ◦ Φ(t)
is well-defined. We also have the inversion map
Σ(n)→ Σ(n) : Φ→ Φ−1, Φ−1(t) := (Φ(t))−1.
Finally there is the obvious map
Σ(n)× Σ(m)→ Σ(n+m) : (Φ,Ψ)→ Φ⊕Ψ.
A classical map µnM : G(n) → Z is the Maslov index which is characterized by the
following theorem.
Theorem 18.22. The maps µnM for n ∈ {1, ....} are characterized by the following
requirements.
(1) Two loops α1, α2 ∈ G(n) are homotopic in G(n) if and only if µnM(α1) =
µnM(α2).
(2) The map induced on pi1(Sp(n), Id) by µ
n
M is a group isomorphism to Z, i.e in
this particular case equivalently
µnM(α1 · α2) = µnM(α1) + µnM(α1).
Here (α1 · α2)(t) = α1(t) ◦ α2(t).
(3) It holds
µMn
([
t→ (e2piitId2 ⊕ Id2n−2)]) = 1.

Having characterized the Maslov index we state the main result about the Conley-
Zehnder index. The Conley-Zehnder index refers to a family of maps µnCZ : Σ(n)→
Z, n ∈ {1, 2, ..}.
Theorem 18.23. There exists a unique family µnCZ : Σ(n) → Z for n ∈ {1, 2, ..}
characterized by the following properties:
(1) Homotopic maps in G(n) have the same index µnCZ.
(2) For α ∈ G(n) and Φ ∈ Σ(n) the identity
µnCZ(α · Φ) = µnCZ(Φ) + 2 · µnM(α).
(3) µnCZ(Φ
−1) + µnCZ(Φ) = 0.
(4) µ1CZ(γ) = 1, where γ(t) = e
piitIdR2.
(5) µn+mCZ (Φ⊕Ψ) = µnCZ(Φ) + µmCZ(Ψ).

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